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A Special Message to Farmers . .
.
New Supergrow from Eastern
lets you put more money in the bank
and less money in the ground.
GREENVILLE- SPARTANBURG AREA farmers and dealers
are served from our plant just off 1-85 at Greer.
"5L
CHARLOTTE AREA: President Francis Willis talks with
a customer at our plant on Hwy. 74 near Wingate, N.C.
GREENSBORO AREA customers receive full service from
our third plant food plant located at Sophia, N. C.
Only one plant food formulated in North or South
Carolina lets you apply exactly the nutrients your
crop, field and yield call for — and nothing more. It's
SUPERGROW, the prescription plant food that never
adds anything you don't need to soil. You can be
sure of that because SUPERGROW is based on our in-
house computer analysis of your soil and your need.
If you've known us up to now mainly as distribution
experts, SUPERGROW will change that. You'll
look to us from now on as plant food specialists who
provide you with the exact formula - out of 160,000
possibilities — that makes every crop a money crop!
These Steps Make Every Plant Food Penny Pay Off:
cn
Using one of our four-wheel-drive vehicles equipped
for automated soil sampling, trained personnel takesoil
samples for independent laboratory analysis.
The on-site computer at our nearest plant uses this
analysis to select from 160,000 possibilities the one nu-
trient combination that gives you only what you need.
Automated controls at each location precisely meter
out those nutrients for the plant food "prescription"
that feeds your crop with no waste.
This means you spend money only for the plant food
you need for the yield you want — never for nutrients
already present — and you bank the rest.
TWO MEN YOU CAN CALL ON to begin your relationship with our
Plant Food Division are Executive Vice President/Sales Harold Segars
(left) and President Francis Willis (right).
THE PLANT FOOD DIVISION OF
EASTERN DISTRIBUTION, INC.
GREENVILLE & SPARTANBURG, S.C. • CHARLOTTE & GREENSBORO, N.C. • JACKSONVILLE & TAMPA, FLA.
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Today's Features
October 6, 1979
Clemson vs. Virginia
Homecoming
— Remembering Jim Lanzendoen
t5 Jim Lanzendoen was one of the sparks in Clemson's
exciting 32-27 win over Virginia in 1973.
— Today's Band Program
I The Tiger marching band salutes patriotism as a part
of this year's homecoming ceremonies.
University Feature
Banks McFadden was the nation's most versatile
athlete in 1939 as he led Clemson into battle as a
football and basketball All-American. Forty years
later he has won another battle.
Cover Story
Rex Varn has fought off serious injuries throughout
his Clemson career to become one of the ACC's top
defenders.
ACC Comments
Neil Simons, Clemson's all-star baseball player is
one of the athletes featured in this conference arti-
cle.
Senior Spotlight
Matt Smith, Scott Jackson, Mark Clifford and Chip
Pruett have been key contributors to the Tiger foot-
ball program for four seasons.
Tiger Tradition
The tradition of running down the hill is one of the
things that makes Clemson spirit special.
Clemson Coaches
Clemson athletics were ranked fourth in the nation in
1978, the highest rating ever. The Tiger head
coaches were the major reasons for this success.
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$ Today's Game
By Tim Bourret
Next to the occurrence of rain in In-
dianapolis in the summer time, a Clemson
victory over Virginia used to be as predict-
able an event as one could find. In looking
at past games one will find that the
Cavaliers have never beaten Clemson in 1
8
meetings. But in 1979 Clemson fans have
become very concerned about this game.
The Tigers will have to be at their best if they
want to make the major spectacle of this
year's Homecoming spectacular a suc-
cess.
Virginia has looked solid, if not awesome
this season, a tribute to fourth-year coach
Dick Bestwick. The Wahoo mentor inher-
ited a program that has had only one win-
ning season (1968) since 1952, and has
made Virginia a contender.
The development of young, spirited
players through his guidance and tireless
recruiting efforts have paid off for Bestwick.
Greg Taylor and Tommy Vigorito are two
running backs who have benefitted by the
Virginia coach's work. Taylor has made re-
markable strides this year to average nearly
seven yards per carry. He is one of the top
rushers and scorers in the ACC.
Vigorito, who along with Taylor comprise
one of the top junior running back tandems
in the South, has averaged nearly eight
yards per attempt. He is capable of break-
ing for a score from any distance, as is
evidenced by his long carry of 81 yards for a
touchdown this season. Taylor and Vigorito
are the major reasons Virginia has already
scored more points this year in four games
than it took them to tally in the first eight
games of 1978.
The Virginia air attack is equally potent.
Todd Kirtley is the Virginia quarterback. He
has completed nearly 55 percent of his
passes this season, his second at Char-
lottesville. His favorite targets are tight end
Mike Newhall, a pro prospect at 6-3, 240,
and Ted Marchibroda, the son of the Balti-
more Colts' head coach.
The Virginia defense has three all-star
candidates, one at each section of the de-
fensive alignment. Tony Blount is a senior
all-conference candidate at safety. The
three-year letterman has been slowed by
injuries the last two seasons, but he is off to
a great start in 1979.
The other two defensive standouts are
only sophomores, giving Bestwick a nucle-
us to build his stingy unit around for two
more years. Stuart Anderson is one of the
finest young linemen in the nation. He was
twice named ACC Rookie-of-the-Week last
year, and raised some eyebrows in Raleigh
three weeks ago when he made 24 tackles,
three for negative yardage, against N. C.
State.
1979 CLEMSON STATISTICS
(Won 2, Lost 1
)
RUSHING
Atts. Yds. Avg. TD LG
L. Brown .51 217 4.3 3 44
M. Sims ... 32 177 5.5 36
Perry 19 91 4.8 23
CLEMSON 170
Opponents 131
655
349
3.9
2.7
Lott
Jordan
CLEMSON . 39
Opponents . 54
RECEIVING
44
45
PASSING
Atts. Cmp. Int. Yds. TD LG
31 17 2 257 1 81
8 2 2 25 18
19 4 282 1 81
29 3 382 37
PC Yds. Avg. TD LG
Tuttle 7 160 22.9 1 81
Gaillard . . 4 44 1 1 .0 15
J. Smith .
.
4 40 10.0 18
CLEMSON 19 282 14.8 1 81
Opponents 29 382 13.2 37
PUNTING
No. Yds. Avg LG
D. Sims .
.
. 23 1007 43.8 61
Opponents 24 943 39.3 49
KICKOFF RETURNS
No. Yds. Avg. TD
Hall 4 28 7.0
McCall . . 1 14 14.0
CLEMSON 6 55 9.2
Opponents 3 52 17.3
PUNT RETURNS
No. Yds. Avg. TD
Hall 4 38 9.5
Headen . 1 14 14.0
CLEMSON 5 52 10.4
Opponents 14 32 2.3
Sophomore linebacker Bryan Holoman is
Virginia's leading tackier. The sturdy per-
former was the runnerup for ACC Rookie-
of-the-Year honors last season. He made
an incredible 26 stops against N. C. State in
the 1978 game.
Clemson fans are hoping Anderson and
Holoman are making a lot of tackles this
afternoon, because that will mean the Ti-
gers' ball-control offense is in high gear.
Two weeks ago the Tigers gained 306
yards on the ground against Georgia in
Clemson's 12-7 win, a score that was not
indicative of the Tigs' domination of the
game.
Marvin Sims, Tracy Perry and Lester
Brown were the pigskin toters for Danny
Ford's improved club. Sims had the finest
day of his career, rushing for 146 yards on
1979 VIRGINIA STATISTICS
(Won 3, Lost 1)
RUSHING
Atts. Yds. Avg. TD LG
Taylor 71 474 6.7 6 72
Vigorito ... 59 455 7.7 3 81
Sanford ... 14 66 4.7 16
VIRGINIA .215 1162 5.4 10 81
Opponents 196 597 3.0 3 —
PASSING
Atts. Cmp. Int. Yds. TD LG
Kirtley 64 35 4 344 1 25
Whitehead . 5 2 1 14 1 u
VIRGINIA .
.
70 37 5 358 1 25
Opponents . 65 28 6 316 2
RECEIVING
PC Yds. Avg. TD LG
Newhall . .
.
7 62 8 .9 13
Marchibroda 6 61 10.2 1 17
Moon 5 49 9.8 1
2
VIRGINIA
. 37 358 9.7 1 25
Opponents 28 316 11.3 2
PUNTING
No. Yds. Avg. LG
Mays 19 667 35.1 56
VIRGINIA
.
. 20 667 33.4 56
Opponents .
. 28 1062 37.9
KICKOFF RETURNS
No. Yds. Avg. TD
McCall 6 107 16.5
Chester 1 41 41.0
VIRGINIA .
.
8 160 20.0
Opponents . . 21 327 15.6
PUNT RETURNS
No. Yds. Avg. TD
Chester 13 168 16.6 1
Brancati . . 1 10 10.0
VIRGINIA
.
. 14 178 12.7 1
Opponents . 5 43 8.6
25 attempts. It was the most yards gained
by a Clemson fullback since Ken Callicut
gained 1 97 yards against South Carolina in
1 974. At times he resembled the rampaging
University of Colorado Buffalo as three
Bulldogs held on for life. Ironically, Sims
picked the best day of his career to end a
personal streak. The Phenix City, AL native
had gone 1 69 straight carries without a run
for minus yardage until his fifth carry
against Georgia. Clemson fans will forgive
him.
Perry had his finest day of the year in
gaining 68 yards in 11 carries, giving the
Tiger fullbacks 214 yards for the after-
noon's work. And of course Brown was his
steady self, gaining 81 yards and scoring
Clemson's only touchdown. The Myrtle
Beach, SC native needs only 160 yards to
Marvin Sims
reach the 2,000-yard mark in his career,
and needs only three touchdowns to be-
come Clemson's all-time leading scorer
and touchdown maker.
The reason for this offensive improve-
ment is more than just the fine running of
the backs. The maturity of Clemson's inex-
perienced offensive line was a major factor.
Jeff Bostic, the dean of the front wall, had
one of his best days ever, and was honored
as the ACC's Offensive Lineman-of-the-
Week. Time and again the Tigers blasted
over the right side of the line for consistent
yardage. Gary Brown, the freshman right
tackle, Mark Thornton, the senior center,
Lee Nanney, the sophomore left tackle,
senior tight end Mark Clifford, and senior
left guard Chris Dolce, all provided cavern-
ous holes for the Tiger backs. It was an
effort worth noting, and it may be remem-
bered as the day the young offensive line
"came of age."
The defense certainly deserves just as
much credit. The Tiger enforcers have been
so good this year that Clemson fans have
come to expect excellent play out of the
defense. So far this season, Clemson op-
ponents have scored only two touchdowns,
and those were scored in the waning min-
utes of play. The Tigers' opposition has av-
eraged only 116 yards per game on the
ground and only 243 yards per game over-
all.
There have been many stars for the Tiger
defense, but Jim Stuckey has stood out.
The senior All-American candidate has
made eight tackles for loss already this
year, and has contributed 31 tackles over-
all. Bubba Brown and Jeff Davis, the
linebacking pair, have also made many
timely plays and lead the Tigers in tackles
with 37 and 35, respectively.
Rex Varn has been recognized as Clem-
son's top defensive back, but Eddie Geath-
Jeff Bostic
ers has been far from average. The Myrtle
Beach, SC resident, who played his high
school ball with tailback Lester Brown, was
outstanding against Georgia, making an in-
terception, and seven tackles, and the key
sack of Jeff Pyburn for a safety:
Clemson's 18-game win streak against
Virginia is not a national record. The NCAA
mark for consecutive wins over a major op-
ponent is 33, held by Princeton, who de-
feated Rutgers 33 straight times between
1869 and 1937.
The record for most consecutive wins
over a major opponent in an uninterrupted
series is 32. Oklahoma defeated Kansas
State every year between 1937 and 1968.
Alabama currently has the longest steak in
the country for wins over an opponent in a
series. The Crimson Tide have defeated
Mississippi State 21 times in succession
since 1958.
Clemson recorded its 400th win in foot-
ball history when the Tigers downed Geor-
gia on September 22. Clemson's all-time
record on the gridiron in 84 years of varsity
competition is now 400-315-40, a winning
percentage of .551
.
When Eddie Geathers sacked Jeff Py-
burn for a safety two weeks ago it was the
first safety scored by Clemson in 10 years.
The last Tiger two-pointer was scored on
November 1 , 1 969 against Maryland, when
Terrapin punter Greg Fries had a high pass
from center sail over his head and out of the
end zone.
Clemson has not had a safety scored
against the Tigers since 1975 when Mark
Prudhomme of Alabama blocked a Clem-
son punt through the end zone for a safety.
ACC Champs
i
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31 weekly issues will take you from football in
the fall through basketball in the winter and to
baseball in the spring. Also, four monthly is-
sues during the summer.
35 Big Issues Just $17.00
NO MATTER WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE
The only independent sports weekly devoted
exclusively to the Clemson Tiger fans — don't
miss it!
• a complete summary of Clemson athletics
• in-depth features
• recruiting info
• action packed photos
• full game coverage
• up to date statistics
• a sports guiz for Tigers
• much, much more!
Mail to: The Orange and White
P0 Box 828
Clemson, SC 29631
Name
Address
City
State -Zip
When
the Tiger
in Yout Tummy
Starts
to Growl
!
ACROSS FROM LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM
# Past Player Feature
Jim Lanzendoen's touchdown receptions
brought Clemson to an exciting come-from-behind win
over Virginia in 1973
There are several football games in
my career that are especially memora-
ble; howeverthe 1973Clemson-Virgin-
ia Homecoming game was one game
that I will never forget.
Any Homecoming at Clemson is
filled with excitement and color, as
fraternities and sororities try to outdo
each other by building towering floats,
putting on great entertainment with the
staging of Tigerama. Then, the added
splendor of a Tiger football game with
the crowning of Miss Homecoming
Queen at halftime. It was not only a
proud and exciting time for myself, but
also for my family who traveled many
hours from New Jersey to watch the
festivities and game.
The Virginia game was the fifth in
what had been a frustrating season so
far for the Tigers under first year Coach
Red Parker. We had experienced three
tough losses to Georgia, Georgia
Tech, and Texas A&M. Any one of
which we could have won. Our only win
was opening day against a stubborn
Citadel team. The game against Vir-
ginia was a must win if we were to
salvage the season.
The Cavaliers came to Clemson with
an explosive offense and a big win over
a strong West Virginia team the week
before. The Tigers also had some ad-
vantages entering the game. We had
never lost to a Virginia team and were
playing in front of fired-up Tiger fans in
Death Valley. Finally, as with all Home-
coming games, many of my fellow
teammates also wanted to give that lit-
tle extra in front of family and friends.
As the game progressed it was evi-
dent Virginia was aware they had never
beaten us before and took a 13-0 lead
in the first quarter. With only minutes
remaining in the second quarter and
Virginia leading 20-12 I scored one of
two touchdowns that afternoon. On a
quick slanting pattern Quarterback Ken
Pengitore delivered a perfect strike for
a 38-yard touchdown, as the final sec-
onds in the quarter ticked away.
After trailing by as many as 13 points
during most of the half it was evident to
myself and the rest of the Tigers that
we had developed great confidence in
our ability to handle adversity and that
no matter what obstacles stood in our
way, we would somehow overcome
them to win the game. Going into the
locker room we had cut the Virginia
lead to 20-18.
As the second half got under way it
seemed Virginia could do no wrong as
they recovered a fumbled Tiger punt
and went in for a score, putting them
ahead 27-18. As the final quarter be-
gan, the momentum was beginning to
change in our direction. The Tiger de-
fense, led by Middle Guard Willie An-
derson and Defensive Backs Jim Ness
and Marion Reeves, thwarted several
Virginia attacks.
That day Ken Pengitore lived up to
his AII-ACC honors by completing 1 5 of
23 passes for 227 yards and three
touchdowns. His final two touchdowns
came in the pressure-packed fourth
quarter. The first went to Wide Re-
ceiver David Sasser, and the final
touchdown, a perfectly thrown ball to
myself. This gave us the lead for the
first time in the afternoon 33-27. How-
ever, there was still over five minutes
remaining in the game and Virginia was
able to mount one last drive. On fourth
down and eight on the Clemson 17,
defensive safety Peanut Martin made
a solo tackle on a completed Virginia
pass just yards short from a first down
which gave us the victory.
For the 1973 Clemson Tigers, that
year we were to finish the season with a
5-6 record, and a third place finish in
the conference, but I am sure I can
speak for all my fellow Tiger team-
mates that year when I say it was a
proud moment in our lives to have
played football for such an outstanding
college as Clemson University.
Thanks
Carolinas
Seventy-six years ago, five Meyers Brothers started a store on
Main Street in Greenville, South Carolina that has grown into
other areas of the Carolinas.
Today Meyers/Arnold is still growing with the recent addition
of the Bon Marche stores of Asheville, North Carolina to its
family of fine fashion stores.
Meyers/Arnold stores still cherish the personal approach
. . . to fashion and to people. Come join us as we celebrate
seventy-six years of caring how you look.
Thank you Carolinas for giving us 76 great years.
!fc Today's Band Program
The Tiger Marching Band goes patriotic
during halftime of today's homecoming
game between Clemson University and the
University of Virginia. The band will enter-
tain you with some of America's favorite
patriotic tunes.
Pre-game festivities will begin as the
band enters the field, led by drum major
Mark Schwehr, playing "Tiger Rag." Ac-
tivities continue when Horace Fleming does
the honor of dotting the "i" in Tiger. Fleming
was the recipient of the 1979-80 Master
Teacher Award and is currently President
of the Faculty Senate.
The Clemson University Chorus and
ROTC Color Guards join the band in "To
America the Beautiful" and "The Star
Spangled Banner."
THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
TIGER BAND
presents
America)
Bv Ancy dy Ronemus
Just before the band forms the tunnel for
the Tigers' enthusiastic entrance, Bill Rod-
gers (Class of 1949) from Dillon will wel-
come all to this year's homecoming game.
Rodgers is currently President of the
Alumni Association.
Halftime begins as the band enters the
field to John Philip Sousa's "Stars and
Stripes Forever'' featuring the piccolo sec-
tion. The band and the chorus will then
combine forces to continue today's presen-
tation. A medley of patriotic tunes including
"This Is My Country," "I'm a Yankee Doodle
Dandy," "You're a Grand Old Flag" and
"God Bless America" highlight this home-
coming afternoon.
Homecoming wouldn't be appropriate
without the naming of a queen. The queen
enters the field on a float built by the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity as the band plays
"Just the Way You Are." Christopher
McGerr, Edmund Baxley and Robert Brax
all helped to design this year's float. The
band would like to thank Sigma Alpha Epsi-
lon Fraternity and the other organizations
on campus who helped make homecoming
such a success.
After the queen has been presented to
the crowd, the band and the chorus end
today's program with the Alma Mater. This
will be a new twist for the crowd as they
usually associate the Alma Mater with
opening ceremonies and not halftime.
The second half nears as the band
leaves the field to the Clemson fight song,
"Tiger Rag."
Homecoming has become an expensive
event for the organizations that put on the
displays and the following businesses have
helped to defray some of the costs. Mr.
Knickerbocker was the largest contributor
with a $150 donation.
The following businesses donated $100:
Carolina Beer Co., Carolina National Bank,
The Corporation, Clemson Ophthalmology
P. A., Dock Side Hardware, First National
Bank of Anderson, Fort Hill Federal Sav-
ings, J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc., Lynch Drug
Company, Inc., "Ole" Norm's, Inc., and
Wendy's.
The following businesses contributed
$50 or less: Campus Camera, Floyd Cole-
man Askins and Kellahan, Kay's Shop,
Stuckey Epps Foresters, Inc., Wellman In-
dustries, Inc., William E. Guslafson, D.D.S.
The band and the University thank these
businesses for their support.
When
Performance
Counts
FIBERS
MARVESS OLEFIN
DUON • PETROMAT • SUPAC
NONWOVEN FABRICS
PHILLIPS FIBERS CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
MAN LIFE
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AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 1^1111711 G!
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3* University Feature
Since its founding in 1 893, the story of Clemson University has been
one of constant growth in an atmosphere of tradition.
Where 446 students first met for courses in agriculture and engineer-
ing, more than 1 1 ,000 young people now pursue these two fields as
well as architecture, education, forestry, industrial and recreational
management, textile science, nursing, liberal arts and the social, bio-
logical, physical and mathematical sciences.
In terms of academic excellence, the quality of both students and
faculty is high. More than two-thirds of the freshmen
who entered Clemson this fall graduated in the top 20
percent of their high school classes. The University
last year produced two Fulbright-Hays Scholars and a
Truman Scholar, and The Tiger was named one of the
best student newspapers in the country.
Several Clemson faculty members are officers in
major professional societies or editors of major jour-
nals. The campus was also the site last year for na-
tional and international meetings of poultry scientists and
materials researchers.
Though Tillman Hall still stands as a treasured landmark and
a symbol of Clemson's heritage, it no longer stands alone. Today
the University campus includes 600 acres o f academic buildings,
CLEMSON
student housing, service facilities and equipment valued at
$161 million.
In addition to the nuclear campus, Clemson encompasses
more than 30,000 additional acres of experimental farms and
woodlands throughout the state. Major renovation of Sirrine Hall
and Memorial Stadium will be completed this year, and work will
begin on a new $4.7 million Pee Dee Research and Education
Center for Agriculture near Florence.
The University enters a new era as Bill Atchley takes the administrative helm as
Clemson's ninth president. A strong, friendly leader, Atchley will set the pace for
continued growth and leadership. Whether it's academics, research or continuing
education for South Carolina's economic development, Clemson University leads the way
in service to people. Byjimstovaii
3
A
CONCRETE
IT 371
Ki g
What better way to state a commitment than to
put it in concrete. And that's exactly what our
new manufacturing plant in Martin, South
Carolina signifies— Sandoz' commitment to
provide quality dyes and chemicals to the
industries we serve.
This new facility, situated on a 4,600 acre
,
tract, represents an initial multi-million
dollar investment. The complex, aside from the
production unit containing the latest in dye
and chemical manufacturing equipment, also
includes a modern technical support center,
expansive warehouse, administrative
offices, and the necessary peripheral structures
for power, maintenance and environmental
controls.
The Sandoz Martin Works is now on-stream
about the same time other sources have changed in
mid-stream. Sandoz is committed to the viability
of the dye and chemical consuming industries.
This is a concrete commitment.
ft
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Company And Affiliates • Home Office: Box 3978 • Greenville, S. C. 29608 USA • Tel. (803) 242-5262
H. Elliott Batson, Class of 1951, President • Louis P. Batson, Jr., Class of 1949, Vice President
'** Clemson's Athletic Administration
During 1978-79, Clemson University
enjoyed its greatest all-around athletic
year ever. This excellence was docu-
mented last August when The Knox-
ville Journal released its annual
nationwide all-sports study. The re-
searchers found that Clemson had the
fourth best all-around sports program
in the United States. Only UCLA,
Southern California, and Arkansas
scored more points than the Tigers.
And the man directly responsible for
the Tigers' rise and continued success
among the major college powers is Ath-
letic Director Bill McLellan.
Only the third man to own the title of
Athletic Director over the past 48 years,
McLellan assumed his present position
February 4, 1971, and since that date
has directed the Tigers through their
greatest decade ever of national athlet-
ic prominence. Four years in a row
Clemson has been ranked in the top 25
in the all-sports poll.
In all, 18 of Clemson's 19 varsity
sports sent an individual or a team to
post-season action.
McLellan's dedication to continued
growth and development of Clemson's
facilities is another major reason for the
Tigers' meteoric rise on the sports
scene. During his tenure the Tigers
have christened the Frank Johnstone
Jervey Athletic Center, possibly the
most modern and complete complex
under one roof, increased the perma-
nent seating of Clemson Memorial
Stadium from 43,451 to 53,306,
opened a beautiful swimming facility
which will be the site of ACC Swimming
Championships over the next two
years, and constructed a nine-lane
all-weather track where the '78 ACC
Meet was held.
While he has erected an athletic
powerhouse on the varsity level,
McLellan has also developed a solid
intramural program for the student
body which attracts record participa-
tion every year. That's why Bill McLel-
lan is recognized as a total athletic di-
rector.
A native of Hamer, SC, the 47-year-
old McLellan was a two-time football
letterman for the Tigers and a member
of Clemson's 1952 Gator Bowl team.
He received his BS degree from
Clemson in 1 954, and his MS two years
later.
After joining the athletic staff in 1 958,
he spent more than a decade with the
Tigers as assistant football coach, As-
Assistant Athletic Director Bobby Robinson and Athletic Director Bill McLellan
sistant Business Manager, Assistant
Athletic Director, and Associate Athlet-
ic Director before his appointment to
his current position.
But McLellan will be the first man to
tell you that many knowledgeable
people are needed to run an efficient
and successful athletic department.
Assistant Athletic Director Bobby Rob-
inson is the catalyst of McLellan's
group of responsible aides.
Robinson, now in his 10th year at
Clemson and the 1st season as assis-
tant AD, coordinates the business and
financial needs for all 19 sports at
Clemson. He also serves as the Head
Golf Coach.
Compliments of
Swam/SlcpeJ
FARMS
U S 29 SOUTH - GAFFNEY, S C. 29340
803 489-9511
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You don't have to
major in Economics tobe
a Financial Wizard.
You don't even need a college degree.
A Financial
Wizard knows
In fact, all sorts of unlikely
Financial Wizards at C&S
these days.
Because they can do
Keadab^ve
her a l mos1:
a
"
their banking
water
3
any hour, any day. Without having
to go inside the bank.
Not just deposits
accounts, but from
as loan payments,
account to another, and
^ transactions,
rak And it's
cornea
(
you have to
customer.
people are becoming
A Financial
Wizard can make
hay while the
sun shines.
Or the moon.
Financial Wizard, and withdrawals from their checking
their savings accounts, too. As well
*
transfers from one
money to go,
24 hours a day.
lots of other kinds of
really easy to be-
Financial Wizard. All
do is become a C&S
A Financial
You don't have to be a genius to see there are ordlr
r
sfo
a
r
n
an
sl
nS?wizard good reasons to be a Financial Wizard. t£^V£^
can give your to another,
banking a shot
in the arm.
Financial Wizards bank at C&S.
THE ACTION BANK'
The Citizens & Southern
National Bank of South Carolina
Member FDIC
078, C&S National Bank of South Carolina. Financial Wizard is a servicemark of C&S National
Bank of South Carolina.

«; Welcome to Death Valley
USEFUL INFORMATION
Clemson Memorial Stadium — Home of the Tigers
A crowd of 63,050, the largest ever to witness a football game between Philadelphia and Birmingham,
saw the Tigers beat arch-rival South Carolina 41-23 in 1978.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or found, SOUVENIR PRICES
please report same to the Gate 1 information
[\ Buttons $2.00D00,n Pennants 2.00
Plush Tigers 5.00
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession stands Hats 5.00
are located beneath all stands and can be Shakers 1.00
, , , ... . . . Sun Visors 50
reached by exit from any portal. A concession Balloons 1 00
price list is published on this page. Party Pops 25
Posters 2.00 & 3.00
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls are
^fg^ j^.OO
received over the press box telephone. The Rain Coats 5 00
press box number is 654-3326. Tiger Paw Hand 2.00
Cheerleader Dolls 5.00
Mugs 2.00
Cushions 5.00
SEASON TICKET HOLDERS/OTHER VISI-
TORS: Season ticket holders and other visitors
to the stadium are requested to enter Gates 1
,
5,
9, 1 1 , or 1 3. Persons with top deck tickets must
enter the stadium via the ramps which are lo-
cated behind the South stands. Ramp entrances
are adjacent to Gates 1 and 13.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have been
provided at Gates 1 and 13 for the handicapped.
HIGH SCHOOL TICKETS: Special high school
tickets are sold at Gate 1 1 only.
WILL CALL: Should you have tickets at the will
call window, you will find them at Gate 9.
Gates 4,6,7, and 8 are closed prior to the games
and are opened for exit purposes only.
PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks will be
available at Gates 1,5,9, 13, and the top deck.
Any person leaving the stadium other than with a
team pass must have a pass out check, as well
as an admittance stub to be readmitted to the
stadium.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are located
under Section J on the South side of the stadium,
under Section T on the North side, and under
Section E of the top deck. Trained nurses are on
hand during the game. Should a doctor be
needed, ask any usher, who knows the seat loca-
tions of doctors. Ambulances are located at
Gates 1, 5, 8, and 13.
TELEPHONES: Telephones are located at the
stadium ticket offices at Gates 1,5,9, 1 3, and the
top deck.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public ad-
dress system is intended primarily for spectators'
information concerning the game. Please do not
request the use of the public address system to
make social contacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and mens' restroomsare
located beneath the stands and can be reached
by exit from any portal.
NOTICE: The following items are prohibited
in Memorial Stadium — umbrellas, folding
chairs, chaise lounges, food and beverage
containers of any type, alcoholic beverages,
thermos jugs, and ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is pro-
hibited at an athletic contest in Clemson
Memorial Stadium and Littlejohn Coliseum.
CONCESSION PRICES
Cigarettes $.75
Candy 30
Gum 25
Crackers 30
Peanuts (Roasted) 40
Dnnks 50
Cup of ice 15
Hot dog 50
Aspirin 75
CLIP AND MAIL TO
PEACHTREE ENTERPRISES
TIGER RAG TIGER RAG Brushy Creek Rd., Rt. 4
AUTO HORN $64.50 DOOR CHIME $49.95 Taylors, S. C. 29687
INCL. TAX INCL. TAX
& POSTAGE & POSTAGE SEND TO
• For Under Hood Mounting • Plays 1st Four Notes of Tiger Rag
• Complete Kit — Easy to Install • Easy to Install — Connects to Existing Zip
• Can be Programmed to Play Dozens of Doorbell System (Use UPS-Deliverable Address if Possible)
Other Songs • Nice Gift CHECK
• Warrantied • Warrantied AM. EXPRESS VISA
• Immediate Shipment • 4 Weeks Shipment MASTER CHARGE
Card Nn
Exp. Date
CHECK ITEM DESIRED Signature
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& DO YOU WANT TO FLY? ^
Face it you've always wanted to fly! Many of us have had the feeling . and for some it has never
gone away.
If you have that feeling, then you're in luck. Air Force ROTC Flight Instruction Program (FIP) is available to
you. It's designed to teach you the basics of flight through flying lessons in small aircraft at a civilian operated
flying school.
The program is an EXTRA for cadets who can gualify to become Air Force pilots through Air Force ROTC.
Taken during the senior year in college, FIP is the first step for the cadet who is going on to Air Force jet pilot
training after graduation.
This is all reserved for the cadet who wants to get
his life off the ground with Air Force silver pilot
wings Check it out today.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
ROTC CALL 656-3254/3255
Gateway to a great way of life.
Touchdown or Field Goal Illegally Passing or
Handling Ball
Clipping Illegal Use of Hands & Arms Illegal Procedure or Position
United Merchants and Manufacturers, Inc.
wants you to . . .
IGNALS!
Loss of Down
Personal Foul
Illegal Shift
Holding
Dead Ball Safety Incomplete Pass;
Penalty Declined;
No Play or No Score
First Down Delay of Game Blocking Below the Waist
Pass or Kick Catching
Interference
Ball Illegally Touched
or Kicked
CAROLINA NATIONAL
th. BANK that caren!
Member FDIC
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
534 S. MAIN - GREENVILLE, S.C.
Day or Night 233-4076 or 235-2352
Specializing: Industrial-Advertising
AERIAL
Serving Industry
For 30 Years"
>*i/i rn j it
Qualified
Color Commercial
PASSPORT
PHOTO
•Publicity Photographs*
FAST SERVICE
5fc Danny Ford, Head Football Coach
Nearly 40 years ago Clemson Uni-
versity selected an enthusiastic 31-
year-old to lead its football program. At
the time, bushy-haired Frank Howard
was one of the youngest head coaches
in the nation. Now, 40 years later, the
Tiger administrators have again se-
lected a youthful mentor to guide the
football team.
Danny Ford, who turned 31 last April
2, is the youngest Division I head coach
in the NCAA. Despite his youth, he is
more than qualified to accept his pres-
ent duties, for he has been associated
with some of the best football programs
in the nation.
A 1970 graduate of the University of
Alabama, Ford played for three con-
secutive Bowl teams under the leg-
endary Bear Bryant. The All-South-
eastern Conference tackle played in
the 1968 Cotton Bowl, the 1968 Gator
Bowl and the 1969 Liberty Bowl. An
All-SEC Academic selection, he
served as team captain of the Crimson
Tide in 1969.
After receiving his B.S. degree in in-
dustrial arts, Ford remained at Ala-
bama as a graduate assistant for the
1970 and 1971 seasons. After earning
a master's degree in special education
in 1 971 , Ford was made a full time as-
sistant for the next two seasons. And
the Tide went to four more post-season
games while Ford was on Bryant's
staff.
Clemson's new mentor then ac-
cepted a position of assistant coach on
Jimmy Sharpe's staff at Virginia Tech.
He remained in Blacksburg for three
seasons (1974-75-76), before he was
beckoned to Clemson by Charley Pell,
who had just been named the Tigers'
head coach. Pell and Ford had served
together on the VPI staff for two sea-
sons.
When Pell resigned as head football
coach at Clemson for a similar position
at Florida, the Student Affairs Commit-
tee of the Clemson Board of Trustees
only considered one name as Pell's
successor — Danny Ford. Ford not
only had the backing of Pell, but also
from members of the Clemson football
team. He was then assistant head
coach and offensive line coach of the
Tigers.
After two meetings between Ford
and the committee on the morning of
December 5, 1978, it was the unani-
mous opinion of the committee that
Ford should be named Clemson's 21 st
head coach.
At a press conference on December
10, 1978, Pell relinquished the head
coaching duties of the Gator Bowl to
Ford. And Clemson's bright new coach
responded like a 20-year veteran.
The handsome coach conquered all
kinds of adversity in leading the Tigers
to a nationally televised 17-15 triumph
over perennial national powerhouse
Ohio State in the Gator Bowl. Few
coaches in NCAA history have made a
more celebrated or successful begin-
ning.
Now Ford faces his first full season
as a head coach. His 1979 club needs
to fill many holes, especially on of-
fense. But solving offensive problems
is not new to Ford. He has been given
much credit for molding Clemson's of-
fensive scheme, which in the past two
seasons, has scored 596 points and
set countless offensive records.
The native of Gadsden, AL, is mar-
ried to the former Deborah Anderson of
Attalla, AL, and they are the parents of
two daughters, Jennifer, 6, and Ash-
leigh, 4.
Danny Ford's first Clemson victory as a head coach. Players carry the NCAA's youngest major
college head coach from the field after 17-15 Gator Bowl win over Ohio State in 1978.
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apparatus co
MAULDIN ROAD AT 1-85
GREENVILLE. SOUTH CAROLINA
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
MAINTENANCE and MODIFICATION
CABLE TESTING
OIL and RELAY TESTING
CIRCUIT BREAKER LOAD TESTING
MOTORS • CONTROLLERS
WM& supply co., inc.
DISTRIBUTOR OF ELECTRICAL AND INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
COMPLETE SHOWROOM • SERVICE • WAREHOUSE
FACILITIES THESE LOCATIONS
FLORENCE RAILROAD AVENUE
GREENVILLE MAULDIN ROAD
GREENWOOD RILEY AVENUE
SUMTER BOULEVARD ROAD
SUBSIDIARIES OF
Ivester Industries, Inc.
$ Tiger Football Staff
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
700 FIRST FEDERAL BLDG.
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602
TELEPHONE: (803) 242-5041
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LEROYr©
CANNON
VW-AMC-JEEPS™*
Important people
ride in our Jeeps!
wm
South Church Street Ext. Greenville, S. C.
Phone in S. C. 803-233-4331 Outside S. C. (Toll Free) 1-800-845-5278
READY
MIXCONCRETE
We Do All Phases of Concrete Work
Steps • Floors • Walks
• Patios • Drive-ways
CENTRAL CONCRETE free estimates
& PLASTER, INC. 639-2415
104 E. Main St 646-7220
Central, S. C. 859-3631
tfr Tiger All-Americans
)
Joe Bostic
1977, 1978, Guard
Bennie Cunningham
1974, 1975, Tight End
Dave Thompson
1970, Guard
m
lajra:
SERVICES A R A'SLATER
SCHOOL (t COLLEGE SERVICES
Wayne Mass
1966, Tackle
headquarters at
Independence Square, S.W.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Your Campus Dining Service
Harry Olszewski
1967, Guard
155
Lou Cordileone
1959, Tackle
Joel Wells
1955, Back
Steve Fuller
1978, Quarterback
Jerry Butler
1978, End
Tom Barton
1952, Guard
Jackie Calvert
1950, Safety
Bobby Gage
1948, Safety
Ralph Jenkins
1945, Center
Joe Blalock
1940, 1941, End
Banks McFadden
1939, Back
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PDRSCHE+AUDI
WEARE OURONLYCOMPETITION.
PDRSCHE+AUDI
NOTHING EVEN COMES CLOSE
LEROY CANNON Porsche • Audi * Subaru • Alta-Romeo
Grove Road at White Horse • Greenville, S. C. 29605 • 803 / 269-5000
Fly ItWith Pride
Dear Friend,
What a great year for
the Clemson Tigers!
And what better way
to celebrate than to fly
a 3' x 5' CLEMSON
Tiger Paw Flag!
A great gift for you,
your Tiger friends and
your Tiger business
acquaintances.
The flag is made of
100% cotton and has
a durable canvas
heading with metal
grommets for many
years of proud wear.
The Tiger Paw is
screened in white on a
brilliant Clemson
orange field.
NEW!!
PLEASE SEND ME: CLEMSON Tiger Paw Flag(s)
I have enclosed my check* or money order for $24.00 (plus $1 .00 postage
and handling plus applicable sales tax) for each flag.
PLEASE SEND ME: CLEMSON Tiger Paw Boat Flag(s)
NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY .STATE. .ZIP.
*Make Check Payable To
P. O. Box 3978
Greenville, S. C. 29608
TEL. (803) 242-5262
Batson is your headquarters for U.S. and State Flags.
The CLEMSON Tiger Paw
Boat Flag!! Put some "PAW
POWER" on your boat, car,
trailer or wherever you want
to let people know that the
Tiger is near. Designed with
metal grommets, the 12" x
18" boat flag is perfect for
aluminum light staffs, trailer
ladders or car antennas.
Don't Paws. Order Today.
To order your CLEMSON Tiger
Paw Boat Flag, send your check
or money oraer for $8.30
(plus $.37 postage and
handling plus applicable sales
tax) for each flag.
tfj The Tigers
Bubba Brown
Senior
Chris Dolce
Senior
Chip Pruett
Senior
Lester Brown
Senior
Mark Clifford Clemson s training staff of, from left to right, Fred Hoover,
Senior Herman McGee, and Larry Sutton.
4*1
Bob Goldberg
Senior
Scott Jackson
Senior
Billy Lott
Senior
Tracy Perry
Senior
Marvin Sims
Senior
Matt Smith
Senior
Jim Stuckey
Senior
Mark Thornton
Senior
Rex Varn
Senior
Rick Wyatt
Senior
Eric Young
Senior
Obed Ariri
Junior
Charlie Bauman
Junior
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The seven "natural laws"
of the business community
Murphy's Law
Nothing is as easy as it Looks.
It will take longer than you think.
If anything can go wrong, it will.
Chisholm's Second Law of Human
Interaction
Any time things appear to be going better, you have
overlooked something.
Finagle's Law
Once ajob is fouled up, anything done to improve it will
make it worse.
Rudin's Law
In a crisis that forces a choice to be made among
alternative courses ofaction, most people will choose the
worst one possible.
Weiler's Law
Nothing is impossible for the man who doesn 't have to do
it himself.
Crane's Law
There is no such thing as a free lunch.
Shanahan's Law
The length of a meeting rises with the square of the
number of people present.
DON'T DEPEND ON LUCK.
DEPEND ON
HARPER BUILDERS, INC.
General Contractors
WILLIAMSTON, S. C. 847-7309 - GREENVILLE, S. C. 242-9113
Were big enough to know best,
Small enough to care!
& The Tigers
1
—
A
Jack Cain
Junior
Hank Cobb
Junior
Ray Delgado
Junior
Steve Durham
Junior
Eddie Geathers
Junior
Charlie Langford
Junior
Carl Martin
Junior
Rocky Myrick
Junior
Chuck Rose
Junior
David Sims
Junior
Lynn Smith
Junior
Jim Speros
Junior
Van Wiese
Junior
Ken Yeomans
Junior
Scott Adams
Sophomore
Clitf Austin
Sophomore
Mike Gasque
Junior
David Reed
Junior
Willie Underwood
Junior
Tony Berryhill
Sophomore
Bo Blanton
Sophomore
David Bounds
Sophomore
Nick Bowman
Sophomore
Lockie Brown
Sophomore
Jeff Bryant
Sophomore
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The leaders
arehere!
• \ S * ' " - * v ' » ' ' . ©'MARS, Inc. 1979
THESE FINECANDIES AREON SALE IN THE STADIUM NOW.
# The Tigers
4sM mTM
Randy Cheek
Sophomore
Bo Edwards
Sophomore
Ricky Leonard
Sophomore
Anthony Rose
Sophomore
Dan Benish
Freshman
Brian Clark
Sophomore
Bruce Coy
Sophomore
Jeff Davis
Sophomore
Bubba Diggs
Sophomore
Brad Fisher
Sophomore
Jerry Gaillard
Sophomore
Hollis Hall
Sophomore
Ben Inabinet
Sophomore
Neil Lowry
Sophomore
Dave Mannella
Sophomore
Lee Nanney
Sophomore
Jamie Pope
Sophomore
?V JfJk
Perry Tuttle
Sophomore
Dean Day
Sophomore
Kendall Alley
Freshman
Vandell Arrington
Freshman
Gary Brown
Freshman
Ray Brown
Freshman
Wilbur Bullard
Freshman
Mark Caldwell
Freshman
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70 PEDAL OR
NOT TO PEDAL?
HONDA GIVES
YOU A CHOICE.
Honda PA-50 Moped
HONDA MOPED:
Pedals and power go to-
gether with the new
Honda PA50 Moped. The
engine's a peppy de-
pendable Honda single.
The transmission's com-
pletely automatic — no
clutching or shifting.
There's many a moped
around these days, but
there's only one that carries that
Honda name and all the quality
that goes with it.
HONDA
come strong!
HONDA EXPRESS:
No pedals to push. That's part of the
pleasure of the Honda Express. In-
credibly easy to ride. Just start it up
and go. Fully automatic. Up to 100
miles per gallon. Built-in Honda reli-
ability. And a penny-pincher's price
tag. The Honda Express makes eco-
nomics enjoyable.
Honda Express
All around campus, all around town, to go with a
Honda PA-50 Moped or a Honda NC-50 Express . .
.
that is the question.
The Honda Moped I
Honda Express
at
Grady Miller's
Honda
2019 Wade Hampton Boulevard
Greenville, S. C.
244-6632
FOR
BETTER
MEN'S
CLOTHING
AT MUCHl
BETTER
PRICES,
SHOP
ROBIN'S
'HEADQUARTERS FOR v
CLEMSON BLAZERS" I
>5>
ALSO SHOP ROBIN'S
FOR BIG & TALL
MEN'S CLOTHING
cMen'i
CIotfiLnqCzntzT-
2718 NORTH MAIN STREET
ANDERSON
AND
1036 N. PLEASANTBURG DRIVE
GREENVILLE
ALSO SHOP ROBIN'S IN
FLORENCE
3 LOCATIONS IN COLUMBIA
NORTH MYRTLE BEACH
WILMINGTON, N.C.
HOURS: 9:00-6:00 MON. THRU SAT.
# The Tigers
Dennis Reeder
Freshman
Brendon Crite
Freshman
Glenn Gallagher
Freshman
Joe Glenn
Freshman
Mark Hawryluk
Freshman
Andy Headen
Freshman
Rich Hendley
Freshman
Alex Hudson
Freshman
Homer Jordan
Freshman
Vada King
Freshman
Terry Kinard
Freshman
Randy Learn
Freshman
Frank Magwood
Freshman
Cary Massaro
Freshman
Bob Mayberry
Freshman
Jeff McCall
Freshman
Damon McCurty
Freshman
Chuck McSwain
Freshman
Bob Paulling
Freshman
James Robinson
Freshman
Joey Smith
Freshman
Randy Smith
Freshman
Jeff Stockstill
Freshman
Danny Triplett
Freshman
Scott Weeks
Freshman
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SINCE 1897
121 MANLY STREET
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
29601
Civil and Land Planners
Consulting Engineers and Surveys
$ The Tigers
Vernie Anthony
Freshman
Eddie Basso
Freshman
Bob Frierson
Freshman
Alex Garrett
Junior
Steve Goodloe
Freshman
Jimbo Hollis
Freshman
Ken Lewis
Freshman
Scott Lynch
Sophomore
Tim Mays
Freshman
Barry McBain
Freshman
Chuck Meeks
Freshman
Wayne Richmond
Sophomore
Mike Wade
Sophomore
Billy West
Sophomore
Marvin Sims
J
Chris Marshall
Freshman
Carl F. Martin
Freshman
Mark Phillips
Sophomore
Mark Richardson
Freshman
Steve Williams
Freshman
Jim Wurst
Freshman
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Kentucky Fried Chicken
CLEMSON SENECA PICKENS
II
Its "finger lickirr
good
BUCKET
The Colonel's
famous bucket
of "finger lickin'
good" chicken
and special
fixin's Serves
5-7 people
II
®
FRANCHISEES:
OZIE L. GARRETT
GARNET A. BARNES
Usecommon sense
every day.Saveafew
dollarseverymonth.
With what electricity costs to make and distribute these days, it's just not the dirt-cheap commodity
it used to be. And, as a result, your monthly bill is probably higher now.
But remember: the amount of money you're billed each month is determined solely by the amount
of electricity you use. And the amount of electricity you use is determined solely by you.
So use it wisely. Turn your thermostat down a few
degrees in the winter, and up a few degrees in the summet
Switch off lights you don't need, and appliances you aren't
using. Because whenever you waste power, you waste dol-
lars. And it doesn't make sense to do that.
SCE&G
sce&a
CWwrfeoc tor**. Cjv>X"
Sam B. Phillips, Jr.
PHILLIPS the pioneer in specialized textile personnel consulting, wants you to know about its other services.
• Personnel Consulting — General
Management and Manufacturing
Management, Engineering, Adminis-
tration, Data Processing, Financial
and Accounting Management for the
Textile, Chemical, Fiber, Rubber,
Pulp, Paper, Energy, Packaging and
Metal Industries.
• Executive Search — Locating key
management in $25,000 to $200,000
salary ranges.
• Engineered Textile Products — De-
veloping and Marketing specialized
products including electronic monitor-
ing, felt products, liquid transfer
pumps, warp tieing accessories and
parts.
• Machinery Installation & Rebuild-
ing — Specializing in installing, re-
building and style changing on all
types of Textile Machinery.
• Seminars and In-House Training
Programs — Providing continuing
education for small and major com-
panies in the areas of clerical, secre-
tarial, first line management and
upper management.
• Norrell Temporary Services — Ser-
vicing S. C. from Greenville with all
types of temporary personnel needs.
• Warp Tieing Specialists — Provide
on-the-job training, machine repair
and overhauling for all types tieing
machines.
With a permanent staff of more than
40 experienced consultants and techni-
cians, and a large contingency of tem-
porary personnel, Phillips has the team
to assist you.
Phillips
3D
Textile
Marketing
Company,
Inc.
P. O. Box 5664 108 Edinburgh Court
Greenville, S. C. 29606
Phone (803) 271-6350
Phone (803) 271-4811
«fc Today's Opponents
38 Aerial view of the Lawn from behind the Rotunda looking towards Cabell Hall Kelvin Anderson Mickey Spady

——————— — -I
X? McAbee's
Custom Carpet Service, Inc.
(formerly Certified Carpet Service, Inc.)
Call on Greenville's Oldest
and Most Experienced Carpet Service
Carpet & tile sales»Industrial maintenance
Carpet installation#Binding & fringing area rugs
Carpet & upholstery cleaning
Jim McAbee & Staff invite you
to visit their new showroom & workroom
Kings Rd. Industrial Park
Off Old Mauldin Rd.
277-0470
277-2519
McCRARY AUTOMATIC
SPRINKLER CO.
AUTOMATIC FIRE
PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. 0. BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602
The
Professional
Playmakers
mmC P*
iternational I
Corporation
From a modest beginning, the Harrison Companies have
grown to major proportions with rigid training and
preparation resulting in top rated teams. The record books are
evidence of our performance, as we have consistently been
crowd pleasers in construction related activities associated
with mechanical, electrical and instrumentation trades.
With extensive experience in the construction industry,
the Harrison teams have become recognized leaders at home
and abroad, with nationally ranked groups concentrating in
engineering, installation, maintenance, and product sales and
service for various industrial, power, commercial and
institutional facilities throughout the world.
You call the plays...we ll execute them!
Electrical 1
Constructors, lnc.j
P. 0. Box 1029 'Greenville, S. C. 29602 • (803) 288-7060
CROMTEX To shape your future
in textiles, let 's
Textile Machinery Corpo-
ration serve you today.
Preparatory Systems and Machinery
Cloth and Fiber Presses
Finishing Ranges and Equipment
CROMTEX CROMTEX TEXTILE MACHINERY CORPORATIONP.O. BOX 249 MAULDIN, SOUTH CAROLINA 29662 PHONE 803/963-5311
"Formerly Crompton & Knowles Preparatory & Finishing Division"
TRI - COUNTY
CONCRETE
CORPORATION
READYMIX SAND STONE TRUCKING
COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL INDUSTRIAL
L. E. MILLER, JR.
PRESIDENT
WILLIAM A. GRANT
GENERAL MANAGER
2463 AIRPORT ROAD
NORTH CHARLESTON, S. C.
Phone: 747- 04 24
NEW HWY. 52, SOUTH
MONCKS CORNER, S. C.
Phone: 761-3175
SIX-MILE ROAD
(Off U. S. 17 North)
MT. PLEASANT, S. C
Phone: 884 - 4715
University Feature
Banks McFadden
STILL A
WINNER
This time the Ail-American has a
little help from biomaterials
research at Clemson.
by Margaret C. Pridgen
In 1939, Clemson's Banks McFadden did an unprec-
edented thing. The young athlete from Great Falls,
S. C, racked up All-America honors in two sports -
football and basketball — in the same year.
It was a feat unequalled before or since. And in this
age of specialization in collegiate sports, McFadden's
mark will likely stand forever.
For the man once called "the most versatile athlete in
America" it was a long way from the glory days of the
1930s to the painful realities of the 70s.
Three years ago McFadden was fighting what
seemed to be a losing battle against a crippling form of
degenerative arthritis in his left hip. At one point he
could walk only 50 yards before having to stop, catch
his breath, and screw up his courage to take a few more
painful steps.
"It felt just like somebody was sticking an ice pick in
there, that's the way I described it to the doctor,"
McFadden says.
The padding in his ball-and-socket hip joint had worn
away. The "ice pick" he felt was the painful grinding of
bone on bone deep inside the joint.
Twoyearsago, in April 1977, surgeons at the Medical
University of South Carolina hospital in Charleston re-
placed his crippled left hip joint with an artificial one
made of stainless steel and plastic.
Although procedures like this are never 100 percent
successful for every patient — McFadden has since
developed a hairline crack in the cement that holds the
ball part of his ball-and-socket joint in place — he says
he now feels "10 million times better than I did before
the operation."
McFadden is just one of an estimated 100,000
people each year who have artificial hip implants, ac-
cording to Frank Cooke, who heads Clemson's interna-
tionally-recognized biomaterials engineering program
and directs research on artificial hips at Clemson under
a grant from the National Institutes of Health.
Using a pony and other animal models, the re-
searchers make minor changes in surgical techniques
and measure the strain on the joint and bone.
"We're trying to improve on a situation that is already
good," Cooke says of his research.
"The goal of medicine is often just to improve, not
cure," he says, adding that for thousands of people the
artificial hip has meant "freedom from pain and im-
proved movement for long periods of time."
For Banks McFadden, it meant the chance to jitter-
bug once again.
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At Honda we have never believed in making lots of different types of cars. But
1979 is a different kind of year for Honda. We've introduced two new
cars. The Accord 4-Door Sedan and the Honda Prelude. You might say we've
opened things up a bit. Literally.
Our new Prelude boasts a power-operated, tinted glass moonroof as standard
equipment. The moonroof comes with a manual sunshade, like the window
shade on a jetliner.
Not only does our new Accord sedan have four doors, it has a nice, big trunk
as well. It also has a lever that allows you to release the lid from the driver's seat.
So if you're thinking about buying a new car, take a close look at our new
Hondas. And open the door to simplicity. HHE3E3B
We make it simple.© 1979 American Honda Motor Co., Inc. Prelude is a Honda trademark.
There's no substitute for speed
!
And there's no substitute for Moreland-McKesson
Chemical for quality chemical products and fast de-
pendable service.
When you need chemicals, call Moreland-McKesson.
We've got the chemicals you need —
and we're built for speed.
MORELAPUD McKESSOIXI CHEMICAL
Serving the southeast with quality chemical products and fast, dependable service.
Regional Headquarters: Camp Croft, Spartanburg, S.C. 29304
P. O, Box 2169 • Telephone [803] 585-4321
NO NAME, Hometown POS HGT WGT AGE CL
Tlviclrlo 79 INABINET, BEN
Irmo, SC, Irmo, Reed Charpia
OT 6-1 241 20 So.
NO iNAivit, Hometown POS HGT AGE CL 65 JACKSON, SCOTT MG 6-0 212 20 Sr.
Manning. SC, Laurence Manning Acad
,
Dick
JORDAN, HOMER
Athens, GA, Cedar Shoals. Jim Waters
^ilwornail
1
9
ADAMS SCOTT
Clemson, SC, Daniel. Dick Singleton
FS 5-11 169 1 g So. 3 QB 6-0 1 74 1
9
Fr.
37 ADKINS, GARY* FLK 5-9 165 21 Sr. 30 KING, VADA SS 5-10 180 17 Fr.
Delta, OH, Delta, George Dostal Decatur, GA, Towers. Joe Windham
89 ALLEY, KENDALL FLK 6-0 170 18 Fr. 43 KINARD, TERRY FS 6-0 188 19 Fr.
Salisbury, NC, North Rowan. Larry Thomason Sumter, SC, Sumter, Dick Weldon
1 ARIRI, OBED"
Owerri, Nigeria, Holy Ghost
PK 5-9 162 24 Jr. 34 LANGFORD, CHARLIE
Lexington, SC, NM Military, Lefty Steckhne
LB 6-1 197 21 Jr.
26 ARRINGTON, VANDELL
Fayetteville, NC, E E. Smith, Roy McNeill
TB 6-0 175 18 Fr. 25 LEARN, RANDY
Belvidere, NJ, Belvidere, Frank Matla
CB 5-10 174 19 Fr.
7 AUSTIN, CLIFF*
Scottsdale, GA, Avondale, Crawford Kennedy
TB 6-0 190 19 So. 80 LEONARD, RICKY
Lyman, SC, Byrnes. Jim Corne
WR 6-0 178 19 So.
40 BASIOH RICK
Delta. OH, Delta. George Dostal
FS 6-1 1 97 21 Sr. 8 LOTT BILLY**1— V—' 1 1 , 1—' 1 1— 1— 1
Jesup, GA, Wayne County, John Donaldson
QB 6-0 I OS Cror.
58 BAUMAN, CHARLIE**
Runnemede. NJ, Pope Paul IV, Joe Chilbert
MG 6-1 220 21 Jr. 48 LYNCH, SCOTT
Seneca, SC, Seneca, Ken Rushlow
DE 5-11 1 98 I C7 ou
.
71 BENISH, DAN DT 6-6 240 18 Fr. 2 MAGWOOD, FRANK WR 6-0 178 18 Fr.
Hubbard. OH, Hubbard, Ed Glass John s Island, SC, St. John s. Robert Biggerstaff
63 BERRYHILL, TONY C 6-5 216 20 So. 59 MANNELLA, DAVE LB 6-2 198 19 So.
Thomaston, GA, Robert E Lee, Tommy Perdue Allison Park, PA, Hampton. Walt Winkowski
18 BLANTON, BO QB 6-0 185 21 So. 24 MARTIN, CARL RB 5-11 173 21 Jr.
Summerville, SC. Summerville. John McKissick Alpharetta, GA, Milton, Jim Burson
55 BOSTIC, JEFF**
Greensboro, NC, Smith. Claude Manzi
OG 6-2 240 20 Sr. 74 MAYBERRY, BOB
Sharon, PA, Hickory, James Bestwick
OG 6-5 235 18 Fr.
57 BOWMAN, NICK
Crossville, TN, Cumberland, Tom Van Winkle
LB 6-3 200 20 So. 32 McCALL, JEFF
Fayetteville, NC. Pine Forest. Gary Whitman
FB 6-3 225 19 Fr,
47 BROWN, BUBBA***
Loudon. TN, Loudon. Bert Ratledge
LB 6-0 210 21 Sr. 51 McCURTY, DAMON
Atlanta. GA. B T Washington. R McNeill
LB 6-3 223 19 Fr.
68 BROWN, GARY
Philadelphia, TN. Loudon, Bert Ratledge
OT 6-3 257 19 Fr. 35 McSWAIN, CHUCK
Caroleen. NC. Chase. John Keeter
TB 6-2 190 18 Fr.
44 BROWN, LESTER***
Myrtle Beach, SC, Myrtle Beach, Doug Shaw
TB 6-0 175 22 Sr. 73 MYRICK, ROCKY
Wilmington, NC, Hoggard, Ray Durham
OG 6-3 232 21 Jr.
72 BROWN, RAY
Rome, GA, East Rome, Jerry Sharp
DE 6-4 225 18 Fr. 77 NANNEY, LEE
Spartanburg, SC, Dorman, Lou Fogle
OT 6-4 246 19 So.
99 BRYANT, JEFF* DT 6-5 250 19 So. 6 PAULLING, BOB PK 6-0 170 18 Fr.
Atlanta, GA, Gordon, Napoleon Cobb St. Matthews. SC. St Matthews, Otis Culclasure
12 CAIN, JACK*
Atlanta, GA, Chamblee, Ron Carter
FS 5-10 179 20 Jr. 46 PERRY, TRACY***
Roxboro, NC. Person, Larry Dixon
FB 6-0 204 22 Sr.
10 CALDWELL, MARK
Asheville, NC, Asheville, Bruce Peterson
QB 5-11 181 19 Fr. 42 POPE, JAMIE
Lincolnton, NC. Maiden. Tom Brown
SS 6-2 195 19 So.
98 CHEEK, RANDY
Augusta, GA, Butler, Oliver Russell
LB 5-10 186 19 So. 81 PRUETT, CHIP*
St. Simons Island. GA. Glenn, Charles Pruett
MG 6-2 222 21 Sr.
70 CLARK, BRIAN
Ft Meyers, FL, Cypress Lake. Boyd Grucha
OT 6-7 241 1 9 So. 90 REED, DAVID*
Radford, VA, Radford. Norman Lineburg
DE 6-2 209 22 Jr.
87 CLIFFORD, MARK
Miami, FL, Coral Gables. Gary Ghormley
TE 6-4 206 22 Sr. 65 REEDER, DENNIS
Camden, SC, Camden, Billy Ammons
OG 6-3 245 18 Fr.
96 COBB, HANK DE 6-4 215 20 Jr. 75 ROBINSON, JAMES DT 6-5 275 19 Fr.
Batesburg, SC, Batesburg-Leesville, Ed Porter Charleston, SC. St, John's, Robert Biggerstaff
86 COY, BRUCE
Chapin, SC, Chapin. Cecil Woolbnght
TE 6-4 202 19 So. 21 ROSE, ANTHONY
Sumter, SC. Mayewood, Rudy Wheeler
CB 5-9 165 19 So.
38 CRITE, BRENDON
Brevard. NC, Brevard, Carroll Wright
TB 5-10 185 18 Fr. 33 ROSE, CHUCK*
Atlanta, GA, Riverwood. Charles Rose
LB 6-2 200 20 Jr.
45 DAVIS, JEFF*
Greensboro, NC, Dudley, Jonathan McKee
LB 6-0 223 1 9 So. 39 SIMS, DAVID**
Atlanta. GA. Bay, John Cobb
P 6-4 220 20 Jr.
36 DELGADO, RAY
Butord, SO Battery Creek. Mike Lopatka
DB 5-8 184 20 Jr. 31 SIMS, MARVIN**
Phenix City, AL, Pacelli, Nathan Rustin
FB 6-4 234 22 Sr.
85 DIGGS, BUBBA* TE 6-3 220 19 So. 17 SMITH, JOEY FLK 6-0 190 20 Fr.
Augusta, GA, Butler, Oliver Russell Newport News. VA, NM Military, Lefty Steckline
50 DOLCE, CHRIS*
Verona. NJ, Verona, Al Rotella
OG 6-2 239 20 Sr. 54 SMITH, LYNN
Mt Home, NC, W Henderson, Ray Berkeley
DE 6-2 206 21 Jr.
66 DURHAM, STEVE**
Greer, SC, Byrnes, Dalton Rivers
DT 6-5 239 19 Jr. 60 SMITH MATT**
Charlotte, NC, Independence, Buster Ledford
LB 6-0 206 21 Sr.
1 4 EDWARDS, BO CB 6-1 164 20 So. 69 SMITH, RANDY OG 6-4 240 21 Fr.
Greer. SC. Greer, Jim Few Collingswood. NJ, Milford Acad (CT), Joe Pascerella
61 FISHER, BRAD
Fostona. OH, Fostona, Richard Kidwell
OG 6-4 230 20 So. 95 SPEROS, JIM
Potomac. MD. Greer (SC), Jim Few
MG 6-2 215 20 Jr.
41 GAILLARD, JERRY* WR 6-0 179 19 So. 15 STOCKSTILL, JEFF FLK 6-2 180 18 Fr.
Yuma. AZ, Enterprise (AL), Richard Stem Fernandina Beach, FL, Fernandina Beach, Joel Stockstill
5 GALLAGHER, GLENN
Lancaster, PA, Massanutten, Sonny Randle
QB 6-0 185 19 Fr. 83 STUCKEY, JIM***
Cayce, SC, Airport, Don Richardson
DT 6-5 241 21 Sr.
1
1
GASQUE, MIKE
Elon College, NC, W Alamance, Sam Ward
QB 6-2 190 20 Jr. 64 THORNTON, MARK*
Greer, SC, St John's. David Waldron
C 6-4 240 23 Sr.
49 GEATHERS, EDDIE"
Myrtle Beach. SC, Myrtle Beach, Doug Shaw
CB 6-2 186 20 Jr. 82 TRIPLETT, DANNY
Boone, NC, Watauga, Bill Mauldin
LB 6-4 224 19 Fr.
53 GLENN, JOE LB 6-3 209 19 Fr. 22 TUTTLE, PERRY* FLK 6-0 172 20 So
Columbia, SC, A, C. Flora, Charles Macalusa Winston-Salem, NC, N Davidson, Steve Hinkle
56 GOLDBERG, BOB**
Lake Hiawatha, NJ, Parsippany, Bob Martin
DE 6-2 222 21 Sr. 20 UNDERWOOD, WILLIE**
Ft Payne, AL, Ft, Payne, David Bettingfield
SS 5-11 193 21 Jr.
29 HALL, HOLLIS
Seneca. SC. Seneca. Ken Rushlow
CB 5-10 158 19 So. 13 VARN, REX***
Martinsville. VA, Martinsville. Dick Hensley
CB 6-1 180 21 Sr.
76 HAWRYLUK, MARK DT 6-3 235 18 Fr. 67 WEEKS, SCOTT C 6-2 225 21 Fr.
Perth Amboy, NJ. Perth Amboy. Charlie Pearson Jackson, SC, Jackson, Wayne Marchant
9 HEADEN, ANDY
Liberty, NC, E Randolph, Sal Gero
QB 6-5 195 19 Fr. 88 WIESE, VAN
Carson, CA, Carson, Gene Vollnogle
TE 6-3 250 20 Jr.
16 HENDLEY, RICH
Greenville. SC. Hampton, Bill Phillips
P 5-11 190 18 Fr. 28 WYATT, RICK***
Honaker, VA. Honaker. Larry Smith
DE 6-0 208 21 Sr.
78 HUDSON, ALEX
Spartanburg, SC. Spartanburg, Bill Carr
OT 6-5 265 17 Fr. 62
27
YEOMANS, KEN
Richmond, VA, Tucker, William Mountjoy
YOUNG, ERIC**
Henrietta. NC. Chase, John Keeter
OG
WR
6-2
6-0
222
165
21
21
Jr.
Sr.
Denotes Letters Earned
Perone's
has got it for Tiger fans
!
Faced with the same old problem of where (and what) to eat before the
game? Give us a call ahead of time and we'll have a delicious box lunch
ready for you.
After the game, try "The Lighter Side" where you dine in casual comfort
and can order a sandwich, crepes, a spinach salad, quiche, prime ribs ... or
a complete dinner!
And if you really want to celebrate a Clemson victory right, "The Forum"
is the place to spend your Saturday evening! They feature dining, dancing,
and top-name entertainment.
Perone's . . . before or after the game . . . has it for you!
Vince Perone's
*4 GREENVILLE'S MOST EXCITING RESTAURANT
1 East Antrim Drive, Greenville, S. C.
Now Appearing Nightly — Charlie Spivak
and His Orchestra
when Clemson has the hall
CLEMSON OFFENSE
87 MARK CLIFFORD TE
77 LEE NANNEY LT
50 CHRIS DOLCE LG
64 MARK THORNTON C
55 JEFF BOSTIC RG
68 GARY BROWN RT
41 JERRY GAILLARD WR
8 BILLY LOTT QB
44 LESTER BROWN TB
31 MARVIN SIMS FB
22 PERRY TUTTLE FL
VIRGINIA DEFENSE
90 STEVE POTTER LE
72 MIKE BUDD LT
99 STUART ANDERSON NG
76 DAVE SULLIVAN RT
91 QUENTIN MURRAY RE
55 KEN NEWSOME LB
80 BRYAN HOLOMAN LB
12 BRYAN SHUMOCK LCB
31 TONY BLOUNT SS
28 MIKE BRANCATI FS
27 BOBBY CALL RCB
THE TIGERS
1 Ann PK
2 Magwood WR
3 Jordan QB
5 Gallagher QB
6 Paulling PK
7 Austin TB
8 Lott QB
9 Headen QB
10 Caldwell QB
11 Gasgue QB
12 Cain FS
13 Varn CB
14 Edwards CB
15 Stockstill
. . . .
FLK
16 Hendley P
17 J. Smith FLK
18 Blanton QB
19 Adams FS
20 Underwood . SS
21 A Rose CB
22 Turtle FLK
24 Martin
25 Learn
26 Arnngton
27 Young
28 Wyatt
29 Hall
,
,
30 King
31 M Sims
32 McCall
33 C Rose
34 Lang ford
35 McSwam
36 Delgado
37 Adkins
38 Crite
39 D Sims
40 Basich
RB
CB
TB
WR
. OE
CB
. SS
FB
. FB
LB
. LB
TB
DB
FLK
TB
P
FS
41 Gaillard WR 61 Fisher . .
.
42 Pope SS 62 Yeomans
43 Kinard FS 63 Berryhill
44 L Brown TB 64 Thornton
45 Davis LB 65 Jackson
46 Perry FB 66 Durham
47 B Brown LB 67 Weeks . .
.
48 Lynch DE 68 G Brown
49 Geathers CB 69 R Smith
50 Dolce OG 70 Clark
51 McCurty LB 71 Benish
53 Glenn LB 72 R. Brown
54 L. Smith DE 73 Myrick .
55 Bostic OG 74 Mayberry
56 Goldberg DE 75 Robinson
57 Bowman LB 76 Hawryluk
58 Bauman MG 77 Nanney
59 Mannella LB 78 Hudson
60 M Smith LB
. 0G
0G
C
c
MG
. DT
. . C
. 0T
0G
:ot
. DT
DE
0G
0G
. DT
DT
. 0T
. 0T
79 Inabmet 0T
80 Leonard WR
81 Pruett MG
82 Tnplett LB
83 Stuckey DT
85 Diggs TE
86 Coy TE
87 Clifford . . TE
88 Wiese TE
89 Alley FLK
90 Reed DE
95 Speros MG
96 Cobb DE
98 Cheek LB
99 Bryant DT
The Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Anderson, South Carolina
aCoke anda smile.
and a proud supporter ofthe Olympic Games since 1928.
when Virginia has the ball
VIRGINIA OFFENSE
82 TED MARCHIBRODA SE
78 RON KORT LT
60 KURT PIERCE LG
53 BRIAN MUSSELMAN C
79 DAN McKILLICAN RG
54 MIKE SEWAK RT
87 MIKE NEWHALL TE
22 TOM VIGORITO FB
2 GREG TAYLOR RB
4 TODD KIRTLEY QB
81 TIM MOON FL
CLEMSON DEFENSE
56 BOB GOLDBERG DE
83 JIM STUCKEY LT
58 CHARLIE BAUMAN MG
66 STEVE DURHAM RT
90 DAVID REED RE
47 BUBBA BROWN RLB
45 JEFF DAVIS LLB
13 REX VARN LCB
49 EDDIE GEATHERS RCB
20 WILLIE UNDERWOOD SS
12 JACK CAIN FS
THE CAVALIERS
1 Morrison
2
4
5
6
K
Taylor RB
Kirtley QB
Silliman SE
Blackburn SS
CB7 McCall
8 Manly QB
9 Leone
10 Whitehead
12 Shumock
13 Tenuta
14 Mays
15 Johnson .
16 Riccardi
17 Collins
18 Turner
20 Lopez
QB
QB
CB
SS
P
FL
QB
SE
SE
FS
21 Gner FL
22 Vigonto RB
23 C Word CB
25 Lewis FB
26 Hall RB
27 Call CB
28 Brancatl FS
29 Hummel
. .
. . FB
30 Krupp LB
31 Blount SS
32 Sanford FB
33 K Word RB
34 Fears FB
38 Coleman LB
39 Gormley DE
40 Chester FS
42 Cardwell FS
43 Hurst CB
44 Mattox FB
46 D Smith
50 Morrow
51 Glover
52 Gnnnell .
53 Musselman
54 Sewak
55 Newsome
56 Bock
57 K Anderson
58 Bizousky .
59 Voss
60 Pierce
61 Harris
62 Berry
64 Kelly
65 Hyson
66 LaNeve
67 Ravder
CB
.
OT
. . C
0G
C
01
LB
DT
DE
. 0T
. OT
0G
[it
OG
0G
LB
LB
LB
Gulaskey
Brookshire
Harrison
Heidel
Budd
Woebkenberg
Mextort
Popowski
R Smith
Sullivan
Thompson
Kort
McKillican
Holoman
Moon
Marchibroda
Pollelt
0G 84
0T 85
DT 86
0T 87
DT 88
0T 89
OT 90
DT 91
0T 92
DT 93
. OT 94
0T 95
0G 96
. LB 98
FL 99
SE
Egan
Gomolak
Wolf
Newhall
Lee
Nemeyer
Potter
Murray
Reynolds
Falvello
.
Hudson
Booker
Woods
Tomlin
S Anderson
SE
TE
Dl
TE
DE
Dt
DE
Df
Dt
NG
DT
DT
NG
DT
MG
REFEREE Ernest Hackney
OFFICIALS UMPIRE Milton Hines
LINESMAN Tom Harris
LINE JUDGE Sam Statland
FIELD JUDGE Larry Hill
BACK JUDGE Ron Huggins
Wouldn't it be great
if there were ONE SOURCE
Home Office — Columbia
for interior design /space planning &
office furniture, A. B. Dick
duplicating & copying products,
and superior printing
There is . . .
The R. L. Bryan Company
Columbia • Charleston • Florence • Greenville
CAVAi\ ri NO NAME. Hometown POS HGT WGT AGE CL1 } 20 LOPEZ, CARLOS
Jamestown, NC
FS 6-0 178 19 So.
NO NAME, Hometown POS HGT WGT AGE CL 8 MANLY, TED QB 6-2 180 20 Jr.
Danville, VA
57 ANDERSON, KELVIN
Adamstown, MD
DE 6-0 222 21 Sr 82 MARCHIBRODA, TED
Falls Church, VA
SE 6-2 180 22 Sr
99 ANDERSON, STUART
Cardinal, VA
NG 6-2 220 19 So. 44 MATTOX, VINCENT
Atlanta, GA
FB 6-1 210 23 Sr
62 BERRY, TOM
Virginia Beach, VA
OG 6-2 220 18 Fr. 14 MAYS, FORD
Lynchburg, VA
P 6-2 203 20 So
58 BIZOUSKY, FRANK
Punxsutawney, PA
OT 6-2 224 19 Fr. 7 McCALL, SEAN
Newark, DE
CB 6-0 187 20 So.
6 BLACKBURN, LEE
Richmond, VA
SS 6-1 177 19 So. 79 McKILLICAN, DAN
Fairfield. OH
OG 6-5 238 20 Jr
31 BLOUNT, TONY
Atlanta, GA
SS 6-1 190 21 Sr. 74 MEXTORF, KEN
Williamsport, PA
OT 6-5 258 21 Jr
56 BOCK, JOE
Pittsford. NY
DT 6-4 228 20 Jr. 81 MOON, TIM
Virginia Beach. VA
FL 6-4 204 22 Sr
95 BOOKER, RON
Chenton. VA
DT 6-0 231 19 Fr. 1 MORRISON, WAYNE
Batavia, OH
K 5-10 160 18 Fr
28 BRANCATI, MIKE
Salem, VA
FS 6-1 179 22 Sr. 50 MORROW, JEFF
Cleona, PA
OT 6-4 252 21 Jr.
69 BROOKSHIRE, RANDY
Poquoson, VA
OT 6-4 263 18 Fr. 91 MURRAY, QUENTIN
Huntington, NY
DE 6-6 226 20 Jr.
72 BUDD, MIKE
Gainesville, VA
DT 6-2 227 20 So. 53 MUSSELMAN, BRIAN
Woxall, PA
C 6-3 231 20 Jr
27 CALL, BOBBY
Richmond, VA
CB 6-1 194 21 Jr. 89 NEMEYER, MIKE
Lynchburg, VA
DE 6-4 224 20 So.
42 CARDWELL, VIC
Lynchburg, VA
FS 6-1 187 18 Fr. 87 NEWHALL, MIKE
Virginia Beach, VA
TE 6-3 235 21 Sr
40 CHESTER, PAT
Cambridge, MD
FS 5-9 185 19 So. 55 NEWSOME, KEN
Centreville. VA
LB 6-2 217 19 Jr.
38 COLEMAN, BRYAN
Pittsburgh. PA
LB 6-1 190 21 Sr. 60 PIERCE, KURT
Rockville. MD
OG 6-2 248 20 Jr.
17 COLLINS, LOUIS
Richmond, VA
SE 6-5 204 20 Sr. 83 POLFELT, ERIK
Roanoke, VA
TE 6-5 211 19 Fr.
84 EGAN, COLE
Atlanta, GA
SE 6-3 180 18 Fr. 75 POPOWSKI, DAN
Belair. MD
DT 6-3 215 18 Fr.
93 FALVELLO, CHRIS
Sugerloal. PA
NG 6-0 220 19 Jr. 90 POTTER, STEVE
Erie. PA
DE 6-3 230 21 Sr
34 FEARS, ERIC
Silver Spring, MD
FB 5-11 200 18 Fr. 67 RAYDER, SHAWN
Fayetteville, NY
LB 6-3 224 18 Fr
51 GLOVER, JERRY
Lynchburg, VA
C 6-3 230 18 Fr. 92 REYNOLDS, ED
Ridgeway, VA
DE 6-6 202 17 Fr
85 GOMOLAK, GARY
Finleyville, PA
TE 6-3 230 22 Sr. 16 RICCARDI, RICH
Huntington, NY
QB 6-2 187 18 Fr
39 GORMLEY, BILL
Pittsburgh, PA
DE 6-1 219 19 Fr. 32 SANFORD, MARK
Conneaut, OH
FB 6-2 210 20 So.
21 GRIER, ANDRE
Atlanta, GA
FL 5-11 188 22 Sr. 54 SEWAK, MIKE
Johnstown, PA
OT 6-2 248 20 Jr.
52 GRINNELL, DAVE
Mayfield Heights, OH
OG 6-2 240 21 Sr. 12 SHUMOCK, BRYAN
Willow Grove, PA
CB 6-2 193 21 Jr.
68 GULASKEY, JOE
N Huntington, PA
OG 6-2 237 19 Fr. 5 SILLIMAN, CHAD
Springfield, VA
SE 6-1 173 19 So.
26 HALL, DAVID
Vienna, VA
RB 5-7 165 20 Jr. 46 SMITH, DARRYL
Newport News, VA
CB 6-2 185 19 Fr
61 HARRIS, JIM
White Marsh, VA
DT 6-2 238 18 So. 75 SMITH, RALPH
Hampton, VA
OT 6-3 246 19 So
70 HARRISON, PONDER
Atlanta. GA
DT 6-3 205 17 Fr. 76 SULLIVAN, DAVE
Syosset, NY
DT 6-8 250 19 Fr
71 HEIDEL, CHUCK
Potomac, MD
OT 6-3 250 20 Jr. 2 TAYLOR, GREG
Richmond. VA
RB 5-9 181 20 Jr
80 HOLOMAN, BRYAN
Hampton. VA
LB 6-2 197 19 So. 13 TENUTA, JON
Columbus. OH
SS 6-3 205 22 So.
94 HUDSON, GRANT
Nornstown. PA
DT 6-6 275 21 Sr. 77 THOMPSON, MICKEY
Sterling. VA
OT 6-5 234 20 So.
29 HUMMEL, WILL
Grosse Point Farms. Ml
FB 6-0 195 20 So. 98 TOMLIN, BRIAN
Lynchburg, VA
DT 6-3 228 19 So.
43 HURST, HARRY
Alexandria. VA
CB 5-11 172 18 Fr. 18 TURNER, KEVIN
Greensboro. VA
SE 5-9 162 18 Fr
65 HYSON, JIM
Union Bridge, MD
LB 6-3 229 19 Fr. 22 VIGORITO, TOM
W Paterson. NJ
RB 5-10 195 19 Jr
15 JOHNSON, HENRY
Martinsville. VA
FL 6-2 155 18 Fr. 59 VOSS, ANDY
Martinsville. NJ
OT 6-2 231 22 Sr
64 KELLY, CHUCK
Beaver, PA
OG 6-0 240 21 Jr. 10 WHITEHEAD, GORDIE
Fayetteville, NY
QB 6-1 183 19 Fr
4 KIRTLEY, TODD
Seymour-Johnson, NC
QB 6-1 170 19 So. 73 WOEBKENBERG, TOM
Cincinnati, OH
OT 6-5 236 19 So.
78 KORT, RON
Mahwah, NJ
OT 6-6 252 21 Jr. 86 WOLF, CRAIG
Newtown Square, PA
DT 6-4 225 17 Fr.
30 KRUPP, BERT
Colonial Heights, VA
LB 6-1 208 19 So. 96 WOODS, REGGIE
Hampton. VA
NG 5-11 208 18 Fr
66 LaNEVE, MARK
Beaver Falls, VA
LB 6-1 210 20 Jr. 23 WORD, CORWIN
Long Island. VA
CB 6-3 173 20 Jr
88 LEE, KEITH
Thurmont, MD
DE 6-4 210 18 So. 33 WORD, KENNY
Long Island, VA
RB 6-3 196 18 Fr.
9 LEONE, BOB
Pittsford, NY
QB 6-2 195 18 Fr.
25 I FWIC; HOWARDLCVVIo, nUvVnnU
Jamaica. NY
PRr D D-U 1 on 1 Q1 o rr rr r.
The perfect
Christmas gift for the
Clemson fan.
DOOM
This stunning 18" x 24" print by
Polly Furr of Charlotte, N. C. is a
magnificent tribute to the Clemson
spirit of pride and strength.
A renowned Southern artist, Ms.
Furr has focused her many talents
on creating what will certainly be a
collectors item.
Suitable for framing in any stan-
dard 18" x 24" or custom frame, the
visual impact of "DOOM" is unparal-
leled. The rich, vibrant colors will en-
hance the decor of any room in your
home or office.
Order your print of "DOOM" today
and order an extra copy to give as a
memorable gift to the most deserv-
ing Clemson fan you know. Only
$12.95
'- copyright 1978 Custom Specialty Company
GODDED §PtIG0fiW G^P&GW
P. O. BOX 1 1
1
LA FRANCE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29656
TELEPHONE 803/646-9304
Print Name
Address
Please send me copy(ies) of "DOOM" @ $12.95 each. Price includes
postage and handling. South Carolina and North Carolina residents add 4%
(520) sales tax. (COD orders require $5.00 deposit. Balance, postage, and
COD charges due on delivery.) Order now for Christmas.
Total Amount of order $
VISA'
City
State Zip
Exp. Date
Signature
# Sports Feature
REX VARN-
Clemson's Durable
Defender
Varn as a freshman when he came to Clem-
son as a high school quarterback.
Brian Piccolo, a former Wake Forest
halfback who later played professionally
with the Chicago Bears, is a household
name because of his perseverance and
success on the football field despite the
presence of terminal cancer throughout his
body. Every year the ACC and the Green-
ville. SC touchdown club give the Brian Pic-
colo Award to a conference player who has
shown an ability to play with pain and instill
motivation in his teammates. The 1978 re-
cipient, and the odds on favorite for the
1979 award is Clemson defensive back
Rex Varn.
The Martinsville. VA native has been a
candidate for the honor ever since he came
to Clemson because his medical history in
trainer Fred Hoover's file is more than a few
pages long. In his very first week of practice
in the fall of 1 976 Varn sustained a shoulder
separation. In 1977. after being named
ACC defensive back of the week for his
performance against Maryland, he was
rushed to the hospital with an emergency
appendectomy. Last season, he missed the
first game with another shoulder separa-
tion, and in one of the first workouts of 1 979
he fractured a wrist, an injury that will force
him to wear a cast most of this season. That
is enough to make a guy take up golf and
forget about all that hitting.
But not Rex Varn. a player with an abun-
dance of intestinal fortitude. The corner-
back has missed only three games in four
years due to injury (Georgia and Georgia
by Tim Bourret
Tech in 1977 and The Citadel in 1978;. Yes.
bionic Rex missed only two games after his
appendectomy in 1977 and played all last
season with a separated shoulder that
"would pop out now and then.
"I guess I have a fairly high pain toler-
ance. I've been that way since I was a kid.
"
said Varn who is a solid choice for AII-ACC
honors this year. You can't sit out games
with little pains because there are just not
that many games in your college football
career. It is a special time of your life and I
don't want to miss any of them.''
Coach Ford has often said that Rex s
dedicated attitude has done as much for the
team as his interceptions. In the past four
years Rex Varn has had all kinds of reasons
to get discouraged. He has had a major
injury every year at Clemson. but has al-
ways been ready. He sets an example for
the other players by playing with pain. The
other players see how tough he is and it
motivates them to do the same.
"
Facing adversity, whether it be playing
with pain or playing against and stopping a
player with more ability, has been Varn's
trademark since coming to Clemson.
Rex had to face a challenge as soon as
he got to Clemson.'' said Ford. I recruited
him to Virginia Tech to play quarterback
when he was at Martinsville High School.
He came to Clemson and the first thing they
told him was that he was going to play de-
fensive back, a position he hadn't played
since the ninth grade. Then, in the fourth
game of the season, injuries to the defen-
sive backfield forced him to play nearly the
entire game against Tennessee. And who
do you think he had to guard — Larry Sei-
vers. a two-time All-American. But he
sucked it up and did a good job."
Varn must have impressed many people
because he was cited by Clemson Coach
Red Parker in some post-game statements.
Rex has been a real good surprise for us/'
said Clemson's head coach during the
mid-seventies. "You don't like to throw a
freshman into the type of situation that we
have with Rex but he has done an outstand-
ing job. A lesser man would have died out
there trying to cover Seivers but he handled
every situation very well. He has football
savvy.
"
Parker certainly proved to be a prophet
because Varn is one of the more intelligent
players on the Tiger team. Just ask Danny
Ford. "One of the keys to Rex s success is
that he is coachable. He is as smart as
Steve Fuller when it comes to football
sense. You only have to tell him something
one time and he doesn't forget it. He always
knows his nght assignment and helps the
other players when they forget theirs.
But Varn is noted for more than his intelli-
gence. Although opponents have doubted
his speed and overall ability, he certainly
has the on-field accomplishments of an
all-star. Before the start of his senior year.
Varn already owned the Clemson record for
interception return yardage in a career and
ranked among the all-time leaders in
number of thefts.
"When you first look at Rex you say he
doesn't have enough strength or speed to
stay with some people, said Ford. "Oppo-
nents have tried to throw on him for three
years and every time Rex comes up with
the big play. I hope our opponents continue
this strategy, because Clemson football will
be a lot better off.
"One of the keys to Rex's success is that he is
coachable. He is as smart as Steve Fuller when
it comes to football sense. You only have to tell
him something one time and he doesn't forget
it." — Danny Ford
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teTHE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
THE WORLD'S LARGEST
SUPPLIER OF
CLEMSON SOUVENIRS
(EUMfiW
TAGS — $2.00 each
Iv \ /
lit?
LADIES SHIRTS — $6 50
50% Polyester & 50% Cotton. Orange. White. Navy. Lt.
Blue. Small, Medium. Large.
STICK PIN — $4 95
NECKLACE — $4.95
EARRINGS — $6.95
OFFICIAL IPTAY BLAZER— $69.95
Orange and Navy. Woven Polyester. Sizes 36-54.
Regular, short, long.
TIES
TIGERS — $6.50
PAWS — $6.50
TILLMAN HALL— $8.50
TIGER PIN — $29.95
TIGER NECKLACE — $29.95
Mt.
&mcfeertjocfeer
104 College Avenue
Clemson, South Carolina 29631
Telephone 803-654-4203
Send Check, Money Order, Master
Charge or Visa Number and Exp.
Date. Add 4% Sales Tax. You will be
billed for Postage and Handling.
Write or Call for
Free Color Brochure
Welcome to Clemson!
Home of the Tigers
FORT HILL
FEDERAL SAVINGS & 1 OANASSOC.
College Avenue, Clemson, 654-5574 / Hwy. 76, Clemson, 654-5574
Colonial Plaza, Seneca, 882-1925
THE FIRST CHEVYOF THE '80s. CITATION.
OUR MOST SUCCESSFUL NEW CAR EVER
Ever since its introduction,
people have been flooding Chevy
showrooms across the country to
see the 1980 Chevy Citation. And
according to Retail Delivery
Reports, 33,765 units were sold
in its first three weeks, more than
any new entry Chevrolet has ever
introduced.
MID-SIZE ROOM FOR 5.
Citation's engine is
mounted sideways, so the
passenger compartment can be
bigger. In fact, in EPA interior
dimensions. Citation is classified
as a mid-size car. With the back
seat folded down there's room
enough for two adults in front
and 30 bags of groceries in back.
O TO 50 IN 9 SECONDS FLAT
WITH THE AVAILABLE V6.
In engineering tests,
Citation goes from to 50 in 9
seconds flat. That's with available
2 .8 LiterV6 engine and automatic
transmission. California figures
not available. (Citation is
equipped with GM-built engines
produced by various divisions.
See your dealer for details.
)
GM
„ EASTON GAS.
24, EPAESTIMATED MPG.
38 HIGHWAYESTIMATE.
That's with Citation's
standard 2.5 Liter 4-cylinder
engine and manual
transmission. (Manual
transmission currently not
available in California. Calif,
estimates lower.
)
Citation's standard 4-speed
transmission is made to conserve
gas. It's an overdrive. And at
cruising speeds the 4th gear lets
the engine run slower than with a
conventional transmission,
helping to get impressive fuel
economy.
IMPRESSIVE LONG-RANGE
CRUISING ESTIMATES, TOO.
And Citation's long-range
cruising estimates are just as
impressive. |336lmiles based on
EPA estimated MPG (city) mileage
figures, and 532 miles based on
estimated highway MPG. Range
figures obtained by multiplying
Citation's 14-gallon fuel tank
capacity rating by the EPA
mileage estimates.
REMEMBER: Compare the
circled estimated MPG to the
estimated MPG of other cars. You
may get different mileage and
range depending on your speed,
trip length and weather. Your
actual city mileage and range will
be less in heavy city traffic. Your
actual mileage will probably be
less than the highway estimate.
YOU'VE GOT TO DRIVE ITTO
BELIEVE IT.
When you drive Citation
you'll see what all the excitement
is about. The way it feels. The way
it maneuvers. The way it rides.
And Citation's front wheel drive
puts approximately 65% of its
weight over the "driving wheels"
to give you impressive traction on
wet or snowy roads.
IT'S AWHOLE NEW KIND OF
COMPACT CAR.
There's still a lot about
Citation that we haven't
mentioned. Like slip stream
design to cut down on wind
resistance and wind noise. The
hidden cargo area in all
hatchback models, so what's
inside is protected from view. A
dual diagonal braking system.
And much, much more. That's
why we encourage you to see your
Chevy dealer and test drive the
1980 Chevy Citation today. This
could be the car you've had in
mind.
acc comments; Stars in Other Sports
NEIL SIMONS, Clemson: Simons can
be considered just a little above the
average cut among college baseball
players. He's been on the AII-ACC team
three straight years and should be the
leader on Coach Bill Wilhelm's 1980
team. He has a career batting average
of .343, after hitting .355 in 1979 and
needs one more hit to reach 200, a
I \ plateau only one other Clemson player\ has reached. He already has the season
school record in hits (74) and singles
(59), has the career record in walks
(129) and is closing in on at least a half dozen other career
marks. He's struck out only once in every 16.6 at bats, but has
walked once every 4.5 at bats. This year against N. C. State
he hit three home runs and drove in 10 runs in one game.
Neil Simons
f ARMAND MOLINO, Wake Forest: Forthe past three seasons Armand Molino'sHjfi^ tennis career has been overshadowedL by those of other Deacon athletes. Hehas now won 47 matches against 17losses as he has established himself as
jf a reckoning force in Atlantic Coast
Conference tennis. Molino finished his
junior season with an 18-3 record al-
though he finished a disappointing
i
third in the ACC tournament. His per-
Armand Molino formance throughout the year earned
him a No. 36 ranking in the nation ac-
cording to the Michelob-Light Collegiate Tennis rankings. Armand
has helped the young Deacon tennis squad both on and off the
court. He has proven to be a leader to many of the younger
players. Next year he will continue to lead them, letting his
booming serve and devastating backhand do his talking for him.
C. D. MOCK, North Carolina: North Car-
olina's C. D. Mock, the first Tar Heel
wrestler to claim All-America status,
has a tremendous challenge awaiting
him during the 1979-80 season. The
Holland, Pa., junior would like nothing
better than to add to his ever-growing
list of accomplishments and honors. Try-
ing to surpass last year's achievements
will be no easy task. During his sopho-
more season, the 126-pounder posted
an impressive 15-0 dual match ledger,
won his second consecutive ACC crown
(leading the Tar Heels to the team title for the first time in his-
tory), copped most valuable wrestler honors at the conference
meet, finished third at the NCAA Tournament and garnered All-
America accolades. Mock, who was voted Carolina's most valu-
able wrestler by his teammates, ranks among the nation's top
performers in the 126-pound weight class. Barring injury, the
talented Tar Heel figures to be a prime contender for first-place
prizes at both the 1980 ACC Tournament and 1980 NCAA
Championships.
C. D. Mock
^ BOB BONEILLO, Maryland: Maryland's
Jaftif Bob Boneillo, the ACC Lacrosse Player-H A of-the-Year was also awarded the Jack
J|' H^. Turnbull Memorial Award as the na-
wft JR^l tion's Outstanding Attackman. The Terp
t| BP senior from Levittown, N.Y., has led
-^L^Bar Maryland scorers the past two years
and has been on the Ail-American lists
V for three years. He scored 17 goals with
'sj^r 27 assists as a freshman, followed that
" with 21 goals and 45 assists and this
Bob Boneillo Pasl spring added 31 goals and 48 as-
sists. He ranks sixth on Maryland's all-
time scoring list and third in assists. The Terps have won four
consecutive ACC Lacrosse Championships and are counting
on Boneillo to lead them to their ninth consecutive appearance
in the NCAA Championship Tournament in 1980. Boneillo could
break a pair of Ray Altman's career records that have held up
for 17 years without scoring a goal, as 27 assists would give
him the record for total points and assists.
JOSE BAUZA, Virginia: Jose Bauza
does not score a lot of goals or make
spectacular plays to win soccer games.
Instead, to beat an opponent, he relies
on his ability to dribble the ball or make
an assist. Last season he was named
Virginia's first soccer All-American.
Playing attack for the Cavaliers, Bauza
has booted 19 goals and 11 assists over
I ^ three seasons, but his real value to the
team transcends statistics. He controls
the ball and sets the tempo for the
Wahoos. Bauza stops, accelerates, and
weaves through defenders at will, until he executes a perfect
pass. This fall Bauza will be moved to midfield where he can
traverse more territory; look for the Cavs to improve their 9-2-2
record, and look for Jose Bauza to become Virginia's first NASL
professional.
Jose Bauza
TODD SMITH, N. C. State: At a mere
5-foot-8, 135 pounds, Todd looks more
like an autograph seeker than a power-
ful-hitting golfer. But, the Charlotte
youngster displayed his might on the
links last spring by earning All-America
honors, only the second Wolfpacker to
gain such recognition. His ranking
among the nation's finest was a direct
result of his superb play throughout the
season. He captured the prestigious
Atlantic Coast Conference individual
crown with a two-over par 212 (72-70-
70), finishing four shots ahead of the field. He also won the
Cypress Gardens Invitational by six shots over a strong con-
tingent of collegiate golfers. In the Southern Amateur, he finished
third and was fourth in the Palmetto Classic. A senior this year,
Smith is counted on to lead the Wolfpack to perhaps its finest
season ever.
Todd Smith
Richard Murray
RICHARD MURRAY, Duke: One of the
fastest growing sports in the world is
soccer and Duke University is proud to
have one of the top soccer players in
the Atlantic Coast Conference in Rich-
ard Murray. Murray, a senior from
Jamaica has been a first team AII-ACC
selection for three years, and an All-
South performer for two years. This past
season he led the Blue Devils in goals
with 13 and in points with 30. In the
first five games of the 1978 season,
Murray scored 6 goals to lead the Blue
Devils to a 5-1 start on the season.
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Dine in the Atmosphere
of the Ole South
Only U. S. Choice Aged Western Beef
Now serving N. Y. Strip
as well as our popular Rib-Eye Steaks
Entertainment nightly
Greenville's largest
and most complete salad bars
(yes, now there are TWO)
ABC Sales & Consumption License
2711 Wade Hampton Blvd. • Greenville, S. C. • Phone 268-5616
(1 V2 miles beyond Liberty Life on left, Hwy 29 N.)
GOOD LUCK CLEMSON!
3 Stores Under 1 Roof • Mens-Womens-Childrens
Thousands of pairs in your Favorite Brands ... all at Lower
Prices! Have fun and relax while our friendly and courte-
ous sales staff helps you save money. We have all sizes, all
colors, styles, and heel heights . .
.
The largest selection of Famous Brands in the
East. Also see our large selection of handbags.
The largest selection of • ETIENNE AIGNER
Coats, Shoes, Boots, Bags, Gloves, and Ac-
cessories ... at prices you wouldn't be-
lieve. • FIAMMANTE • SESTO MEUCCI •
NATURALIZER • TROTTERS • REVELATIONS
• BASS • DEXTER • CLARK • WALKOVER •
ALLEN EDMONDS • ROCKPORT • DINGO •
NIKE • JOHANSEN • ADORES • DELISO • and
more.
The Most
Fascinating
Shoe Store
in Asheville
Perhaps
in the World.
FOR SHOES
27 N. Lexington Ave.
Downtown Asheville
"IF YOU CAN'T FIND IT AT TOPS . . . YOU CAN'T FIND IT!"
Open Daily
9 to 6
Friday
9 to 8:30
VISA'
3fc Senior Spotlights
Mark Clifford
Mark Clifford is proof that hard
work can be rewarding. The senior
from Miami, FL had been a third
string tight end at best his first three
years at Clemson. But, 1979 is a
new season and for Mark it has been
very rewarding. The former Coral
Gables High School star has been
Clemson's starting tight end all year,
Mark Clifford
and he has made a solid contribu-
tion in each game.
Although he has not caught a
pass in the first three games he has
done a fine job as a blocker. He was
one of the main reasons Clemson
gained 306 yards on the ground
against Georgia.
Football is a major part of his fami-
ly's life. Clifford is one of six brothers
that have played college football.
His brother Chris lettered for the Ti-
gers in 1975, Steve and Rick played
for The Citadel, while John and
Thorn played at Florida.
Chip Pruett
Clemson is very deep at the mid-
dle guard spot and the presence of
Chip Pruett is one of the reasons. He
and Charlie Bauman have com-
bined with defensive tackles Steve
Durham and Jim Stuckey to give
Clemson one of if not the best de-
fensive lines in the South.
Pruett has moved around the de-
fensive front during his career. He
began his years at Clemson as a
nose guard, but quickly switched to
defensive tackle. He served as Jim
Stuckey's backup last season, as he
appeared in seven games. He had
one sack in 1 978 and caused a fum-
ble against Duke.
Chip Pruett
This year he has done a fine job,
making seven tackles as an often-
used replacement for Bauman.
Chip, who played for his father at
Glenn High School in St. Simon's
Island, GA, is an administrative
management major.
Scott Jackson
Scott Jackson has been a Clem-
son follower for years because his
father, Scott Jackson, played foot-
ball for the Tigers between 1 950-54.
The second generation linebacker is
a valuable member of Clemson's
special teams and a third-team
linebacker.
Jackson played his high school
ball at nearby Lawrence Manning
Academy in Manning, SC. He
played football for three seasons
under Dick Silvernail and was an
all-conference choice. The fine all-
around athlete was most valuable
player of the football, basketball and
baseball teams during his athletic
career. In all, he earned 1 1 varsity
letters.
Matt Smith
If Matt Smith were as good on the
playing field as he is in the class-
room he would be a first-team Ail-
American. The backup linebacker
had a perfect 4.0 grade-point aver-
age in the first semester last year
and sports a career grade point near
Scott Jackson
Matt Smith
that perfect figure. Last year, his ac-
complishments on the field and off
the field were rewarded with selec-
tion to the ACC Academic Team.
In 1978 and this season he has
served as the second-team re-
placement for Bubba Brown. In this
reserve role he made 18 tackles in
1978, four of which came against
Villanova. He has three tackles so
far this year and has done an out-
standing job on the specialty teams.
The former Independence High
School star from Charlotte, NC had
his biggest moment against N. C.
State last year when he made a key
tackle for loss in the crucial ACC
game.
Matt has not padded his grade
point with easy courses. He is an
honors student studying civil en-
gineering, one of the toughest
courses at Clemson.
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stalks again
Nutex, Inc.
210 Cataiina Drive, Greenville, S.C. 29609
(803) 244-5555
HUNGRY?
A student I.D. will get you
special discounts on Mondays
at your local Hungry Bull
Steak House.
We're giving you a break on
price so you can eat some-
thing nice before the party.
So call time out . . .for Steak!
HUNGRY BULL
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Buddy; Summey says . . .
For Building Supplies, Paint & Hardware
In The Mauldin-Greenville Area
it's
"The Home Aid People"
(umberWard™
PHONE 803 288-4341 MAULDIN, S. C. 29662
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
Realtec , Inc . Offers
'
' Quality Of Life '
'
KEOWEE KEY
15 miles from Clemson University
1 mile past Keowee-Toxaway
Visitor 's Center
Tonight, after the game come out and enjoy
Dining & Dancing at Keowee Key 's
new country club -facilities.
Featuring:
1 8 hole championship golf course -
Home of the Tiger Golf Team.
Marina complex — Boat slips
Swimming pool
Cabanas
Tennis courts
New townhouses and condos on the
golf course now available.
Golf Course and Country Club Open To The Public!
Call for reservations: 944-2151 — Golf starting time: 944-2222
SAPPHIRE VALLEY
A one hour 's drive to
'
'Just Below the Heavens
A brand new 19 hole championship golf course, open to
the public. Also, new golf course homesites.
Featuring: Sapphire Valley Resort
Open Year Round
Fairfield Inn 2 Golf Courses
Hilltop Condos 1 2 Tennis Courts
Woods Townhouses 2 Swimming Pools
Ski Resort for the Winter Wonderland
Call: (704) 743-3441 for Reservations.
5fc Sports Feature
THE HILL
-Clemson's
Original
Tradition
by Jeff Rhodes
When the Clemson Tigers come running
down the hill today at one o'clock, it will
mark the 1 46th time that a Clemson football
game has been started in this traditional
way. The tradition of running down the hill
before the start of a game is almost as old
as Tiger football itself.
"We've been running down the hill as
long as we've been playing in Memorial
Stadium," said the patriarch of Clemson
football, Frank Howard. "It started out of
necessity. We would dress in Fike Field
House, because we didn't have quite as
good facilities back then as we have today,
and running down the hill was the quickest
way to get to the field.
"The first time we ran down the hill was in
1 942. We finished hanging the gates at one
o'clock and played at two,'' Howard added
with a chuckle.
"[GO TIGERS™
"The student body used to line up from
both sides of the gate all the way down to
the field to wish the players good luck. I
guess the band wanted to be part of the
students, so they started lining up in two
lines and let the players run between them
once they got on the field, and that became
part of the tradition," the Bashful Baron of
Barlow Bend noted.
The purple and orange carpet that the
players run on has a story of its own. In
December 1 950, when the Tigers were get-
ting ready to play Miami (Florida) in the
1951 Orange Bowl, Wonder Weave Mills
volunteered to make a carpet to put in front
of the Tigers' bench.
Wonder Weave took the carpet to Miami,
and they brought it back after the game.
Coach Howard had no other place to put it,
so he decided to let the players run down
the hill on game days with carpet under their
feet. Coach Howard also said, "There have
been a lot of players trip on the rug, but no
one has ever gotten hurt." The carpet the
Tigers will run on today is not the original
1951 Orange Bowl rug.
In 1966, another feature was added to
the tradition of running down the hill — rub-
bing Howard's Rock for luck. In the summer
of 1965, Sam Jones, Clemson '19, made a
trip to Death Vally, CA and brought back a
suitable souvenir for Coach Howard. This
souvenir was a 10-pound piece of Death
It makes you feel awful good, standing on that
hill and hearing Tiger Rag' and seeing all that
orange. If you can't get excited about playing a
football game when you hear and see all of that,
you ought not be playing for Clemson Univer-
sity." — Danny Ford
Valley granite. After sitting in Howard's of-
fice for nearly a year, Gene Willimon, then
IPTAY secretary, was told "to do something
with the slab." In September, 1966, How-
ard's Rock was placed on its concrete
pedestal under the scoreboard.
Before the season opener against Vir-
ginia, Coach Howard told his players that
rubbing the rock would give them "super-
natural powers." It must have, because the
Tigers beat the Cavaliers 40-35 in a real
barnburner. Rubbing the rock has been a
part of Clemson football ever since.
The tradition of running down the hill was
stopped by Hootie Ingram when he was
head coach from 1970-72. The only time
the hill was used during this time was the
1 972 South Carolina game, a 7-6 Tiger vic-
tory.
When Red Parker arrived in Tigertown in
1973, he immediately restarted the tradi-
tion. He said, "Clemson is a tradition-
minded school. Traditions are important to
fans and they are important to me. So, I
decided to restart the tradition."
The tradition of running down the hill
means many things to many people. Verne
Lundquist, ABC commentator who covered
the Clemson-Maryland game, asked "Do
they still come down the hill? Great, that's
what college football is about."
Charley Pell said, "I could not imagine
what it would be like to play a game in Death
Valley without running down the hill first."
Danny Ford says, "It makes you feel
awful good, standing on that hill and hear-
ing 'Tiger Rag' and seeing all that orange. If
you can't get excited about playing a foot-
ball game when you hear and see all of that,
you ought not be playing for Clemson Uni-
versity."
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the source
"EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL"
GREENVILLE
HOME OFFICE
803 242-6320
ANDERSON SPARTANBURG CAYCE
803 225-6206 803 585-0103 803 796-3557
DR PEPPER OF GREENVILLE
P. O. BOX 5247
STATION B
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29606
803-277-4156
DRINK
"We Appreciate
Your Business"
R. L. (BOB) FLANAGAN
MANAGER
Let me introduce you
to firmness
that feels good"
Perfect Sleeper
SIGNATURE III
SUPERIOR COMFORT
WITH SUPERIOR FIRMNESS
An exquisite damask, puff quilted with Sertafoam
covers this remarkable sleep set. Fully featured
construction, it's a superior way to sleep.
Modern Supply Co.
Main Street
Williamston, S. C.
(Serta) Perfect Sleeper
"Firmness that feels good!"
phone — 847-9222
Quality at affordable prices
3* Alumni Feature
ORDER OF THE
SIIVER
TIGER
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
ORDER OFTHESILVER TIGER
ROBERT C. EDWARDS '33
Charter Member
The tiger, a long-time symbol of strength and aggressiveness for
Clemson University, now assumes another prestigious role. The
Order of the Silver Tiger is a new giving level recognizing alumni,
parents, friends, faculty and staff who have given a minimum of $500
annually to the Clemson University Annual Fund.
Gifts to Clemson University enable deserving students to receive
scholarships, add volumes to the Robert Muldrow Cooper Library,
bring professors of distinction from other colleges and universities to
campus for varying periods to share their expertise, and finance
alumni professorships awarded to outstanding faculty members.
These are just a few of the ways your gifts will be used to help secure
Clemson University's future.
Your gift not only benefits the University, but also entitles you to
become a charter member of the Order of the Silver Tiger, a new
recognition program for your giving level.
As a Silver Tiger you will be recognized in the Clemson Honor Roll;
honored at a special reception during the year and receive this
distinctive Silver Tiger desk piece sculptured by Detter Hefner.
Through the Order of the Silver Tiger we can say "Thanks" for all you
do for Clemson University.
Clemson
Alumni
Association
Clemson and Stevens,..
working together to make
better fabrics for us all.
With the valuable help of Clemson alumni, students
and faculty, J. P. Stevens supplies much of the
world's quality fabric needs for women's, men's and
children's apparel, home furnishings and industry.
Tiger alumni, in various management roles, help
keep Stevens a recognized leader in the international
market place. Clemson students help Stevens plants
near the campus maintain high levels of
productivity. Stevens and the textile industry as a
whole benefit each year from the research and
recommendations of Clemson faculty and
graduate students.
Clemson and Stevens . . . helping to make
better fabrics for us all.
J.P Stevens& Co. , Inc
An equal opportunity employer M/F
Where Do Homes
Come From?
From spending less than you earn. Many
homeowners in our community have saved for
the down payment with our help and then let us
finance the balance with a well-planned
mortgage loan. Talk to us.
OCONEE
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
WALHALLA SENECA WESTMINSTER
638-3658 882-2765 647-2051
204 WEST N- BROAD 115 EAST N. 2ND. 11 W WINDSOR
EQUAL HOUSING
LENDER YwU make the difference
OF CLEMSON
P.O. BOX 512
U.S. 123 & 76
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
SPECIAL BANQUET AND MEETING ROOM FACILITIES
TELEPHONE 654-4450, A.C. 803
Meeting, Banquet and Convention
Facilities to Accommodate Groups
From 25 to 600.
I LTLTU
I
THE WORLD'S
INNKEEPER®
DELUXE LUNCHEON BUFFET
Served Daily
220 BEAUTIFUL GUEST ROOMS
The Most Accommodating People In The World
tf* IPTAY Officers and Directors
Reeves Gressette,
IPTAY President
Director, District V
Jr
Charlie Bussey
IPTAY Vice-President
Director, At-Large
Dr. J. H. Timmerman
IPTAY Secretary-Treasurer
Director, District III
IPTAY Past Presidents:
T. C. Atkinson, Jr., Director
W. G. DesChamps, Jr., Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
Lewis F. Holmes, Director
F. E. Hughes, Director
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr., Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
George G. Poole, Jr.
Chris Suber, Director
W. H. Taylor, Director
Marshall Walker, Director
Frank Howard, Director
Bill McLellan, Athletic Director
Joseph J. Turner, Jr., IPTAY
Executive Secretary
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B. K. Chreitzberg
Director. District I
Representatives:
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT I
B. K. Chreitzberg. Director — District I
304 Whitehall Road
Anderson. S. C 29621
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Phil Rosenberg, Chairman
William H. Baxley. Ill
Wendell Boggs
Charles B Murphy
M. Earle Williamson
ANDERSON COUNTY
S. T King, Chairman
Randy Bell
Victor G. Chapman
R. Carol Cook
Walter T. Cox, Jr.
Joe B, Davenport •
George Ducworth •
Dr. James P. Hentz
Robert Lee Hill
Dr C. Patrick Kiiien
Ralph King, Jr.
James F Little
Harry Major
Randall McClain •
Percy C. Osteen. Jr.
A, R Ramseur
Robert G. Sharpe
Chris Suber
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Robert L. McCord, Chairman •
Dr. F, Erwin Abell, Jr
Lewis Bagwell •
Wayne Bell •
John Bracknell
William E. Burnett •
Johnson Craig
Robert M. Erwin. Jr.
W, K Fooshe. Jr, •
Nevit Y. Johnson
W. M. Self
Mccormick county
T. C Faulkner. Jr •
OCONEE COUNTY
Ronnie P, Barnette
W. C Harper, Jr.
J. H. McJunkin
Bill Yarborough
PICKENS COUNTY
James V. Patterson, Chairman
Jerry Wayne Arp •
Francis A, Bosdell •
J, Eddie Burrell •
Jerry R. Byrd •
Charles E Dalton
Gaston Gage, Jr.
Roddey E. Gettys. Ill •
M, Riggs Goodman
Robert M, Guerreri
Floyd M. Hunt
Dr. Tom C Lynch, Jr.
Gil Rushton •
William C. Singleton
Bobby Joe Skelton •
G. Neil Smith
Joseph A West •
IPTAY ORGANIZATION —
C Evans Putman. Director
15 Quail Hill Drive
Greenville. S. C 29607
DISTRICT II
- District II
CHEROKEE COUNTY
John M. Hamrick, Jr., Chairman
Dr. W. Ronald Barrett •
R. S. Campbell. Jr. •
Baxter Clary
Gary Clary •
Wylie Hamrick
Raymond Parker
James R. Sanders, Jr
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Kermit Watson. Chairman •
C Evans Putman <
Director, District II
Miles E. Bruce. Vice Chairman
Floyd S, Long, Vice Chairman •
C. Evans Putman, Vice Chairman •
Walter G Brackin. Jr •
Joe Bright •
Charles A, Bryan, Jr.
Peter H. Bryan
Phillip H Burnett
Bennette Cornwell •
Walter Crawford
Gordon S. Davis
Alonzo M. DeBruhl
W Lem Dillard
Henry Elrod •
Calvin H. Garrett
Clark Gaston, Jr, •
Joe D, Gibson
Joel W. Gray, III
Charles D, Hunt
Richard H, Ivester
Terry A. Kingsmore •
Jim League
Henry M Lee
Terry L Long •
Seabrook L Marchant
Grady Miller
William J Neely, Jr •
Thomas K, Norris
William H. Orders
John F. Palmer •
I. N. Patterson, Jr •
George M. Plyler •
Bobby Ramsey
John G. Slattery
E Richard Taylor, Jr,
J. Harold Townes. Jr,
S. Gray Walsh
David Wilkins
LAURENS COUNTY
Joseph R. Adair, Chairman
C. W. Bussey. Jr •
T. Heath Copeland
H. M. Faris, Sr.
Charles J, Glenn
Gray Hipp, Jr
John L. McMurray
Hugh F, Morgan, Jr.
W Brooks Owens
Ralph C. Prater
Dr. N. Carl Wessenger •
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
W M Manning, Jr., Chairman •
T R, Adams, Jr.
Andy N. Beiers
James G Bagnall, III •
John Brady
A. B. Bullington, Jr
William M Cooper •
John B. Cornwell, Jr.
Jack Cribb
Kenneth Cribb
John Easterling, Jr,
W. Gerald Emory
Judge Bruce Foster
Harry H. Gibson
Wilbur K. Hammett
L, J. Hendrix, Jr. •
Grover Henry
W A Hudson •
A. P, Kerchmar
Arthur W. O Shields •
Puritan Ind, Maintenance Corp. •
Marvin C. Robinson, Jr.
Robert L, Stoddard
Wesley Stoddard
Ted Wilson
UNION COUNTY
Harold E. Blackwell, Chairman
Hunter S. Harris. Jr
B, E. Kirby, Jr,
Thomas Mack
IPTAY ORGANIZATION - DISTRICT III
Dr J. H, Timmerman, Director — District III
1513 Morninghill Dr.
Columbia, S C, 29210
AIKEN COUNTY
F A Townsend, Jr., Chairman
Dr, J. H, Timmerman <
Director, District III
William R. Alexander
O, C Batchelor
Alan J. Coleman
William J. Coleman
Frank Gibbs
E. Hines Hamilton
Eugene Kneece. Jr.
John G. Malony
Alan M. Tewkesbury, III
Dr. Charlie W. Timmerman
James L. Walpole
Carrol H. Warner
H. O Weeks
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
E, O Dukes, Jr., Chairman •
Joe F. Anderson, Jr.
J. W. Gilliam, Jr.
Henry M Herlong. Jr
Joe Ben Herlong
L. F, Holmes
Lewis Holmes, III •
Thomas H. Ryan
Herbert Yarborough
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Dave H. Caughman, Chairman •
Jerry Brannon
Johnny L. Cagle
James Tracy Childers
Ben G. Compton
James A, Compton
H Ralph Corley
T. A. Henry
W. Craig Jumper
William E. Rhymer, Jr •
Bill Riser
Charles M, Stuck
W. H, Taylor
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Earle Bedenbaugh, Chairman •
Clifford T, Smith, Vice Chairman i
Walter Cousins •
Louie C. Derrick •
Lyon C. Fellers •
Melvin Larry Longshore •
C, H "Pete' Ragsdale, III
Jerry C Shaver •
J. H. Simpson, Jr.
C Gurnie Stuck
David C Waldrop, Jr
RICHLAND COUNTY
James P. McKeown. Ill, Chairman •
George I, & Nancy A. Alley •
Thomas R. Bailey
Edith Batson •
Jack W, Brunson
George Bullwinkel •
William T, Clawson. Ill
William B Clinton, Jr.
Ralph E Cooper •
Ernest Jamerson Corley, Jr.
Albert G Courie, Jr.
Jim Engram
Larry Flynn •
Fred Gassaway
John M. Gault, III
Don E. Golightly
William E. Hair
Col. George B. Herndon •
Harry J, Johnson •
Z. K. Kelley
Carl M, Lewis, Jr.
Virgil F. Linder. Jr.
John W. McLure
Crawford Sanders, III
Davis O Smith •
John B. Smith. Jr
John H. Timmerman •
Keith Waters
E Ralph Wessinger
SALUDA COUNTY
Bernard L Black, Chairman
Alfred B Coleman •
James A, Derrick •
Benjamin H. Herlong
T. C. Wright
Kenneth Yarbrough
Bill M Reaves •
Director, District IV
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT IV
Bill M Reaves. Director — District IV
515 Richardson Circle. E
Hartsville, S C 29550
CHESTER COUNTY
Curtis A. Fennell. Chairman
Edward C Abell
F. E. Abell
Richard A Coleman
George R. Fleming
Carl H. Jones
Ed Lindsay •
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
James H Hoover. Chairman
Rhett Butler
Cecil Wayne Comer
Al Hitchcock. Jr.
James C Stone
John R Thomas
Dan L. Tillman
Patrick K White
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Dr. W. Phil Kennedy. Chairman
Dr. Hubert Baker •
Dr Thomas James Bell. Jr
J Wilton Carter
Marion Hawkins
George A. Hutto. Jr.
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr
William B. McCown, III •
Harry McDonald
Dr. M. B. Nickles, Jr
John Walker
Dennis Yarborough •
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Edward M Crawford, Chairman
Louis M Boulware
J. K Coleman •
Ernest C Hughes
F. E. Hughes. Jr.
Harold R Jones •
KERSHAW COUNTY
J F. Watson. Chairman •
Ken Carson
G. P. Lachicotte
LANCASTER COUNTY
James Alton Mobley, Chairman
James A Adams
John 0. Avinger
W P Clyburn
Dexter L. Cook
Toney J Crenshaw
Marion D Lever
Joe H. Lynn
Garrett Mobley
Ronald Small
LEE COUNTY
Carroll Green DesChamps, II •
W. G. DesChamps, Jr.
Don R. McDaniel, Sr.
MARLBORO COUNTY
C. E. Calhoun. Chairman
Ray C. Smith
F A Spencer
YORK COUNTY
Thomas E. Gnmes, III. Chairman •
William R Adkins
David E Angel •
James Armour •
S. L. Campbell
Roy Campfield •
T Culp
Buist Eaves •
Harper Gault •
E. M. Buck' George •
Aquille Hand. Jr.
W. F. Harper
Alford Haselden
Haseldon & Owen •
W. T. Jenkins, Jr •
Floyd D Johnson & R M Johnson •
James Owen •
J. C, Rhea, Jr
Ben R Smith, Jr •
Marshall Walker •
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT V
F Reeves Gressette, Jr , Director — District V
P. O. Box 614
Orangeburg. S. C. 29115
ALLENDALE COUNTY
Wiley D. Crum
Bradley O'Neal
BAMBERG COUNTY
Claude McCain. Chairman
Eve & Tommy Branyon •
R Herman Rice
Fred Schrimpf
BARNWELL COUNTY
H M Anderson
Howard G Dickinson, Jr.
Grover C Kennedy. Jr
Calhoun Lemon
Norman M. Smith, III
Jimmy Tarrance
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Henry Chambers
James S Gibson, Jr.
J. Louis Grant
Bryan Loadholt
Harry J Tarrance •
BERKELEY COUNTY
Larry McMillan
Sherry Power
W Henry Thornley •
CALHOUN COUNTY
William H Bull •
Martin C. Cheatham
Lawrence M Gressette, Jr.
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Van Noy Thornhill, Chairman
John Q. Adams, III •
Archie E Baker
Charleston Oil Company •
H L Dukes. Jr.
Dreher Gaskm
William A. Grant •
Miss Beverly Haters
Mac R Harley
Greg Jones
William C Kennerty •
Samuel W McConnell
David M Murray. Jr.
Hans F. Paul
Carl S. Pulkmen
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr.
Walter A Renken, Jr.
A. B Schirmer, Jr
J Robert Stout
COLLETON COUNTY
J. Ryan White, Jr
.
Chairman •
Jack W Carter •
David L Glenn
William T Howell, Jr.
Manon W Sams, Jr.
James R. White, III •
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Tom Bailey
H. D. Byrd
Gene W. Dukes
Clifford Monroe Henley
Dexter Rickenbaker
Tom Salisbury •
HAMPTON COUNTY
Dr. Jerry Frank Crews
David B. Gohagan
W A Lawton •
William F Speights
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
William B. Bookhart, Jr., Chairman •
F. Reeves Gressette. Jr. •
W. C. Higgmbotham, Jr. •
J. M. Russell, Jr.
Jack G Vallentine •
James C Williams. Jr.
Russell S Wolfe. Ill
W T Fort. Jr
Director, District VI
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT VI
W T Fort. Jr., Director, District VI
26 Adams Street
Sumter, S C 29150
CLARENDON COUNTY
Theodore B Gardner. Chairman
D H. Atkinson
Julius R. Eadon, III
G H Furse. Jr.
Lawrence I Gibbons
Dacosta Muckenfuss, Jr.
H B Rickenbaker
H F Swilley
DILLON COUNTY
W. Gordon Lynn. Chairman •
Charles F. Carmichael •
Billy Daniel •
Edwards Oil Company •
L. B. Hardaway. Jr •
Charles G. Lucius, Jr. •
Robert Martin, Jr
Joseph Powell •
Billy Rogers
FLORENCE COUNTY
Rufus M Brown, Chairman
Mrs Rufus M Brown
Clyde Bryce
Marvin Cockfield
L M Coleman, Jr
Dr William L Coleman •
Frank A Douglass, Jr •
Leland Finklea, Jr
Harold B Haynes
Ernest Jones
L Chappell Jones •
James W King •
Stephen H. Mudge •
John F Poole
Wilbur O Powers
Tom M Robertson
John G Rose
Allen P Wood •
Edward Young
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Yank Barnneau, Chairman •
Jim Cauthen •
Glenn A Cox
Sam M. Harper
A. H. Lachicotte, Jr
Linda Young
HORRY COUNTY
R G Horton, Chairman •
William D Anderson, Jr..
Jim Barnette •
F. L. Bradham •
Buddy Gore
Pat Gore •
John H Holcombe, Jr
Holcombe Motor Co. •
Lewis Horton •
S F Horton •
Thurmon W McLamb •
R. S. Winfield •
MARION COUNTY
T. C. Atkinson. HI, Chairman •
T. C. Atkinson, Jr •
John H Holt
Robert G Mace
Duncan C. Mclntyre
George G. Poole, Jr.
SUMTER COUNTY
W. T. Fort, Jr , Chairman
Sen T. O. Bowen, Sr.
William B. Boyle
John J. Britton. Jr
E Mac DuBose
Dr Wyman L Morris
J Tom Shell
R. L. Wilder. Jr •
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
John J. Snow, Jr.. Chairman
Dr. W. C. Cortingham •
W H Cox
Fred P Guerry, Jr
James M Kennedy
Tom Morris •
Lawrence Starkey
Director, At-Large
Garner Bagnal •
Director, At-Large
GEORGIA
Joseph W Turner. Jr
.
Albany •
Mickey Earl Reeves. Athens
Douglas C Edwards, Atlanta
Thomas W Eiserhardt, Atlanta
Howard E Hord, Atlanta
Lawrence Starkey. Jr.. Atlanta
David Tilman Cline, Augusta
John L Murray, Jr., Augusta
Edwin S Presnell. Augusta
Thomas E Peterson, Conyers
Robert S Bonds, Douglasville
A U Priester, Jr , La Grange
W. B. Shedd, La Grange
E P Wilhmon, Jr , La Grange
Mickey Earl Reeves, Lawrenceville •
Andrew P Calhoun. Savannah
William C Lawson, Savannah
NORTH CAROLINA
Eddie N Darton Asheville
T C. Henderson, Asheville
W W Allen, Cary
James B Foster. Charlotte
R C Lenhardt, Charlotte
Edgar L. Miller, Jr.. Charlotte
George A Hutto. Jr., Cramerton
John Duncan, Forest City
Dr. Joe B Godfrey, Forest City
Bobby Yarborough, Gastonia
R L Connelly, Sr., Greensboro
Col. J. L. Edmonds, Greensboro
E. Guy Hendrix, Greensboro
Walter M Nash. III. Greensboro
Pete Folsom, Hendersonville
Tom R Morns, Jr
,
Hickory
Robert E McClure, Launnburg
Tommy Roche, Matthews
James H Spencer. Jr
,
Matthews
W. D Moss, Jr.. Mooresville
Dr T G Westmoreland. Shelby
Dr C R Sweanngen. Jr., Smithfield
William T Worth. Southern Pines
J. G Bagnal. Statesville •
J H. Abrams, Winston-Salem
Don Kirkpatrick. Winston-Salem
Arthur Thomas. Winston-Salem
OTHER STATES
J. V. Roberts. Albertville, Alabama
Capt Ed Jackson, Colorado Springs,
Colorado
William Lindsay Wylie, Middlebury, Conn.
Charles E Burkert. Daytona Beach, Fla.
Frank H. Inabnit, Jr.. Jacksonville. Fla
Leon R. Young, Winter Park. Fla.
Carl F Bessent, Baltimore, Md
Emerson E Andnshok, Warren, N. J.
Jeffrey A O Cain. New York. New York
Alvin J Hurt. Jr.. Cincinnati. Ohio
James C Furman. Brentwood, Tenn.
Beniamin K. Sharp, Cleveland, Tenn
Johnny L. Osteen, Germantown, Tenn.
John C. Sharpe. Germantown, Tenn.
Harry W Smith, Kingsport, Tenn •
Thomas C Breazeale. Jr., Knoxville, Tenn
Robert R. Corker. Signal Mountain, Tenn.
Davis T Moorhead, Alexandria, Va
W B Croxton, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Morris Davis, Punta Gorda
IPTAY REPRESENTATIVES AT-LARGE
Capt, Frank J. Jervey, Clemson
R. R. "Red'' Ritchie. Clemson
Hoke Sloan. Clemson
Gene Willimon. Clemson
Frank Cox. Germany
Nick Anagnost. Greenwood •
C. M Shook, Piedmont
Garry C Flip" Phillips, Seneca
Robert Cathey. Houston, Texas •
Mrs Millie D Williams, Canonsburg, Pa
Phil Prince. New York
• IPTAY Award Winners
5fc Special Recognition
During the fiscal year 1978-79, Clemson's IPTAY Club
experienced its finest year. For the fifteenth consecutive
year contributions exceeded those of the previous twelve
month period. IPTAY President Reeves Gressette and his
staff, along with the more than 500 IPTAY Representa-
tives, led the organization to a record setting year. An
increase of almost thirty-eight percent above last year's
contributions was realized and the organization achieved
one hundred and fifty-six percent of its projected goal.
LM Denotes Life Member
HLM Denotes Honorary Life Member
$2,000 IPTAY SCHOLARSHIP
Mrs. Donna Merck Jones<LM >
Norfolk, VA
Bill Folk, Jr. Memorial^)
Greensboro, NC
Forest Products, Inc.
Statesville, NC
Piedmont Paper Co., lnc.(LM >
Asheville. NC
A. D. Amick Memorial
Batesburg, SC
George & Nancy Alley
Irmo, SC
Mr. & Mrs. V. F. Linder, Jr.
Irmo, SC
D. A. Kennerly
Orangeburg, SC
R. L. Bryan Co.
Columbia, SC
Ralph E. Cooper
Columbia, SC
Dr. & Mrs. Charles F. Crews < LM >
Columbia, SC
S C. State Fair
Columbia, SC
Davis 0. Smith
Columbia, SC
James P. McKeown III
Columbia, SC
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr.
Columbia, SC
Jack M. Blasius
Spartanburg, SC
Grant's Textiles, Inc. < LM >
Spartanburg, SC
Bill and Guy Hendrix
Spartanburg, SC
Mgr., Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
H. B. Risher
Spartanburg, SC
Southern Distributors of
Spartanburg, Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
Peeler Jersey Farms, Inc.
Gaffney, SC
Palmetto Spinning Corp.
Laurens, SC
Walnut Grove Auction Sales, Inc.
Roebuck, SC
Martha & Fletcher Derrick
Charleston, SC
"In Memory of V. K. Hines"
Florence, SC
Billy Powers < LM >
Florence, SC
Socar Incorporated
Florence, SC
Dr. M. B. Nickles, Jr.
Hartsville, SC
T. C. Atkinson III & Friend
Marion, SC
Mr. & Mrs. George G. Poole, Jr.
Mullins, SC
A. H. Lachicotte, Jr.
Pawleys Island, SC
Phil H. Prince
Pawleys Island, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Addis
Greenville, SC
R. W. Dalton
Greenville, SC
Daniel Construction Co.
Greenville. SC
Graves Electrical Supply Co.
Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. C. Guy Gunter (LM)
Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Joe F. Hayes <LM )
Greenville, SC
C. B. Martin
Greenville, SC
Ellison S. McKissick, Jr.
Greenville, SC
C. H. Morgan (LM)
Greenville, SC
Morgan Investments, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Southern Bank & Trust Co.
Greenville, SC
James H. Boulware
Anderson, SC
In Memory of Ralph M. & Herbert
Cannon by Alan Y. Cannon
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Lenard J. Flynn
Anderson, SC
Dr. William P. Kay, Jr.
Belton, SC
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Smith <LM )
Anderson, SC
Coach Frank J. Howard (HLM)
Clemson, SC
Capt. Frank J. Jervey
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Hoke Sloan O-M)
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene P. Willimon (LM )
Clemson, SC
Bankers Trust of S. C.
Greenwood, SC
Premier Investment Co., Inc.
Greer, SC
Western Beverage Co.
Taylors, SC
"In Memory of Elbert L. Bailes"
West Union, SC
Calhoun Lemon
Barnwell, SC
Mr. & Mrs. W. A. Lawton C-M)
Estill, SC
J. F. Wyman, Jr.
Estill, SC
Mrs. E. Oswald Lightsey
Hampton, SC
Clarence Koester-ARA Services, Inc.
Atlanta, GA
John E. Hamilton
Jacksonville, FL
Morris Davis
Punta Gorda, FL
Jeffrey Manufacturing Division
Columbus, OH
Charles Richard Wood
Ft. Worth, TX
Mr. & Mrs. Allen K. Trobaugh
Midland, TX
Denmark Clinic
Denmark, SC
Bob Baker
Anderson, SC
B. C. Inabinet
Columbia, SC
Mr. & Mrs. C. Guy Gunter #2 (LM > Frank J. McGee
Greenville, SC Seneca, SC
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$1,000 TIGER SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
AIKEN
Bill Starnes
Perry, SC
Mr. & Mrs. George L. Webb
Salley, SC
Carrol H. Warner
Wagener. SC
"A Tiger"
Aiken, SC
F. A. TownsenrJ &
F. A. TownsenrJ, Jr.
Aiken, SC
Dick Day
North Augusta, SC
Frank T. Gibbs
North Augusta, SC
Harry L. Howard
North Augusta, SC
ANDERSON
R. A. All &
W. Frank Eskridge
Anderson, SC
Capital Bank & Trust
Belton, SC
B. K. Chreitzberg
Anderson, SC
R. Carol Cook
Anderson, SC
First National Bank of S. C.
Anderson & Clemson Office
Anderson, SC
J. Tom Forrester, Jr.
Anderson, SC
Frank Distributing Co.
Anderson, SC
Dr. Walter L. Gaillard
Anderson, SC
George's Drive-Inn
Anderson, SC
Grady R. Jones
Belton, SC
King Oil Co.
Anderson, SC
Dr. J. Clayton Richardson
Dr. C. Eric Richardson
Belton, SC
T. Barney Smith
Anderson, SC
James A, Smith, Jr.
Anderson, SC
Dr. A. Fred Stringer, Jr
Anderson, SC
Chris Suber
Anderson, SC
Temple-Watts-Straup
Anderson, SC
Windsor Associates
Anderson. SC
The Peoples Bank of Iva
Iva, SC
Joseph B. Ridgeway
Honea Path, SC
J. Lawrence Cartee
Pendleton, SC
Dr. Jim Hellams
Pendleton, SC
Harper Builders, Inc.
Williamston, SC
BAMBERG
Dr. F. Marion Dwight
Bamberg, SC
Joe Thomas Branyon, Jr.
Denmark, SC
BEAUFORT
Bates Associates,
Architects/Planners
Hilton Head Island, SC
BERKELEY
Albany Felt Co.
Moncks Corner, SC
Berlin G. Myers Lumber Corp.
Moncks Corner, SC
Norm Greene
Moncks Corner, SC
John H. Swicord, M.D.
Moncks Corner, SC
M. W. Umphlett Memorial By:
Clyde D. & Calhoun W.
Umphlett
Moncks Corner, SC
Ware Brothers Const. Co.
Moncks Corner, SC
CHARLESTON
F. A. Bailey III
Charleston, SC
Frank S. Hanckel, Jr.
Charleston, SC
0. R. Lever
Charleston, SC
William A. Grant Gen. Mgr.
Tri-County Concrete Corp.
Hanahan, SC
E. M. Seabrook, Jr.,
E. M. Seabrook III
& Lewis E. Seabrook
Mt. Pleasant, SC
Drs. J. 0. & K. C. Shuler
Mt. Pleasant, SC
CHEROKEE
David D. Curry
Gaffney, SC
Wylie Hamrick
Gaffney, SC
E. Raymond Parker
Gaffney Broadcasting, Inc.
Gaffney, SC
Sanders Bros., Inc.
Gaffney, SC
CHESTER
Robert A. Darby, Sr.
Richburg, SC
CHESTERFIELD
J. Chris Swift
Cheraw, SC
Dr. Billy Blakeney
Pageland, SC
CLARENDON
John Wm. Green
Turbeville, SC
COLLETON
Dr. J. Frank Biggers
Walterboro, SC
James Ray Cook
Walterboro, SC
DARLINGTON
R. B. Pond Const. Co., Inc.
William M. Boyce
Darlington, SC
R. B. Pond, Jr.
Darlington, SC
T. James Bell, Jr., M.D.
Hartsville, SC
Dr. Paul A. Coward
Hartsville, SC
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr.
Hartsville, SC
In Honor of
Mr. & Mrs. W. P. (Pap)
Timmerman
DILLON
Billy Daniel
Dillon, SC
Albert J. Rogers
T. Neal Rogers
Fork, SC
DORCHESTER
Salisbury Brick, Inc.
Summerville, SC
EDGEFIELD
Horace T. Holmes
Trenton, SC
L. F. Holmes
Trenton, SC
FAIRFIELD
Fairfield Spreader Service
Monticello, SC
J. K. Coleman
Wmnsboro, SC
F. E. Hughes, Jr.
Winnsboro, SC
Harold R. Jones
Winnsboro, SC
GEORGETOWN
C. L. Cribb, Jr.
Georgetown, SC
Yank Barrineau
Andrews, SC
Samuel M. Harper
Andrews, SC
Loyd C. Morris
Andrews, SC
Glenn, Myra & Jennifer Cox
Pawleys Island Apothecary
Pawleys Island, SC
William D. Rigby
Pawleys Island, SC
GREENVILLE
W. J. Abies
Greenville, SC
Dwight F. Allen
Greenville, SC
Associated Insulation Co., Inc.
Greenville, SC
T. L. Ayers, Jr.
Greenville, SC
David W. Balentine
Greenville, SC
Black Construction, Inc.
Greenville, SC
R. W. Bond Clemson I PTAY
Scholarship
Endowment^)
Greenville, SC
Cato Trailer Service Co., Inc.
Easley, SC
Computer Professionals, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Willie R. Hudson
Greenville. SC
Dick Hendley-lndustrial
Housekeeping, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Intex Products, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Drs. J. Don & C. Fred Kelley
Greenville, SC
Lanford Co.
Greenville, SC
Non-Fluid Oil Corp.
Greenville, SC
Orders Mattress Co., Inc.
Greenville, SC
Alton F. Painter
Greenville, SC
"A Friend of Clemson"
Greenville, SC
I, N. Patterson, Jr.
Greenville, SC
John Perkins
Greenville, SC
Chemsize Inc.
Roger G. Perry
Greenville, SC
Jack E. Pittmann
Greenville, SC
C. Evans Putman
Greenville, SC
R. E. Riddle
Greenville, SC
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FLORENCE
Mr. & Mrs. Rufus M. Brown
Florence, SC
L. Chappell Jones
Florence, SC
Tom M. Robertson
Florence, SC
Dr. & Mrs. John M. Thomason
Florence, SC
James W. King
Johnsonville, SC
King Farms, Joe W. King
Johnsonville, SC
John E. Taylor, Jr.
Johnsonville, SC
William G. Moorer
Lake City, SC
Stephen H. Mudge
Lake City, SC
Joe Bostick & Joey &
Bobby Bostick
Pamplico, SC
Dr. William L. Coleman
Pamplico, SC
Cooper Motor Lines, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Walter B. Crawford
Greenville, SC
Glen Gordon Daves, M.D.
J. L. Locklair
Greenville, SC
Gordon S. Davis
Greenville, SC
Enwright Assocs., Inc.
Greenville, SC
Dr. William Evins
Greenville, SC
Harrison S. Forrester
Greenville. SC
Francis Realty Co.
Greenville, SC
Freeman, Wells & Maior
Greenville, SC
A. P. Gray
Greenville, SC
James F. Harrison
Greenville, SC
Francis K. Hmnant
Greenville, SC
Special Recognition
Dick Hendley-Sanitation Inc.
Mr. Dick Hendley
Greenville, SC
Dr. Robert S. Small
Greenville, SC
Snyder's Auto Sales
Greenville, SC
Currie B. Spivey, Jr.
Greenville, SC
James B. Stephens
Greenville, SC
Murray M. Stokely
Greenville, SC
Sunshine Cleaners & Laundry
Greenville, SC
Tex Tech Corp.
Greenville, SC
United Investors
Greenville, SC
Marion "Footsie" Wood
Greenville, SC
John H. Beckroge, Jr.
Greenville, SC
J. Kirk Hind
Greenville. SC
Fred & Hallie Mappus
Greenville, SC
Truman W. Shirley, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Terry Tallon
Greenville, SC
Dr. & Mrs. James E. Bostic, Jr
Greer, SC
Joseph Bailey Bright
Greer, SC
Wm. Lem Dillard
Greer, SC
Gary A. Johnson
Greer, SC
William H. Moody
Greer, SC
Roberta B. Sanford
Mauldin, SC
Earle W. Sargent Memorial:
By Carolina Belting Co
Taylors, SC
Tom Garrett
Greenville, SC
J. Benson Harrison
Taylors, SC
Thomas P. Lane, Jr. &
Kenneth J. Hall
Simpsonville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Allen D. Smith,
Mr. & Mrs. Al D. Droege &
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Turner
Taylors, SC
GREENWOOD
Jack & Jean Burch
Greenwood, SC
Greenwood Packing Plant
Greenwood, SC
"Tiger Booster"
Greenwood, SC
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Dr. & Mrs. J. C. Rockwell
Greenwood, SC
South Atlantic Constrs., Inc.
Greenwood, SC
A. M. Tuck, Inc. #1
Greenwood, SC
A. M. Tuck, Inc. #2
Greenwood, SC
W. K. Brown
Hodges, SC
Tully H. Graham
Hodges, SC
Lewis Bagwell
Ware Shoals, SC
Roudhead-The Left Hander-
Little Barrell-Big Cooter
Ware Shoals, SC
Howard G. Wooten
Bradley, SC
HORRY
S. F. Horton
Loris, SC
Thurmon W. McLamb
Little River, SC
Don Cameron
Myrtle Beach, SC
Creel Outdoor Advertising
Jim & Carolyn Creel
A. S. Dargan
Myrtle Beach, SC
John P "Pat" Gore
Myrtle Beach, SC
Holcombe Motor Co.
Myrtle Beach, SC
John L. Humphries
Myrtle Beach, SC
Riddle & Wilkes/Architects/lnc.
Myrtle Beach, SC
Robert R. Sansbury
Myrtle Beach, SC
KERSHAW
W. A. Green, D. A. Kline &
B. H. Baum
Camden, SC
T. F. McNamara. Jr.
Camden, SC
George Singleton, Jr.
Camden, SC
J. F. Watson
Camden, SC
G. P. Lachicotte
Lugoff, SC
LAURENS
Mr. & Mrs. Lynn W. Cooper, J
Clinton, SC
D. H. Roberts
Clinton, SC
P. W. McAlister
Laurens, SC
LEE
W. G. DesChamps, Jr.
Bishopville, SC
Ed & Red Phillips Chicken Farm
Lynchburg, SC
LEXINGTON
Mr. & Mrs. R. W. Cowsert, Jr.
Lexington, SC
Dr. Robert C. Edwards
Clemson, SC
Garrison-Clark-Garrison
Clemson, SC
David A. Gray
Lexington, SC
Dr. & Mrs. D. W. Newton, Jr.
West Columbia, SC
Benjamin F. Whaley, Jr.
West Columbia, SC
Wrenn Machine Tools, Inc.
West Columbia. SC
MARION
Robert G. Mace &
Dr. E. E. Nissen
Gresham, SC
Dewey Alford
Jimmy Skipper
Marion, SC
T. C. Atkinson, Jr.
Marion, SC
Dr. William L. Cheezem, Jr.
Marion, SC
Eskridge & Long Const. Corp.
Marion, SC
Jones T. Hunter, Jr.
Marion, SC
MARLBORO
Drake H. Rogers
Bennettsville, SC
NEWBERRY
Mrs. Clarence W. Senn
Kinards, SC
Earle Jointer Bedenbaugh
Prosperity, SC
OCONEE
Walter E. Dixon, Jr.
Robert A. Ferguson, Jr.
Seneca, SC
W. C. Harper, Jr.
Seneca, SC
ORANGEBURG
Dr. Harry B. Arant, Jr.
Orangeburg, SC
Cope Clemson Club
Orangeburg, SC
Dr. & Mrs. J. B. Linder
Orangeburg, SC
Dr. L. P. Varn
Orangeburg, SC
Laurie Edward Bennett
Springfield, SC
PICKENS
r. Block C Club
Clemson, SC
Norman Candy
Clemson, SC
Dr. Herbert P. Cooper, Jr.
Clemson, SC
Kelly J. DuBose
Clemson, SC
Ben Dysart
Clemson, SC
Holiday Inn
Clemson, SC
Mr. Knickerbocker
Clemson, SC
Tom C. Lynch, Jr.
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. James V. Patterson
Clemson, SC
Sanders & Deal
Clemson, SC
Col. & Mrs. E. N. Tyndall
Clemson, SC
Word Processing Inc.
W. E. Grishaw & C. R. White
Clemson, SC
J. Ed Burrell
Easley, SC
Chuck's Party Shop
Easley, SC
Modern Home Builders
Easley, SC
Dr. Henry C. Martin
Liberty, SC
Charles E. Dalton
Pickens, SC
Imperial Die Casting Corp.
Pickens, SC
Ronald J. McCoy
Columbia, SC
S. C. McMeekin Memorial
Columbia, SC
Charles E. Whitener
Columbia, SC
R. E. B. S. — Edward T. Strom
Columbia, SC
Patrick Construction Co.
Columbia, SC
RICHLAND
John H. Bailey
Columbia, SC
Bearing Distributors, Inc.
Columbia, SC
Carolina Ceramics, Inc.
Columbia, SC
Wm. Q. Elliott, Jr.
Columbia, SC
Larry W. Flynn
Columbia, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Donald R. Fugate
Columbia, SC
Don E. Golightly
Columbia, SC
Jeff Hunt Machinery Co.
Columbia, SC
James Lee Mays
Columbia, SC
Budweiser of Anderson. S. C.
Columbia, SC
Robert R. Russell, Jr.
Columbia, SC
South Carolina National Bank
Columbia, SC
Kenneth M. Suggs
Columbia, SC
J. T. Dukes
Columbia, SC
SALUDA
Jerrold A. Watson & Sons
Monetta, SC
"A Tiger Fan"
Ridge Spring, SC
S & S Farm Supply
Ridge Spring, SC
SPARTANBURG
Y. C. Ballenger Electrical Contr.
Spartanburg, SC
Ann S. Dennis Antigues
Spartanburg, SC
Harry H. Gibson
Spartanburg, SC
Charles A. Grant
Spartanburg, SC
The Hearon Corp.
Spartanburg, SC
Helms Masonry, Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
Grover C. Henry
Spartanburg, SC
Dr. Paul Holcomb
Spartanburg, SC
Eustace M. Horton
Spartanburg, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Lachlan L. Hyatt
Spartanburg, SC
Leigh Textile Company
Spartanburg, SC
"A Friend From Spartanburg"
Spartanburg, SC
Plastic Injectors, Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
Norman Fredrick Pulliam
Spartanburg, SC
Puritan Ind. Maintenance Corp.
Spartanburg, SC
Jerome J. Richardson
Spartanburg, SC
Billy G. Watson
Spartanburg, SC
W. Frank Durham, Jr.
Fairforest, SC
Mascot Homes, Inc.
Gramling, SC
"A Friend"
Inman, SC
Arnold L. Nanney
Moore, SC
A. B. Bullington, Jr.
Roebuck, SC
SUMTER
Booth-Boyle Livestock Co.
Sumter. SC
Harold S. Boozer
Sumter, SC
Heyward Fort
Sumter. SC
J. T. James. Jr.
Jasper T. James III
Sumter, SC
Plowden Const. Co., Inc.
Sumter, SC
Charles A. Segars
Sumter, SC
UNION
Dr. H. Russell Caston, Jr.
Union, SC
WILLIAMSBURG
Thomas 0. Morris, Jr.
Hemingway Pharmacy
Hemingway, SC
Mr. A. J. Rigby, Jr.
Kingstree, SC
YORK
Cannon's, Inc.
Catawba, SC
Joseph L. Huckabee
Rock Hill, SC
Charles K. Segal
Rock Hill, SC
Marshall E. Walker
Rock Hill, SC
OUT OF STATE
Castleman Det. Chesley
Dowingtown, PA
John W. Holcomb Memorial
McLean, VA
David L. Peebles
Newport News, VA
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel R. Harding
Chester, VA
J. B. Montgomery
Martinsville, VA
Lt. Col. & Mrs. Orlando F. Smith,
USAF (Ret.)
Nitro, WV
J. H. Abrams
Winston Salem, NC
Arthur E. Thomas
Winston Salem. NC
J. Henry Dowdy
High Point, NC
Mr. & Mrs. E. T. Mcllwain
Greensboro, NC
Lloyd W. Purser
Greensboro, NC
Albany Felt Co.
Albany. NY
D. R. Parent
T. J. Paxson
Raleigh, NC
Gordon L. Goodson
Lmcolnton, NC
H. Thornton Smith, Jr.
Matthews, NC
Kitty & Heyward Bellamy
Charlotte, NC
Richard Newton Assoc., Inc.
Charlotte, NC
Robert L. Carlson
Charlotte, NC
Paul M. Garrett
Charlotte, NC
Robert M. Phillips, Sr.
Charlotte, NC
Pnucor
R. D. Benson & L. K. Seitz
Charlotte, NC
Bobby R. Rowland
Charlotte, NC
W. A. Wood & Associates
Charlotte, NC
Superior Synthetic Fibers, Inc
Charlotte, NC
William H. Lewis
Fairmont, NC
Garrison Machinery Co.
Statesville, NC
Joseph Crosby Jones
Wilkesboro, NC
Floyd & Barbara Rogers
Clyde, NC
Donald A. Fowler
Marion, NC
D. William Brosnan
Asheville, NC
Eddie N. Dalton
Asheville, NC
Carroll F. Hutto
Atlanta, GA
William H. Mathis
Atlanta. GA
Charles D. Miller
Dalton, GA
John D. Tice
Dalton, GA
Terry L. Powell
Trion, GA
John T. Gibbs, Jr.
Augusta, GA
John L. Murray, Jr.
Augusta, GA
R. A. Bowen Memorial < LM >
Macon, GA
William A. Corry
S. Merritt Island, FL
Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, TN
Mrs. Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, TN
Mr. & Mrs. T. C. Breazeale, Jr.
Knoxville, TN
J. E. "Bo" Chinners, Jr.
Bay Village, OH
Robert T. Cathey
Houston, TX
Robert L. Flint &
Ken R. Flint
Houston, TX
$500 GOLD CARD
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
William H Baxley III, DMD
Mr. & Mrs Wm. C Dupre
Dr & Mrs John L. Guy
James B Jones, Jr.
Mr & Mrs T C Milford
C L Huggms
AIKEN COUNTY
Alexander-Moormann & Assocs
William R Alexander
L J Coker
Wayne M Coward
H. C. Coward & Son
Mr & Mrs. Steve C. Ergle
Donald L Fulmer
James K Gregory
H. Earle Holley. Jr
Richard L Meyer
John G Molony & William W Molony
A H Peters. Jr.
J E Stewart Bldrs.
.
Inc
Alan M Tewkesbury. Ill
Dr Charlie W Timmerman
T Clifton Weeks
Mr & Mrs A Gary Evans
James L. Walpole
ALLENDALE COUNTY
J Richard Knopf, Sr
Mitchell S Scott
ANDERSON COUNTY
Anderson Pediatric Group
R H Anderson
Anderson County Clemson Club
Anderson Orthodontic Associates
Baychem
Dr Robert B Belk
The C&S National Bank
Jimmy Caldwell
Carolina Waste & Salvage Co
Lmwood Cheatham
Nathan W Childs
Jesse A. Cobb. Jr
R Doug Cromer
W M Dillard
Dr Claude Dixon
First National Lease Corp
Robert I Geisel
Dr M Ray Gillespie
Glen Rill Farms
Robert V. Harrell
Hartrow, Inc — Malcolm Hare
Richard Herbert
Robert Lee Hill
Dr Charles W Hinnant
John Brown Hooper
Hopper Gulf Service
Independent Publishing Co
Roy B Jeffcoat
Wallace Jones
Max B King Memorial
James F Little
Larry Lowe
G Eugene Madden
Steven E Madden
McCall's. Inc
Virgil P McCormick & Lawrence A
Sutherland
Jerry A Meehan
Dr. Vernon Merchant. Jr
P C Osteen, Jr.
J. Norman Phillips
Piedmont Candy & Cigar Co.
C Randolph McCiure. Sr., Memorial
Mr & Mrs Norman W Powell
James E Reid
Dr Donald C Roberts & Dr Joseph C
Yarbrough, Jr
Douglas L Scott
Mr & Mrs Dennis B Simmons
Singer Company-Sewing Machine Division
Robert W Smith
Ronnie A Smith
Tony Smith
Pete J & Jim Stathakis
Mr & Mrs Frederick J. Terry
Max Thomas
Welborn Tire Service, Inc
Wholesale Electrical Supply Co
Harry M Wilson
Kenneth S Wohltord
Roger H Davis
In Memory ot Marion Washington, Class ol
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Boscobel Golf & Country Club
W T Hopkins
Mrs. C. H Lomas
John D Medlock. Jr
Harry Maior
Arnie C Spencer
BAMBERG COUNTY
An Anonymous Bamberg Donor
Claude McCain
BARNWELL COUNTY
Ted W Craig
Allison Grimes
Norman M Smith. II
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Coastal Contractors. Inc.
Charles L Johnson
Bryan Loadholt
James Arthur Buck
BERKELEY COUNTY
Nolan & Gerry Pontiff
Phil & Mary Bradley
Kirk Austin
Dr Rhett B Myers
Dr Peters E Myers. IV
Denmon W Orvin, Jr.
CALHOUN COUNTY
C. F Evans & Co
S H Houck
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Reubm H Brown
Charleston Oil Co Van Noy. Tommy & Ned
Thornhill
Thomas R Glover
Marsha E Hass
Ashley River Animal Hospital
William C Kennerty
Thomas F Kicklighter. Jr
Frank E Lucas
Morton & Morton
David M Murray, Jr
Dr J Robert Stout
Tom B Young
David M Bartles
Furman R Cullum
Charles F McCrary
Aaron A Nettles, Jr
A Y Willard. Jr
Mrs S V Sottile
John T Mundy
Thomas E Lynn & William H Gladden
CHEROKEE COUNTY
Dr W Ronald Barrett
R. S. Campbell. Jr
Dr J M Carroll
Gary E Clary
John M Hamrick, Jr
Keller Development Co., Inc
Rusty Poole & David P Riggms
Taylor-Watson Furniture
James Vincent Caggiano
CHESTER COUNTY
W. E Lindsay
Willis Cram
George R Fleming
John N Pressleyand Miss Joan B Pressley
J B Pressley, Jr
Halsted M Stone, M D
W T Wrenn
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
James C Crawford, Jr
Al & Jane Hitchcock — Textile Piping, Inc
CLARENDON COUNTY
Robert E Jackson Memorial
Dusty & Ginger Rhodes
H B Rickenbaker
COLLETON COUNTY
Calvert W Huflines
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Oennis Yarborough
Hubert C Baker. S
Rick L Beasley
Paul F Haigler, Jr
Syracuse Farms
Dr Wm P Kennedy
Harry M McDonald
Bill M Reaves
John C Walker
Harold N Wheeler, M.D.
DILLON COUNTY
Charles F Carmichael
W G Lynn
R L McLaurm & Sons
Dr. James Warren
D L Coleman & Son
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph L. Powell
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Gene W Dukes
Dexter Rickenbaker
Bailey & Associates
Bufort Blanton
Earl R Dupriest. Jr
Everett A Knight & Steve F. Hutchinson
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
Joe F. Anderson, Sr
Mr & Mrs Kenneth L Kallz
Mr & Mrs G Milton Saggus. Jr
Mr & Mrs Theo R Williams
Frances G Boatwnght
Doug & Cres Curtis & Capt Philip C Curtis
Mr & Mrs Robert H. Herlong
Mr. & Mrs John A Hughes
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Barbara & Adrian Glenn
Maxie C Collins. Ill
John J Hood. Jr.
William J Arnette
Louis M Boulware
W M Estes. Jr
Warren R Herndon, Sr.
Pigeon Granite Co — J P Brooks, J P
Brooks, Jr
William H Wylie
FLORENCE COUNTY
Gordon Keith McLeod
Walter C White
G. Wilson Bryce Memorial — Bryce
Mechanical Contr
,
Inc
Marvin C Buchanan
Clyde S Bryce, Jr. PE — Engineering
Consultants"
Lane Craven & Malcolm H Craven
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Mr & Mrs William H Johnson
John E. Lunn
Bobby J Watford
Allen P. Wood. A. LA.
Edward L Young
L Dean Weaver Const. Co . Inc.
F A Douglass, Jr
Wilder & Christine Funk
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
H W Bruorton
Harper Brothers
H E. Hemingway
W L Ragland
Paul Patrick
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Allstate Food Brokers. Inc
J E Austin, Jr
Aaro Rents, Inc — L L Bates. Jr.
Mr & Mrs Harry G. Batson
J. Frank Black
James H Brown. Jr
Charles A Bryan. Jr
Carolyn Warehouses. Inc
Thomas Carter
L. Jerry Chapman
J M Clary
Malcolm E Corbett
C Curtus Crawford
Custom Electric Co
Henry Elrod
Raleigh J Farr
T A Finley
W T Fraser, Jr
M L Garrett Construction Co
Charles F. Gentry. Jr
J M Gilfillin
C. R. Goulet
Joel W Gray, III
Jack & Patsy Greene
Greenville Women's Clinic
Dr. Floyd F. Griffin, Jr
Hardwood Mfg Co #1
Caldwell Harper
J Harrell
Donald L Harrison
J D. Harrison
Robert T, Harrison
James M Henderson
Joe A Hewell
H C, Howell
Bobby Hudson
Margaret Huskey
Amos Hykes & Hassle Davis
Dale Johnson
Edward C Johnson
Fred A Johnson
Dr Roland M Knight
B Russell Langley, Jr
W, L Bngham, Jr
Julian M Langston. Jr
Terrell Lankfo rd Insurance
V B Lippard. Jr.
Seabrook I Marchant
Bob Maxwell Builders. Inc
W H McCrary
L A McKinney
Dr James P McNamara
Buck Mikel
Morns Const Co — Henry Holseberg
Kenneth L Nail
Orders Tile & Dist Co . Inc
Palmetto Loom Reed Co.
Russell Hunlei Park
L R. "Choppy" Patterson
George M Plyler
D. C. Poole
Mr & Mrs Al Powell. Jr & Mr. & Mrs
Robert E Powell
Proformance Systems, Inc
Reed & Associates
B D Robbms
James Rochester Co., Inc — James
Rochester
Shealy Elect Wholesalers, Inc.
Gordon Sherard
Simmons Machinery Co . Inc
Dr Edwin L Stroud
Suitt Construction Co . Inc
Chas. S Tanner Co
Thermo-Kinetics, Inc. — J E Chambers
Fred M Thompson
J P Thompson, Jr
Jim Thrailkill & Dr Ben Thrailkill
Threatt-Michael Const Co., Inc
Tungsten Industries, Inc
R H Walker
Joel W Wells
J D Wells, Jr
Charles W West
Max Whatley
Clyde H White
J. V Williams
Charles N Wyatt, Jr
Mr. & Mrs M J Young #2
Bill & Marian Barbary
C M C. Development Co
Frank B. Cameron
C L Greene
Jane H Greer
Larry & Joan Kay
Newman & Bati heldoi
Z H Owings
John F Palmer & Melvin W Bashor
Joe D. Pearson
Mr & Mrs Andrew H. Pioth
Fredric W Reinhold, Jr
Wm B Sturgis
Thomas J Warwick
Paul L, Webb
Fred J Zahrn
Billy L. Grigsby
C. V. Elrod
Fashion First. Inc.
Eugene G Gibson
James G Hayes
Beniamin E Morgan
Charles F Rhem, Jr
Mr & Mrs John K Edmonds
Bud & Sandy Long
Mr & Mrs. Richard L Watson
Ralph W Blakely
Ron L. Cobb
Sid D Freeman
Carl 8, Rachel Merrill
C M Shook
Col. Wm F Davis (Ret )
Billy S Delk
Develco. Inc
Joseph H Durham. Jr
Edwin W Evans
Henry M Harrison
W Joe Henson
Mr & Mrs Harold L Hix
Littleiohn Memorial(LM)
Henry Lucius. Ill
William J Neely, Jr
Thomas K Norris
Charles S Smith
Robert R Taylor
Charles "Donald" Styles
George I Theisen
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Dr F E Abell. Jr
Clarence L Beaudrot
G & P Trucking Co
,
Inc
Greenwood Motor Lines, Inc.
G Bonner Harvley
R Wayne Jennings
Nevit Y Johnson
Ralph W Jones
J Morgan Jones
Jack Lawrence
Robert A Liner
Roy E Long
Jimmy L McWhorter
P R Nickles
J Herbert Powell. Jr.
Robert H Rykard
George F Smith, Jr
Henry R Lowery
Allen K Burdette #2
HAMPTON COUNTY
Pete G. Miley
Mr & Mrs W H Mauldin
J D Rouse, Sr & Dr Jacob D Rouse. Jr
HORRY COUNTY
Barry Anthony demons Memorial
F L Bradham
Leon Cannon
Robert C Crenshaw
Philip A Thompson
Larry C. Timbes
Davis Heniford, Jr
Marion T Bellamy
Jimmy Benton
George J Bishop, III
E. M. Bost
Dr William S. Fairey
Frederick C Gore
R G Horton
KERSHAW COUNTY
Joseph C. Jackson
W L Jackson
LANCASTER COUNTY
James A Adams & Al Adams
Alford Blackmon
R. H. Collins
Oscar S Porter. Ill
Riverside Grocery
Grady P Robinson
Mr. & Mrs L S. Stewman & Mr. & Mrs.
Duane Johnson
LAURENS COUNTY
T Heath Copeland
Carl R Rogers
J T Hollingsworth
J R Bedenbaugh
Ronald L Carlay
J. P. Fans
Charles Jeter Glenn
Mike Hellams Memorial
Wayne & Gray Hipp
Albert Dial McAlister
Thomas B Stoddard
LEE COUNTY
Carroll Green Deschamps II
Wyman McDaniel
Don R McDaniel, Sr
Warden J McKenzie Memorial
Wallace P Deschamps
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Billy Amick
George M Shealy
Wood row H Taylor
Ray O'Bnan Carter
John C Cook
Charles M Stuck
Dr & Mrs Barney C Austin
Raymond S Caughman
John T. Drafts
Stuart & Stan Miller — Lexington Supply
Co
Jerry A Brannon
Warren Craig Jumper
Dallas E Mams
Reynolds Contract Haulers
Harold B Swygert. Jr
MARION COUNTY
Fritz N Johnson, M D.
John Lewis, Jr
Lewis B Smith
Duncan C Mclntire & William F Thomspon
Gordon R McLellan
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Gordon S Leslie, Jr
Harold L Pitts
Terry C Shaver
Ferd J Summer
David Waldrop, Jr
David C Waldrop, Sr
Harry S Young
OCONEE COUNTY
John N Landreth
Dr Harry B Mays
Howard M Corbett & Carlyle Poole
Dr. Frank A Hoshall, Jr
Deryl Keese & William C Keese
Mr. & Mrs J Whit Miller
Oconee Anesthesia Services PA
Samaha, Inc.
Jack R Tatham
Dr S P Wells
Hugh F Abies
Mr & Mrs Edd Mize
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
Gray & Gray Farms
T SR Farms— D C Thomas & Fletcher
M Riley, Jr
Ted Shuler
H D Folk
J M Russell, Jr
George L Binnicker. Jr
W A Cartwnght. Jr
Dr. M. Rodney Culler
Charles Parker Dempsey
Thomas J Etheredge. Ill
Fort Sumter Petroleum Co . Inc — Leland
M Bradshaw
F Reeves Gressette. Jr
Julian A Ott
Power Oil Co
W E Verdery
James C Williams. Jr
Mrs Starr C Busbee
Memorial to I W Bull by Mrs D.L Evans
PICKENS COUNTY
Doyle C Burton
Mr & Mrs Neil E Byerley
Central Concrete & Plaster. Inc.
E E Clayton
Nancy & Jimmy Cook
Ernest Defore
Duckett Funeral Home
Dr & Mrs William E Dukes
Col. & Mrs Marvin C. Ellison
Headhunters Too
Coach Frank J Howard
Mr. & Mrs. James S Hunter < LM )
Imagine, Inc
J Leland Martin
McDonald's of Clemson
Mr & Mrs L Paul Miller
William J Pridemore
Bobby R & Rita Reeves
Lt Col Richard C Robbms
Drewry N Simpson
Dr. B. R. Skelton
Dr & Mrs. Thomas E. Skelton
A and A Builders
C. S. Boland. D D S
Paul E. Bowie, Jr., Memorial
G & B Enterprises, Ltd.
Glenn L Griffin
James A. Holcombe. Jr
T. E. Jones & Sons ot Easley
Mr & Mrs Amos M McCall
Gene & Bob Merritt
George B (Bud) Nalley, Jr.
Sam Ray
Carl E Watkins Insurance
Mr & Mrs Roger Beniamin
R Frank Kolb. II
William C Peek
James E Pinner
G Neil Smith
W E Vaughan
Ernest Jones Washington. Jr
Mr & Mrs Mark S Stokes
Nat W. Cloer
Hank Galbreath
Pickens Oil Co.
Paul J Reece
Dr & Mrs Billy L Edge
Jimmy R Holliday
Henry Yonce & Charles Yonce
RICHLAND COUNTY
Mrs. Frances L. Chappell
Arnold's Prof. Garment Care
B P Barber & Associates. Inc.
Mr & Mrs J M Bell
Nash Broyles
Jack W Brunson
Jackson Byers
Charles Edward Corley, III. M.D.
Terris L Eller
William N Geiger, Jr
T E Grimes. Jr
W L Harrington. Jr
H M Hodges. Jr., Memorial
David G Jeter
Col John L Mack. Sr
James T McCabe
First National Bank of SC
George Z Siokos
Frank W Smith
Roy N Taylor
Mr & Mrs H T Thompson, Jr & H T
Thompson. Ill
Mr & Mrs Walter A Tuten. Jr
Wm, B Wells
Dr John A Wells, Jr
Continental Forest Industries — J R Lally
Ralph B Cureton, Jr
James W Engram
Giant Portland Cement Co
A. Carrol Josey
Mr & Mrs J. J Kirby, Jr.
David & Ruth McLellan
W, L. Monts, Sr
Dr. John W Pitner
F. M. Reeves
H. W. Smith
A N Whiteside. Jr C L U
John C Rivers
Robert L Grigsby. Jr
Sadler & Company, Inc
SALUDA COUNTY
Frances S & John W Hare
D T Wannamaker III
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
T R Adams. Jr
Mr & Mrs Louie W Blanton
H.J. Bowman
Michael G Coleman &
Brad Pressley
Pimco Chemical & Supply Co
Billy W Davis
R. A. Earnhardt
Economy Cars Limited —
Ben Giles
Hallmark Cafeterias
Joe A Harris, Inc.
Cecil's Incorporated
Insulfab Plastics, Inc —
W, C. Moore
Kirkland S. Johnston & John B Johnston
R Glenn McGee
Bias A Miyares
Palmetto Knitting, Inc
Palmetto Motor Lines, Inc
Pettit Construction Co , Inc #1
Spartan Security, Inc
Spartan Tire Exchange
Jerry E Taylor
John W Waddell
Raymond S Waters
Boyd West
White's Exxon Station
Boyd W Wingo
Woman's Clinic —
Dr. James 0. Johnson
Miss Margaret Lee
Marvin B Banton
A. Courtney Cobb
C. B. Condrey
Timothy M Drake
Dr Henry S. Anderson
Earl F. Blair
Maxcy B Patterson & Walter S Ramage
SUMTER COUNTY
E M DuBose
D. Leslie Tindal
John J Bntton. Jr
"A Friend of Clemson"
A J Gaughf
Korn Industries, Inc
Wyman L Morris &
Sammie Morris
The National Bank of S. C.
Dr John W Shaw
R L Wilder, Jr
UNION COUNTY
E E Fowler
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
F E Huggins
D I Wilson III
Sign-Lite Co
Bubber" Snow
YORK COUNTY
Martin B Hall, Jr. ,M B. Hall III SE.F Hall
Patterson N Harvey
Haselden & Owen
Mountain View Industries, Inc
Claud H Morror &
Calvin B Morrow
William R Pursley. Jr.
E M. George
E E Herlong, Jr
W Bennett Kirkpatrick
John N. Warren, Jr &
J. Norman Warren
Mrs John K. Benfield. Jr
Melvin L Kelly. Jr
Ben R. Smith. Jr
OUT OF STATE
W J Jordan. Jr.
E. John Rosenwald. Jr
P V Guyton
Ford F Farabow. Jr
W. P. DuBose
Hasel Legare Coleman, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Kent Rigg
John W Sherard
Boren Clay Products Co.
Thomas A Ramsay
Atlantic Chemical Corporation
Mr & Mrs. Bob E Webb
Dr C R Swearingen, Jr.
Christian Harward Furniture Co
Thomas J Edmonds
Hugh D Putnam, Sr
Tommy C Dykes
Mr & Mrs Marion B Beason
John Duncan
Dr Joe B. Godfrey
Thad Busby, Richard Roche & Tommy
Roche
Scott Steele
John C Boesch, Jr
Clarence L. Jones
James M Perry
W T Vick
Dr T G Westmoreland
Edwin L Bates
C Richie Gibson
Mr & Mrs. W M Lineberger, Jr.
Don V. Welchel &
Stanley Riggins
Greg S Fansh
Thomas W Glenn III
Farnum M Gray
Charles R Harper, Jr
Kenneth R, Hart
C Eugene Hill
Jeft Kane
Edgar L Miller, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Sanford T. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Mack C Stewart, Jr
David K. Willis
Joe Burnette
Steve C Giffith, Jr
Francis A Yarborough
J Garner Bagnal
Clifford C. Bryan
Robert A Gettys. Jr
E Robert Eckley III
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Dr Fred G Shealy, Jr. Emory G Orahood. Jr Howard Farmer. Jr Michael F Dawes Wm L Polhemus
Carland Farms. Inc A J & Nona Coleman Wearon Huckaby Fred L Perdue Sydney E Tindall
Mr & Mrs Joe W Sellers James Fl Hambnght Manuel Fernandez J G Moxon James D Fisher
Mr & Mrs R S McCants III M Lamar Young Neely McFadden Hollis Thomas M Hunter Glenn P Felton
Joyce & Don Hairston Milton E Pate William B Kellett Allen N Reeves Sonny Cassady
James Ed Robinson Bruce Lowell Kalley Edwin S Presnell S McRoy Sauls & Dr Robert C McDaniel
William D Anderson Joseph D. Swann Joseph L Waldrep William F Lowe John W Barrentme
Evans Holcombe
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Wm D Atkinson
William M Blakely
George Nolan Gardner, Sr
James Glenn
Mr & Mrs. James L Lucas. Jr
Jerry L Nelson
Herbert M Rosenberg
Philip H Rosenberg
Lloyd E Sammons
S Michael Sherard
James B White
Richard W Wislon Agency
H. Mullinax
Gene Powell
M Earle Williamson
AIKEN COUNTY
Robert C Bickley
Claude D Epting
Alan D Gregory
Elbert Hines Hamilton
Mr & Mrs Hoyt W Hamilton
Arthur Leroy Jones
Joseph K Kneece
Eugene H Kneece. Jr
Silas B Knight
Fred B McLean
Rees Electric Co , Inc
Herbert R Walters
Charles T Watts
Charles W Busbee. Sr
Gerald W Metis
Lmdsey W Addy. Jr
C Batchelor
H D Dickert
Bruce H Sellers
Dr W G Watson
ALLENDALE COUNTY
W Ross Brewer
John F Brunson
Truman I Close
W B. Oswald
J Arthur Williams
J T Duncan
W M Terry. Jr.
Ervin M Mathias
H. J. Thomas. Jr
ANDERSON COUNTY
Howell N Alexander
Baylis E Anderson
Anderson Orthopedic Clinic PA
Mr & Mrs Samuel Ashley
Elbert E Babb
James H Barton
Belton Bagging Co
Dr Carroll W Bowie
William R Bridges
Mr & Mrs George Brothers
Herbert Byrant & Jim Cooley
Mr Jim Cooley
Budweiser of Anderson
C & J Metal Works
Lawrence T Campbell
Center (or Devel tal Learn'g
Jerry 0. Chapman
Coca-Cola Bottling
Don Wayne Cooley & Fred A. Cooley
John A Davenport
Henry J. Dodd
Dr Leonard W Douglas
Tom W Dunaway. Jr
R Fred Fowler, Jr
Glenn Plumbing Co.. Inc.
George L Graham
Mr & Mrs David H. Greer
Mr & Mrs Phil C Greeson
Dr Charles R Griflin
Robert C Griffin
Guest Agents
Hanvey Corp
Harley-Davidson of Anderson
Mr 8. Mrs Nardm Heard
Neil Hodgens
Hometec Properties, Inc
Andrew Jarman
Larry V Jordan
Paul Kaiser. Ill
William P Kay. Sr
Dr David Kelley. P A
Mr 8. Mrs Raymond A King
S T King
Ralph F King, Jr
Olin S & Betty Kirkpatrick
Mr & Mrs James W Logan. Jr
W L Lyles, Jr.
J H McDaniel
W C McGregor. Jr
Belton L. Mims & Harry W Mims
M. F. Mitchell
Dr Harold L Murray
D K Oglesby. Jr
J Leonard Patterson
Steve Pearce
James E Pennell, M D P A
A R Ramseur
James C Reece
Rhodes Development Co.. Inc
M. J. Richbourg
James R Rogers
Dr James M Ruff
Robert R Seawright
Allan P Sloan. Jr.
Adam Smith
Dr John Horton Smith
Dr Kenneth W. Smith
Walter Price Spires
Dr Edgar Talbert
George M Taylor
G Wyatt Thompson
James C Thompson, Jr
Preston Toole
W V Trammel!
L M Watson
Wells Aluminum Southeast, Inc
Mr & Mrs Rick Whatley
Mr & Mrs Jimmy White
P Louis Whitworth
Mr & Mrs Neil D Wiles
Beniamin F Williams
Williams Plastering, Inc
Guy W Black
Tommy Crawford
Clarence A Davis
Raymond Fleming
William H Gilmer
Ralph & Hazel Hill
Billy L Ragsdale, Sr
James D Stewart II
John C, Taylor III
F. S. Werner
Tony Whitman
Howard R Young
Charles L Cooley
Mr & Mrs William F Harnesberger &
Michael & Andrea
Dr C B Hopkins
Bill & Louise Reeves
Fred H Anthony
Mr & Mrs John L Black. Jr
Dr Arthur L Bruce
R Denny Cole. Jr
J H Hopkins
Donald P Kearns Jr &
Sloan Crayton
John H Owens, Jr
Jack B Hafner
Jewell G Buchanan 8,
Eleanor Breazeale
Donald L Bunton
George H Durham, Jr
Lamar Gaillard
D L Tollison
BAMBERG COUNTY
Mr & Mrs "Sack" Bagley
John L Hoffman
Dr E Gary Jeffords
Joseph M Oft
Fred Schnmpf
N R Davis, Jr
J. L McMillan
Victor Whetstone, Jr
Col, Francis M Zeigler Memorial-
Class of 1923
Hallman Sease
James V Sease
Woodrow Harrison
BARNWELL COUNTY
Walter H Jenkins
Rodman Lemon
Harold Lott
W H Manning III
Frederick D Mixon
Bob & Dot Sanders
James M Shuler
Mr & Mrs J Donald Thomas
H S Dusty Williams, Jr
Hugh Birf
Mr & Mrs Victor Bell
Robert H Birt
Yale J. Garber
Freddie B McKerley. Jr.
Jimmy Torrance
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Stratton A Demosthenes
T, R, Garrett
Mr & Mrs James S Gibson, Jr &
Jack W Gibson
Joyce & Dave Moorhead
Ramada Inn-Sing Pappas
J Harry Tarrance
Col Wade H Padgett, Jr
Mr & Mrs Pat Baughman
Gerald B Beaman
J. Louis Grant
BERKELEY COUNTY
Luther & J Randy Trussell
R M Singletary. Jr
David E Jeffcoat
John F Murphree
Eugene F Oliver
D. D. Page. Sr
F M Peagler
CALHOUN COUNTY
John T Bozard
William H Bull
Dennis G Haigler
Eldon V Haigler, Jr
L C Kissam III
James M Moss III
J. D Rast & Sons
Julian D Wiles
D H Banks
Gerald Bozard
Calhoun Trading Company
Otis S Culclasure
H. E Paulling
Keitt Hane Fair
Thomas S Harmon. Jr
Gary B. Porth
James L Wannamaker, Jr & Martha A
Wannamaker & Mary C Armstrong
CHARLESTON COUNTY
John Q Adams III
John Q Adams. Jr
Ricky Bailey
S W Bates
Ernest A Byrd
W M. Cornwell
John D. Doscher. Jr
Robert C Gallager
Richard H Gettys. Jr
Mr & Mrs Jeffery T Haire
Mac R Harley
Henry G. Hoffmeyer
Gregory Alan Jones
Cecil Y & Jerry A Nunamaker
Carl S Pulkmen
Rogers & Brown Custom Brokers. Inc
Henry Tecklenburg. Jr
Joseph D Thompson, Jr
.
M D
H E Tyler
Wayne D Ward
Dr J Hertz Warren. Jr
Robert D Weldon
West Ashley Lumber Co
,
Inc
Richard E Wheeler
Herbert R Allen
John Wm Felder
Randy Flanders
Mr & Mrs Ross C. Reed &
Mr & Mrs Andy Demon
Stafford Insulation Co . Inc
Geroald E Brockenfelf
Thomas S Buchanan
Mr & Mrs J J Colcolough, Jr
John L Gervais, Jr
Mark G Kearns & Tim Dangerfield
Henry J Rast, Jr
Franklin R Welch
Dr Eddie Collins
Danny Gregg
W C Masters
Thomas M Parker. Jr
Dan H Swanger
Paul B Underwood. Jr
,
M D
CHEROKEE COUNTY
Lawrence E Childers
Thomas T Grigg. Jr
Charles Earle Jones
B R. Kernels
Mr & Mrs W Joe McArthur
Dr R H McElveen, Jr
Thomas C Parker
R B Sanders
Mrs T A Campbell
CHESTER COUNTY
James W Bankhead
Carolyn & Chuck Bell
Mack D Gilreath, Jr
Dr Carl H Jones III
Mrs Betty C Thorne
Mrs J B Bankhead
Joel W Collins Memorial
James B Colvm. Jr
Ted G Cudd
Steven Epps
John Porter Gaston III
Mr & Mrs S Wayne Goodyear
Mrs S W Gough
Sammy Worthy Gough
W P Johnson
Tyre & Eddie Lee
K. Pressley & Kirk P Pressley
Fred Tripled, Jr
Robert A Darby, Sr
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
Phillip M Fields
Earl J Smith
Guy P Stanley
Hurley A Funderburk. Jr
CLARENDON COUNTY
Joel Richard Lee
Thomas Elden Lee
Samuel R Durant
Dr Clarence E Coker. Jr
Marion E DuBose
Julius R Eadon, Jr &
Julius R Eadon III
G. H. Furse, Jr
Scott H Jackson
W J Rawlinson
Roger L Flowers
Alexander Hemingway
W J Martin
Horace F. Swilley
G Ray Coker
Dr George P Green
COLLETON COUNTY
Mr & Mrs Paul L Beach
Mr & Mrs Jack W Carter, Sr
Lowcountry Office Supply, Inc
Rhodes Oil Company
Strickland's Dixie Cleaners
C H Sweat
Edward J Werntz, Jr
West Ashley Lumber Co , Inc -
Horace D, Kinsey
West Ashley Lumber Co . Inc -
Joe L Ritter
J Ryan White. Jr
Shady & Edna Young
Melville G Padgett
DARLINGTON COUNTY
J W Carter
A B Jeffords
Warren & Al Jeffords
Phillips Company
W G Saverance
Edwin Gay Bass. Jr
Ray Clanton
John Jay James
William B McCown III
Steven Clark Moore
Starwood Nursery & L scaping. Inc by
D L Locklair
G James Wilds III
Mr & Mrs Gary E Byrd. Jr
Edward B Crawford
Dawkms Concrete Products. Inc
Martin S Dnggers
Charles E "Jack" Hendrix
Harry G Howie
L Fuller Howie
Jeffrey S Huggins
George A Hutlo. Jr
James G McGee, Jr
W H "Bill" Miller
Alex S Morrison ( LM >
Charles L Sullivan, Jr
William Warren
Lee West
W G Wofford
James R Wood ham
Richard L Baird
Peter L McCall, Jr
DILLON COUNTY
John Alford. David McLaurin &
Philip Lucius
A C Cureton
Laurens W Floyd
L B Hardaway. Jr
Mack Coy Jackson III
Chalres G Lucius. Jr
Henry L Richbourg
A E. Carmichael. Jr
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Ben N Hill
Intinger Farms
D P Soiourner
C E Windham
H D Byrd
H Downs Byrd, Jr.
William E Hall. Jr
J Edward Lotz
Dr & Mrs H Clyde Odom
R, Allen Traylor, M D
Elias D, Tupper II, John M Tupper &
George I Tupper, Jr
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
Mr & Mrs Robert Calhham
Vernon H Wates. Sr
Herbert S Yarborough
Frank Berry
Dr J S Garrison
Frank W Herlong
L D Holmes, Jr
G William Rauton Jr 8,
G William Rauton III
S Yonce, Jr
Mrs Horace T Holmes
Jack A Hamilton
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Robert A Westbrook
Jesse E Wright III
Lt Col Ralph W Boys
John P. Harrison
Joe D. Jolly
Jack Legrand
T J Mann
James W Martin
Mr. 8. Mrs. Joseph E Mason
John C Renwick, Jr
James W Stephenson III
J E Sullivan
FLORENCE COUNTY
Milton H Anderson, Jr
Bob's Bar-B-O, Inc
James R Coleman, Jr 8.
James R. Coleman
William C Dailey
B. Lee Floyd
Tommy M Folk. Jr
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Muntord G Fuller
Vance Gandy Jr
Tom Gressette Pest Control-
Tom P Gressette
Keith Hayne Griffith
Or E D Guyton
Mrs. John W Hamer
Laddie Green Hi lie r
James A Jones
James Earl Jordan
Dr Joseph M Lewis
John Harper McNeely
Midway Grocery
Dr Thomas W Phillips &
Dr. Wendell E Phillips
Billy Powers
Julian H Price
Don Quattlebaum
Alexander M Quattlebaum, Jr
Robert H Rhodes
Alex Thompson
Edward D Tinsley. Ill
J W Truluck. Jr
L Turner
Henry D Wolfe
Benny R Friar
Clifton H Mudge
Palmetto Health Associates
L M Coleman, Jr
Floyd-Coleman-Askins-Kellahan-Engs &
Surv
.
Inc
Howard F Godwin
Ernest L Jones
Paul D Poston
Dr J P Truluck. Jr
Robert Welch
Ivan M Coleman
J Rutledge Coleman
L B Fmklea. Jr
H Gerald Hicks
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
J C Cauthen, Jr
Robert T Mayer, Jr
Threatt-Michael Contractors
Charles F Wilson, Jr
Michael D Morris
Wilson H Myers
Julian A Reynolds
Bruce D Wheeler
GREENVILLE COUNTY
A R A Services. Inc
James L Allen
Architectural Products. Inc
Jack L Atkinson
William S Baker, Jr
C P Ballenger, Jr
James Balloch
C B Barksdale, Jr
Bay-Con General. Inc
William E Berry, Jr
Ernest Blakely, Jr
James A Bolmg
Thomas J Boone. Jr
Mr & Mrs Walter G. Brackin. Jr
J Leighton Brown
Robert E Brown
William W Brown, CPA
Timothy L Buchanan
J C Calloway
Bill R Chandler
Chemurgy Products. Inc #1
Chemurgy Products #2
Mr & Mrs C W Childers, Jr
Ed Clay
Sidney Lamar Cline
John Herbert Conrad
Consolidated Lighting & Equipment, Inc
Contractors Service & Rentals
Covil Corp
Colonel James E Darby
Ellis L Darby, Jr
J H Davis, Jr
W Cantey Davis. Jr
C F Dawes
Delta Elec Supply. Inc #2
James E Dill
Roy J Dill
1 L Donkle. Jr
Stanley B Duffies II
R Charles Eldridge . Jr
William C Barker
Robert E Eilis
Food-Tech Systems
Foothills Delta P
.
Inc
James E Foster. Jr & E Cole Huckabee
Francis Produce Co
James M French, Jr
Oscar F Funderburk. Jr
Clark Gaston. Jr
Levis L Gilstrap
W, N. Ginn, III
Robert A Glenn
Henry P Goodwin
Dan Gosnell
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Greenville Floral Co. , Inc
The Greenville News-Piedmont
J C Harmon
Joseph E Harper & R Bruce White
Harper Brothers. Inc
Tom W Head
Edward H Hembree
John E Hinsdale
C W Hinton
M R Hughes
Chemloid Incorporated
Industrial Scrap. Inc
Interstate Piping Services. Inc
Dr Al Ivester
Mr, & Mrs William R. Jolly. Jr
Bob Jones Co
,
Inc
Lewis S Kay
Bomar B Keller
Key Products & Services. Inc
Harrison R King
Paul Kinnett, Jr
A Welling Lagrone
Frank S Leake, Jr
J Leonard. Jr
L G. Lewis, Jr
William K Manning, M D
John T Mauldin
Ralph C May. Jr
W Gordon McCabe. Jr . Memorial
H Jack McCall. Jr
James T McCarter
McCorkle Oil Co . Inc
Charles E. McDonald, Jr
Alex Meyers
James Miller
Moore-Tmsley Supply Co
Harold Newton
Ronald L Nix
W C Owens
Phillip Patrick
William H Payne
Piedmont Crescent Eng Mgt Co
Piedmont P & S C . Inc . James V
Dodson, Jimmy Moore, Carolyn Roll
William M Poe
Mr & Mrs Brooks R Prince
Proformance Group. Inc
Raymond E Putman
Harold Rabhan. Zep Mfg Co
Mrs L M Ragsdale
Ken W Reed
Mr & Mrs William A Robinson
Beniamin T Rook
E R Roper
James L Sanderson
David R Schumpert. Jr
Leon A Sham-Leon Sham Co
Shirley's Iron Works. Inc
Southern Industrial Rubber
Mrs R C Stevenson
Mrs. E Randolph Stone
The Sugar Creek Tigers
F Marion Summey
James A Taylor
Terry & Jean-Marie Taylor & J Cooley
Altman. Jr
John Russell Terry. Jr
James E Thackston
Harry M Thompson
W E Thrailkill
Charles M Timmons (LM I
Charlie T Timmons
Ronald W (Rosco) Timms
Gerald S Tompkins, Jr.
J Harold Townes, Jr . AIA
Floyd A Ulmer
Wm L Wallace
Mr & Mrs David E Watson
Mr & Mrs Daniel B White
Dr C G White, Jr
James D Whiteside
H. B. Whitmire
Edgar G Williams
Charles P Willimon
Willson Riggms Landscape, Inc
Willson & Linda
Charles C Withington, Jr
Robert H Yeargm
Yeargin Construction Co . Inc
Thomas A Able. Jr
Ivan Block
James E Bostic
Howard T Chapman. Jr
John M Chewnmg. Jr
Alexander H Cohen
William L Crosby
Mr & Mrs Roy M Dill
W R Donahoo
Robert L DuBose
Edward F Durham, Jr
Mr & Mrs T L Franks
Mr & Mrs James P Freeman
C P Garner
Jack E Gilliland.Jr & Stephen H Miller
Mr & Mrs Dan Goodwin
James B Granger
Richard H Ivester
John F Guest
Edward D Guy, Jr
Mr & Mrs Steve Holcombe
Richard H Ivester
Michael P Keeshen
William J Keith
Harry E Kilby
Mr & Mrs Danny Litchfield
Brian C McGmnis
C Blake Morgan
Paul T Norris
Mrs Jerry W Odom & Melissa
Jesse K Osterhoudt
Douglas F Patrick & Robert G Hopkins
Sam B Phillips
William W Pruitt
Wm Timothy Raines
Stephen G Roberson & Laverne Cole
Mr & Mrs J T Roper
Mr & Mrs Miles T Shaw
Dr Donald W Shelley
Ronald M Shelton
Thomas Shiflet
J Henry Sitton, Jr
William N Skardon
Stevenson Brothers
Health L Strawn, Jr
Col A J Tothacer & Jay Tothacer
J Ray Truluck, Jr
Tim Waddell
Johnnie J Walters
John & Donna Wharton
T Hunter West
D D Williams, Jr.
Lawrence Yeargm. Jr
The Zink Company
James A. Cannon
Lawrence L Clark. Jr
Frank Holland
Carlos R Kellett
Ms. Lenora C. Bryant
Carolina Cartage Co.. Inc
Dr & Mrs Perry B DeLoach
Fred Glenn
Greer Marine Center, Inc
Dr Raymond Van Grubbs
James W. Hannah
Laurens I James
Mr & Mrs Francis D Mosteller
Nickelmesh Corporation
W Donald Owens
Jack G Padgett
Gary Smith
Thomas H Solesbee, Jr
Spartan Express, Inc
James C Stein
Richard P Strawhorn
Jerry & Dawn Suggs, Glenn & Shirley
Taylor & Jimmy D Lunny
Gregory Martin Vaughn
Mr & Mrs. Vernon D Wade
W Larry Williams
John D Wood
Billy Bullock
Jack P Corn
Samuel W Floyd
Paul Gallogly
GBS Lumber, Inc
Jack R Kelley
Terry L Long
Edward McCameron, Jr
Robert Bruce Richards
Ben E Sanders Air Condition
Virgil B Simpson
Jesse T Stancil
Calvin Summey
Th Lumber Yard. Inc
Vissage Auto Parts Co , Inc
Robert M Wilson
J Ansel Blakely
Cary Durham
Creighton D Griggs, Jr
Maior L Higgins
Bill J Hooper
Charles Merritt
Andy & Peggy Mullikin & Steve Mullikin
David C Rogers
Sydney & Elaine Wilson
J Ed Winkler
John W Wood, Jr
Rick Bagwell
Bay Brokerage Co . Inc
Willie Bonds
Mr & Mrs Don Brookshire
Peter H. Bryan
Claude M Burdette
Michael Casey
Mr & Mrs Richard A Curtis
Mr & Mrs Donald R. Doss
Dunagan Engineering
Joe S. Fulmer
Gibson Supply, Inc
William A Hamlett, Jr
Harris Marine & R V Inc
Parker Humphreys
Mark W Jones
R Ligon King, Jr
Richard King
Robert F Mahon, Jr
Earl B Mills
Mr. & Mrs R. D Mitchell
Thomas R Moore
Andy Parnell
L DeWitt Patterson
Mr & Mrs Bobby W Ramsey
Mr & Mrs Gary L Ricker
Sahara Stone of S C
C David Staggs
Reed Watson
Kel Chemicals, Inc
Mr & Mrs Richard W Payne
Edward C Wilhoit
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Lynn C. Aiken
Nick P Anagnost
Wm Thomas Anderson
Herbert Anderson, Jr Const
,
Inc
Mr. & Mrs Ronnie H. Barnes & Miss
Julia Gregory
Wayne Bell
R. Glenn Bolt
C Browning
William E Burnett & D E Burnett
James Alexander Cooper
Sammy C. Corley
Robert L Crawford. Jr
Mr & Mrs George L Crout
Dickert's Moving & Storage
G Dorroh
Robert H Drinkard
Environmental Landscaping
Gilliland-Bell Assocs
,
Inc
Coy Jefferson Gray
Dr Charles L. Hall
Mr & Mrs Clement C Hall
James L Hammer. Jr
Rutledge H Hammond. Jr
John B Harris. Jr
Mr & Mrs William E Hodges
Barry Hollingsworth
Walker E Hyman
Leslie C Jay &
Larry D Timms
George L. Johnson, Jr.
Charles E Key
Ervin L Koone
Marshall Long
Harold Lumley, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Gerald B Milford
Dr W. B Moseley
H Edward Munnerlyn
J David Patterson
John H Roberts
Charles M Rush
B F Scott
Joe H. Seal
Edward K Snead, Jr
Stockman Oil Two, Inc
W R Sweanngen
John N Talbert, Jr
Chip Tinsley
Howard Tolbert
A M. Tuck #3
John W. Turner. Jr
Alfred L White. Jr
Everett E. & Joyce P. Bedengaugh
Melvin Pace
F M Werts
Euel M Boland
W Keith Campbell
Thomas Wade Malone
B. Ross Russell
Thomas J Weeks
Alfred L White
HAMPTON COUNTY
Winston A Lawton, Jr
Larry U Clark & T Dean Feaster
S. F. Crews, Jr.
Walton Albert (Al) Crosby
Mr. & Mrs Charlie Drawdy
Hampton Gas Co , Inc
George J Knight
Gerald Ulmer. Jr
William S Ware, Sr & Barbara J Ware
HORRY COUNTY
William H. J. Brown
Oscar L Hodge
William D Avant, Jr
James W Barnette, Jr
Bob Bible Pontiac-Buick-GMC, Inc
C Crenshaw
Willis J Duncan
J. Q. Gerrald
James B Goldfinch
Hoyt L Hendnck
Bryan Huggins Memorial
Dr. & Mrs Edward Leroy Proctor
Samuel R Spann
Philip A Thompson
R S. Winfield
J H Derham
W C (Ted) Dozier
Harvey Graham. Jr
Arthur R Hardee
E W Prince. Jr
Stephen L Chryst
Bill Darby
Dan P. Gray & John R Gray
Grayco Steel Corp
Nelson Jackson III
Labruce Nursery
T W Martin
Earl O'Neil McCoy, Jr
H. E. Pearce, Jr
Sidney F. Thompson
JASPER COUNTY
Fred A Nimmer
KERSHAW COUNTY
Cleatus Godwin
Mrs Charlotte Pate Inman
Tommie W James, Jr
George V Kornegay
Charlie Rogers
Lester P Branham, Sr
Martin Drawdy
LANCASTER COUNTY
Cecil E. Horton
Dr John R Howell. Jr.
C B Bell
Larry W. Cauthen
Dexter L. Cook
Jesse Crenshaw & Tony J. Crenshaw
Frank & Ann Ferguson
Mr & Mrs. Ralph B Fulmer
Lancaster County Clemson Club
Marion D Lever, Jr
Dr James J McDowell, Jr
Dan M Robinson
Dr Richard Yeadon Wescoat
William K Williams. D M D
LAURENS COUNTY
Mr & Mrs. R. L. Cason
Leon Harris III
J. R Swetenburg. Jr
Dr. N C Wessmger
Bill Bailey
Robert T Hollingsworth
L W McClam
James E Barton
Ruben Jerry Bennett
James A. Coleman
Thomas Lumley
Tony G. Marler
James E. Milam
Parker & Cary Moore
David W Moorhead
The Palmetto Bank
Mrs Wilma Seward & Larry Seward
Jim L. Simpson
Tee Thompson
Richard T Townsend
Shepard N. Williams
Mr & Mrs. Eddie W. Wilson
James A Marler
LEE COUNTY
Harris Hicks
W Ray Alexander. Jr
Archie H Chandler. Jr & Tray Chandler
Bethel C. Durrant
C B. Player Memorial-C B Player, Jr
& C B Player III
Hughe, Tindal, Jr.
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Michael Buzhardt
James Tracy Childers
Thomas Davis Holstein
Mr 8. Mrs Leland A Jackson
Mr & Mrs Tyrone McCarty
Dr Richard L McDamel
Annie Kathenne Warner
William B Clinton, Jr
Theron Dill Hester
J B Littleiohn
Harold P Lonck. Jr
W L Monts. Jr
M D Rucker
Mr & Mrs Albert R Shealy
Heyward D Shealy
Douglas A Thomas
T A. Henry
Charles David Price
Hampton Redmond
Mrs. James R Sease
B M. Cassady
John L. Caudle II
Bland M Derrick
Dr Talmage R. Frick, Jr.
Hubert P Haas
William M Hamilton
Robert D McCraw
John C Meetze
Buren M Mitchell
Carroll Richardson
Mr. & Mrs William E. Smith. Jr
Mr & Mrs Kit W Wilson
Dewey S Barnes
Alvin N Berry
F U Black
D H. Caughman
F. W "Billy" Caughman
Hamp Caughman
Wallace A Cheatham
John R Cothran
Earl & Sandra E Glasscock
Archie L Harman II
Charles C Hendnx
E. C. Jackson
Mr & Mrs Earle Kyzer
Mr. & Mrs. Jack E Nettles
Thomas W Plumblee
Mr &Mrs Clyde M. Rauch. Sr. & Sons
Charles H Risinger
James H Shirer. Jr
C W Swygert III
Joseph G Taylor
Dr. Frank T Arnold, Jr
Johnny L Cagle
R. L. Carson
Ike Cogburn
Mr & Mrs Milton H Densman
Mr & Mrs R Kit Jackson III
W D Jones & Thomas M. Jones
James E Nicholson
Carl Patterson
Mr & Mrs Robert G. Pickens
Ronald M Poston
W. P. Rampey
Henry E Hank" Reynolds, Sr
James H Rozier, Jr
Mr & Mrs Charles E, Saverance
Mr. & Mrs Freddie Shuler
Harry Lee Swygert
Deryl Wessmger. Jr
Malachi A Williams
John D Winburn, Jr
MARION COUNTY
Edgar P T Dozier
Lacy Edwards, Jr
John H. Holt
0. K McKenzie
James M Smith
M Howard Thomas
Frank T West
Thomas M West
E H Jones
MCCORMICK COUNTY
John Harvey Bandy
Mrs. Helena W Faulkner
Dr James W. Gilbert
Lawrence S Strom
T. M Abrams
Carl L. Amick
Harold Bowers
Albert F Busby
Walter B Cousins
Virginia Culbertson
J Rhett Frazier, Jr
George Robert Hawkins
W S Hentz
Dr C B Lowman
Buddy Neel
T Milton Nichols
Randy Senn
J. B. Smith
Bill Waldrop
Jim Waldrop
Powell E. Way, Jr
Dr James R Williams
Randall C Ruff
C Gurnie Stuck
John W. Taylor
Elmer R Baker
Mr & Mrs Floyd Caldwell
Ted Plemons
J. H. Simpson, Jr
T, W, Suber
Hayne B Workman, Jr
NEWBERRY COUNTY
McKinney Wilson, Inc
William McF Scurry
Louie C, Derrick
OCONEE COUNTY
Robert C Adams
Dr F B Adams, Jr
Dr Harold B Bell
Crayton R Brock
W A Chase
Mike B Crews
Robert H Cureton
Derrill T. Dilworth
Robert T Haselden, Jr
Mr 8, Mrs Donald R Hill
Dr Wm. S Holliday
Mr & Mrs. Kevin J. Hughes
K-Mac Service, Inc
Robert L Lee
Lane E Mays, M D
Arthur Nuttall. Jr
Garry C "Flip" Phillips
Dr James R Pruitt
Mr & Mrs Walter B Purcell
Ed Randall
Dr, Don A Richardson
Melissa & Dewey Rochester
Calude S Simpson, Jr
Max Wigington
Mr & Mrs E P Wright
M T, Abbott
Dr. John P Booker
Roy Carroll
M. D Cleveland
Sammy Dickson
Bruce M Dixon
Frady's Service. Inc
Louis C Holleman
Lewis A Jaynes
Lee S. Keese
William T McClure, Jr
Bill McLees
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
T, R Kiser
T Brant Reeves, Jr
Leon West
Alton H Whetsell
John R Carlisle
K Cook & John H Cope, Jr.
Garrick Brothers Farms, Inc
Frankie A Cain
William B Bookhart, Jr
J. C. Ulmer, Jr
Robert H Cauthen
Dr. M. Douglas Dorn, Jr
Ms Frankie Evans Lockair
Santee Portland Cement Corp
A Norman Avmger, Jr
E, R Bair, Jr
K B Bates
Derald W Bedenbaugh
Marvin H Davis
Dr, W, F Dukes
W W. Dukes, Jr,
C Farnum
Dr Henry F. Frierson
Mr, & Mrs G Martin Gilchrist
William E Harper
W C Higgmbotham, Jr
Robert H Hutto
Jameson Farms, Inc
Alan McC Johnstone
Lighting Creations, Inc
Mr & Mrs Mike Lipscomb
Edgar C. McGee
H A McGee, Jr.
Harry M Mims. Jr & George S Hill
Dr. Drayton L Nance. Jr.
Mr & Mrs D C Osterhoudt
Coker N Price
Barney M Rast
Dr J W Rheney. Jr
Ernest B Rogers. Jr
Mr. & Mrs Tommy G Simpson
James S Ulmer
J Otto Warren. Jr
G Leverne Williams
Russell S Wolfe II
Henry G Young, Jr
Maynard D Funchess
Timmy Barr
Clarence Bonnette
W Z Dantzler & Son
Julian H Fair III, D.M.D
John T. Zeigler. Jr
PICKENS COUNTY
Miss Eunice A Moore
Mr & Mrs J L Abercrombie
Dan Baker
William J Barnett
Dr Lloyd H Blanton
R Douglas Boggs
Bob & Susan Brown
M. H Bruner
Dr. Terence M. Clark
Clemson Service Station. Inc
Dr James L. Cobb. Jr
Mr & Mrs John A Connell
Dr & Mrs W Owens Corder
Del Cowhard
Cecil C. Davis
Directions, Inc
Mr & Mrs Fred H Duncan
Dr James F. Dusenberry, Jr
Dr William M Epps
Luther J, Fields
Dean Fmley & Billy Finley
T. M. Folger
Mrs Carolyn F Fowler
Dr Richard C Fox
C H Garren
Steven C Gibert
Dr & Mrs Gordon W Gray
Bob & Pat Harmon (LM >
Jerry L & Mary S Harvey
Trescott Hmton
Austin S Hubbard
Mr & Mrs Eugene S Irwin
Jack's Barbecue
Kay's Shop
Dr G Ansel King, Jr & Charles
Ellenburg
Rick Lee
Dr & Mrs Hugh H Macaulay III
C. V Marchbanks, Jr
Earle Eugene Martin
Scott K Mitchell
L. H. Moore
Murph & Fran Moseley
William C. Neal
Blicker E Nettles
Daniel F. Parker
Dr & Mrs Thomas H. Parry
L E Pollard
Bobby R & Rita Reeves
J B Rhinehardt, Jr
Cantey M Richardson
John C Richardson
R R, Ritchie
Mr & Mrs D S Roberts
Robert W Robinson, Jr
John E Ross & Dr John E Ross III
Calvin P, Schmidt
Mr & Mrs Russell Shealy
David E Simons, Jr
Lee R Sims, Jr
Lt. Col. Ralph H. Thompson
K N Vickery
Mr & Mrs Wm S Ware, Jr,
Richard F Wheeler
J A White Memorial
Harold Albertson
Barron Alexander
Harold Blackston
Gregory M Bowie & John B Gilstrap
J L Brady
James A Brewer
Larry S Brown
Jerry R Byrd
Cato Trailer Service Co , Inc
Felton N Crews
Norman S Garrison
Thayne L Gemmill
Roddey E Gettys III
Albert H Gossert
Donald H Hamilton
Mr & Mrs Lamar Hunnicutt &
Mr. & Mrs Gene Price
Dr J H Jameson
Roy L. Johnson
Ralph Kirk
Ronnie Lackey
Mr & Mrs. John N Landreth, Jr.
Lesley Construction Co . Inc
Wm D Lowery
J. J. Lynn D M D
Hershel M Maddox
James R Medlin
Maurice Carroll Merritt
S N Oliver, Jr
Keith W & Georgia W Ormand
Donnie G Patterson
Charlie K Poole
W Jack Ragsdale
Wm, J Ragsdale, Jr
Jimmy Randall
Mr & Mrs Harold E Seymore
Shealy, Smith & Welborn, P,A.
Sam Sheriff
Smith's Heatg & Air Cond
. Inc
Brett Southerland & Tim Gossett
Lawrence E Stroud
Mr & Mrs. Gerald S Tripp
Robert A Watson
Mr & Mrs. Bobby R Youngblood
B F Eads Funeral Home
Mr. & Mrs Gary Ellenburg
Walter D. Fisher
Steve F. & Deborah K Gravely
Redmond Coyle & Nicholas Fletcher III
James Telford Craig. Jr
R Allison Dalton
Roy S. Dalton
Barry S Durham
Ernest F. Former
William C Fortner
Griggs Associates, Inc.
H. E Jones. Jr
Robert C Stewart. Jr
Robert M Guerren & Frank Guerreri
RICHLAND COUNTY
Bull Oil Co
Mr & Mrs. Tally Hood, Jr.
Joe Ben Weeks
W M Albergotti, Jr
J R Atkinson, Jr
Tom Baldwin
Mr & Mrs, Sims T Ballew & Walton G
Snow
Mr & Mrs D W Baxter
Bobby Blair"
Dr Robert H Blease
Frank Crosson Bouknight
Henry Parrott Byrd
Col Merwm J Camp
Dr W Lynn Campbell
Charles C Carson
Karl B, Chandler
Charles W Cooper
Dr. Thomas G Cooper
Billy E Crumpton
Fred E Culvern, Jr
J R Daniel
Wm T Derieux
Dreher Packing Co., Inc
Joe W Dunn, Jr
Dr Ray Elam
Lewis W Felkel. Jr
Dr, Larry Fnck
J C. Harden
Col George B Herndon
Carl Hinnant
Investors National Lite Ins Co
Malcolm C Johnson
Charles M Joye
H Michael Kaylor
R Frank Kolb
H L Lackey
C M "Buddy" Lewis
George G Matthews. Jr
George G Matthews. Sr
W I. May
Walter B McKinney
Timothy P McLellan
Al Montgomery
Dr Henry W Moore
Austin T. Moore, Jr
Eugene R Patterson
S N Pearman
M G Pearson, Jr
Piedmont Prmtmkrs & Sup Corp
C, Kenneth Powell
Mr. & Mrs Henry Y Riley
Bob Robinson
David W & Davida J. Roof
Crawford E Sanders III
Jim Satterfield
Seaman Electric Supply. Inc
Jimmy R Sellers
Col. A. L. Sheider. Jr
Pelham W. Simmons
Dr Joseph W Taber. Jr
Dr Thomas W Talbert
Wm B Tarrant
Paul E Thacker
John T Walker. Jr
William R, Watts
Ames H Wells
Ben S. Wiggins
Ltc (Ret ) 8. Mrs W A Williams
Beniamin C Wright
AAA Building Maintenance, Inc.
James H Burton
George W Caughman, Jr
J E Coggms
L W Conder. Jr,
Albert G, Courie, Jr,
J Lewis Cromer, Atty.
Glenn W. Dukes
Thomas L Durgm
Mrs. George W Eleazer, Jr
Dr George H Fann
John Fowler
Dr Rudolph C Harrington. Jr
James M Hatley, Jr
Charles E Hill
William McArthur Hughes
Harry J Johnson
Gary J. Matthews & Newell D Crawford
Jr
Michael B McKeown
William H Miller
J. Edward Oates, Jr
Robert R Pruitt
Marion F Sadler. Jr
John B. Smith, Jr
Lawrence Steedly & Donald H Kelly
John M. Swails
Dr. Wm. Carver Talbert, Jr
W G Williams
James K Wilson
J P. Wright, Jr.
J F Wyse
Intrachem Recruiters
Ms Mickey Lmdler
E L Stoudenmire
Patrick Kyle Strom
W T Cassels, Jr
Arthur M. Suggs
Thomas Mitchum. Sr
SALUOA COUNTY
Melvin E Patterson
W W Steadman, Jr
Carson Able
Alfred B Coleman
G Mellwood Coleman
John R Crawford
J William Jay
Don C Rogers
Bruce Rushton
Shore Livestock Co
Wheeler Tire Service
Kenneth Yarbrough
John Faye Berry
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
ACME Distr of Spbg , Inc
Quentm S Broom
Mr & Mrs Bill Alexander
R L Alexander. Jr
Kenneth M Bessent
J J Blake
George F Bolen, Jr & L, E Anderson
James Wilkms Brown & Michael A
Vaughan
Waller J Brown
Buckeye Corp
Budweiser of Spartanburg. Inc.
Gene E Williams
Sammie G Carros
P B Chappell
James V Chlopek
Albert T. Correll
J Carroll Cox
Troy H Cribb & Sons. Inc
Claude. David & Bobby Culbreth
James C Curry
David R Dover
Mr & Mrs Harley W Easier
L Russell Easier. Jr
W Gerald Emory
James H Fleming
Mr & Mrs Thomas Fuller
C E Gray
Richard K "Dick" Hall
Walter L Hays III
Robert M Hicklin
Dan C Ivey
Juanita R Kimbrell
Frank W Lee, Jr
Mr & Mrs J E Lineberry
Col Edward R Maddox
W M Manning, Jr
Mr & Mrs Samuel H, Maw, Jr
M. C, McGarity, Jr
Eddie H Mellette
George R O'Cain. Jr & F M Foster III
Palmetto Printing Service
Ben R Pickens
Piedmont Mechanical
Marvin C Robinson
Tommy Rudeen
Scott Russell
A W Shoolbred. Jr.
J Clyde Simmons
Nathan Sims Memorial
Benny Sisk
Rupert P Smith
Southers Construction, Inc
M Noel Turner
H C Turner III
Dr. Harold S. Vigodsky
Wades Restaurant
Wade H Lindsey. Jr
Mr & Mrs John A Walter
Steven D Weathers
Joe E Webb
J W Webster
Ted Wilson & Wm D West
George S Wyant
Max & Rita Gregory
Andy N Beiers
Clarkson Brothers, Inc.
Thomas A Fmley
Pkging & Specy Papers, Inc
Morris C Smith
W C "Bill" Smith
Winston D Smith
James A Trammel
John W Beeson
Mark III Properties
James M Folk
Mr. & Mrs Wilbur K. Hammett
Mr. & Mrs W. Charles O'Cain
Marion C Ponder. Jr
C Dan Stewart. Jr
Dr David K Stokes, Jr
Martin G Christopher, Jr
Samuel J Morrow, Jr
Paul Ray Dobson
J Leslie Heaton. Jr
M L Huckabee
Helen D Johnson
Lyman Oil Co
Michael E McMakin
Harold Mullinax
Arthur W. Shields
Melford W Carter
George P Cobb. Jr & Oren Robinnette,
Jr
Fred W Johnson
William H Knight
Clyde F Skinner
SUMTER COUNTY
Curtis Edens. Jr
C Rembert Skinner
0. D. Harvin
A D . Jr & Joe Allbritton
Charlie R Boyle. Jr
Carolina Coca-Cola Bottling Co
Mr & Mrs Harold Chandler III
LT Dowdle
William E Durant, Jr & Mrs, Bess N
Jones
Jack E Ferguson
M. D Fort
F Roland Geddings
Dr Wilson Greene, Jr
E B Hubbard. Jr
John W James
79
Sfc Special Recognition
J T. Johnson, Jr.
Carl Livingston
B.J Lowder
"A Friend"
Demosthenes-McCreight & Riley. AIA
John A Riley, Alwm Burns &
Ricky Weathersbee
Dr Barney Williams, Jr.
Bob Wilson & Tommy Wilson
A L Yates
UNION COUNTY
Harold R. Hoke
Louis Jordan
Robert S Lawhon
Thomas E Mack
Thomas E. Mack, Jr
J Lancys Maness
Howard E Dell
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
Wendell Brown, Arty
J. M. Connor
Dr. W C Cottingham
W, H. Cox
R Cleo Fennell
Dr Homer F Gamble
Fred P Guerry, Jr
W. W. Holliday. Jr
S W Horton, Sr.
James M Kennedy
Newell A Myers
Harry W Newell
Dr. Flournoy C Walker III
YORK COUNTY
James R Lovell
V A Ballard
Campbell Barnett
Joseph W Barnett
The Castles Co
R L Castles
Culp Bros., Inc.
John L. Gaddy
J Keitt Hane
Lewis W. Hicks
Dr John Monroe Little, Jr
John N "Nickey" McCarter, Jr
Samuel E McCullough
Dr Floyd L. Parrish
J M Peek
Jackson McCarter Qumn
William R Adkins
George & Nancy Anderson
David E Angel
Frank S Barnes. Jr
Richard P Black
William Z Chapman
Michael A Craig & James M. Avinger
Jimmie Davis
Richard C Ellison
Flint Realty 8, Const Co
.
Inc
Alan R. Franklin
Keith A. Gatlin
Thomas C Hamrick
James W "Bill" Hancock, Jr
Jerry D Handegan
A, S, Hartsell
D P Herlong
Jack Louis Holeman
Joseph L Huckabee Endow Fund
Jeffords-Whiteaker
C. C. Jenkins, Jr
Jim & Judy Jerome
John A. & Carolyn B Lesslie
Stephen S McCrorey
C. E. "Ted" Meton
The Original Barn. Inc
Irvm V Plowden
Dale W Stanley
G. G.Thomas, Sr., G G Thomas, Jr &
John L. Neely
Arthur Qumn Black
Harold M Dickson
J. D. Good
William Frampton Harper
W T Jackson
F. D. Johnson, R M Johnson & W P
Johnson
Thomas B Pettit III & T B. Pettit, Jr,
James Ramere
OUT-OF-STATE
Henry Maciorowski
Berton Steir
Wm Lindsay Wylie
Wayne R Osef
George S Peck
C L Langston
J. A. Milling
Jettrey A Cam
Dr & Mrs R L Mecklenburg
John J Snee
W Joe Lanham
Mr & Mrs Wm E Twilley. Jr,
Howard L Clark, Jr.
James C. Attaway
T D Fulmer, Jr
T L Vincent
R P Arnold
Robert L Brown
Charles Lamar Roediger, Jr
Mr & Mrs. C T Sutherland, Jr
Dr Joel A, Black, Jr
Mr & Mrs W. Harold Wood <LM )
John A Templeton
Michael S Mitcham
Robert W Dozier
Jackie W Calvert
Mr & Mrs Roland L Connelly, Sr.
Col J. L Edmonds
Jim & Sara Niver
Mr & Mrs F. Doug Ramsey
Lawrence H Buchanan
John W Godfrey
Reed Ulmer
Nathan Joel Derrick
Francis I. Clarke
Dr Robert F. Poole, Jr,
Lloyd G. Gurley
Edwin Jeffords
John W Cooper
Frank P Deason
Wade V Fair
John S. Jenkins. Jr
James C Stewart
Dr Dan Suggs
Rex A Bowen
William T Davidson. Jr
Mr & Mrs Bill Gnssom
Mr & Mrs. Winston Kallam
John W Seaborn
Charlie L Hunley
Sidney A Sutton
J S Whiteside & Co., Inc
S. W. Jackson, Jr
Ralph Parker Sullivan
Nat A Howell
H Wayne Montague
James Joseph Ordog
Charles H. Reed. Jr
Daniel Edwin Seymour
Mrs Carmen H Winburn
William E. Bates
James E. Brennan
Wilson C Childers III
R. G. Hargrove
Kenneth R Hart
Chalres G Mayer
Michael L Owen
Robert Tarrant Payne
Daniel L. Pearman
E Randall Poole
Paul D. Quinn, Jr
J. T. Rogers. Jr
Robert S Whitener
Dahal Bumgardner
Walter B Sherman
R. W. Wilkerson III
Vernon W Kennmgton
Deborah Ann Rowell
Terry D Houston
Howard A Kress
Dr. Charles Davant, Jr.
Dr Bruce Allen Simmons
William H Elam
Malcolm W Davenport
Randolph D J Jackson
Dr Sidney E. Kirkley
Dennis Foster Wilson
Leslie M Saunders
Dr Murray T Jackson
Dr, D. William Brosnan III
Richard E Burdette
H I Gaines
Harry L Hill
Albert B Johnson
Otis B Kempson. Jr
Alton J. Watts
George B Deadwyler
Charles T Kirkley
Robert R. Dickerson
Robert Andrew Lyons
John L Scoggms
Charles D Parker
Wm Donaldson Pectol
Mr & Mrs. H. H. Klosterman
Wayne L Hayes
Warren C Maxwell
Robert S. Bonds
Albea Construction, Inc.
Raymond I McFadden. Jr
Mr & Mrs P A Gantt
Mr & Mrs Henry I. Judy, Jr.
Mr & Mrs. A, U. Pnester, Jr.
Mrs Kaye B. Powers
Wm F Holladay
W Crawford Davis
Howard E. Hord
Robert S Miller
Rudolph L. Yobs
Mr & Mrs Earl Barker
Robert Alvin Calhoun, Jr
Alvin A Adams, Sr
C. E Daniel
M M. Cone
Col. Joseph E Webb, Jr., Ret.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Bagwell
Barnett Alexander Allgood III
Ben G Crosland. Jr
John A Dickerson
James M Hunt. FAIA
F. Scott Hardigree
James F McCurry
William R O Dell
Francis Wilson Perkins
Monroe Janitorial Service
Robert H Bailey, D.D.S.
J Wayne Clark
Dr Robert S Hill
Ray H. Mullikm
Richard C Downing
Frank E Gabrels
William G Moore
Joseph Wm. Turner. Jr.
Whit Blackmon
Robert A King
Charles E Burkett
Herbert Lindsay. Jr
John R Hines
Mr & Mrs Thomas Wolfe
Nevon F. Jeffcoat
Ted Walters
Paul F MacDonald
Loyd B Chapman
Frank C. Petry
Fred W. Faircloth
Joseph A Wilkie
George & Nancy Bennett
Mark G Fellers
Robert Cantrell
Helen & Ben K Sharp
Clifton E Holley
Col. James E Blessing
Dave R. Stokely
Mr & Mrs H E McConnell, Jr
William T Barnett
John C. Sharpe
B M Brodie
Robert H Gray
Mr & Mrs. Ralph A Mitchell
Herbert J Thomas. Jr
Robert B Ehlen
W D Duff
Karl M. Guest
Jerry E Dempsey
Samuel L. Herndon
Charlie Waters
Oliver I Snapp, Jr
W Montgomery Wilkins
Dr. M. D. Alexander, Jr.
Capt Ed Jackson
Col James Walker Clark ( LM >
Glenn C Smith
Highlights of each week's Clemson game - with commentary by Coach Danny
Ford and the voice of the Tigers, Jim Phillips. Consult local listings for times.
WFBC-TV • WCIV-TV • WBTW-TV • WRDW-TV • WLTX-TV
GREENVILLE CHARLESTON FLORENCE AUGUSTA COLUMBIA
QUANTITY # DESCRIBE ITEM e^ price" ORDER FORM
Make check or money order payable to:
Clemson Canteen Giftshop
Prices subject to change
Add 4% S. C. Sales Tax to all
shipments plus $1 .50 to cover
postage and handling. For three
or more items add $2.00 to
cover shipping. total
Ordered By
Ship to:
Regardless of the occasion or person,
the CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFTSHOP
has made gift shopping easy Merely
select the product(s) you so desire,
complete the coupon and forward with
check to CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFT-
SHOP, Clemson University, Clemson.
S C 29631
#1—CLEMSON license plate $1 89
#2—Tiger Paw embroidered em-
blem $.95
#3—Orange Tiger baby pants Sizes 6
mo.. 12 mo., 18 mo
, 24 mo
,
2T,
4T $3,49
#4A—Orange short sleeve baby shirt
Sizes 6 mo.. 12 mo
,
18 mo
.
24 mo..
2T, 4T $4,79
#4B—Orange long sleeve baby shirt
Sizes 6 mo., 12 mo
,
18 mo., 24 mo..
2T, 4T $4.98
#5—Baby Booties $4.79
#6
—Embroidered slick on Tiger Paws,
2 per card $129
#7—Tiger Rag Golf or Bowling Towel
14" x 17" $1,89
#8—Stuffed Tiger Tail with tie string,
28" long $5,75
#9A—Adult Orange overalls Sizes
W-28. 29, 30, 32, 34, 36, L 34 $17 98
#9B—Youth Orange Overalls. Sizes 8.
10. 12. 14. 16, 18. 20 $13 98
#9C—Childs Orange Overalls Sizes 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 $11.98
#1 OA—Adult T-Shirt. Orange or Navy
with Tiger Paw Sizes S, M, L,
XL $4 49
#1 0B—Youth T-Shirt Orange or Navy
with Tiger Paw Sizes S (6-8), M (10-
12), L (14-16) $3 98
#11—Adult T-Shirt Orange or Navy
with Clemson. Sizes S, M, L,
XL $4 49
#12—Adult Orange or Navy knit gym
shorts Sizes XS (24-26). S (28-30), M
(32-34), L (36-38). XL (40-42) $6 49
#13—Adult cotton and polyester gym
shorts in white/Navy trim or
Orange/white trim Sizes XS (24-26)
S (28-30), M (32-34). L (36-38). XL
(40-42) $4.49
#14A—Adult T-Shirt Orange or Navy
with multi-color CLEMSONS, 50%
cotton. 50% polyester. Sizes S, M, L.
XL $4 98
#14B—Youth T-Shirl Orange or Navy
with multi-color CLEMSONS, 50%
cotton, 50% polyester Sizes S (6-8),
M (10-12), L (14-16) . $4.49
#15
—Orange and White super stripe
golf cap, adjustable One size fits
all $4.98
#16—Armetale ashtray with Tiger
Paw, 5" diameter $5,98
# 1 7A—Large Armetale mug with Tiger
Paw, 16 oz.
. ... $11 98
# 1 7B—Small Armetale mug with Tiger
paw, 10 oz $6 98
#18A—Orange or White golf or tennis
shirt with embroidered Tiger Paw
Sizes S, M, L, XL. 50% cotton, 50%
polyester $10 98
#186—White available in XXL $12 98
#18C—Same as 18A with pock-
et $12 98
#19A—Adult 3 button placket baseball
style, shirt natural with Orange
sleeve Sizes S, M, L, XI $5,98
# 1 9B—Youth same as above Sizes S
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) . . $5.49
#20A—Adult Orange |ersey Sizes S,
M, L, XL $8 49
#20B—Youth Orange iersey Sizes S
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) $7 49
#21
—Orange sweater with white trim,
100% orlon acrylic Sizes S. M, L.
XL $17.98
#22A—Adult Orange or Navy Tiger
Paw sweat shirt Sizes S, M, L.
XL $7 98
#22B—Youth Orange or Navy tiger
paw sweat shirt Sizes XS (2-4), S
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) . . $6 98
#23—White with Orange trim sweater
shirt, 100% acrylic Sizes S. M. L,
XL $1898
#24A—Adult Orange zip up hooded
sweatshirt Sizes S, M, L, XL $14 98
#24B—Orange zip up hooded sweat
shirt for infants Sizes 6 mo., 12 mo.
18 mo
.
24 mo., 2T. 4T $7.49
#24C—Adult Navy zip up hooded
sweatshirt Sizes S. M. L, XL $13 98
#24D—Youth Navy zip up hooded
sweat shirt Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12),
L (14-16) $12 49
#25A—Adult Orange unlined jacket
Sizes S, M, L. XL $11 98
#25B—Flannel lined jacket $1 7,98
#25C—Pile lined jacket $23 98
#25D—Youth Orange unlined jacket
Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12). L (14-
16) $10.98
#26A—Adult Navy unlined jacket
Sizes S, M. L. XL $11 98
#26B—Flannel lined jacket $17 98
#26C—Pile lined jacket $22 95
#26D—Youth Navy unlined |acket
Sizes S(6-8), M (10-12). L (14-
16) $10 98
#27A—Orange V neck sweater, 100%
Acrylic Sizes S, M. L, XL $19 98
#27B—Orange button up golf sweater,
100% acrylic Sizes S, M, L
XL $21 98
#28—White V neck sweater with
Orange trim. 100% acrylic Sizes S,
M, L. XL $19 98
#29—Orange and White stocking cap.
100% acrylic, one size fits all $3.79
#30—Orange and White scarf to match
stocking cap $5 98
Eat Where
The TIGER
I
WENDY'S OLD FASHIONED HAMBURGERS HAS
OVER 25 RESTAURANTSTO SERVE YOU. . .ALLOF
THEM ARE JUST AROUND THE CORNER
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
109 E. Blackstock Road
4117 Lone Oak Road
228 S. Pine Street
COLUMBIA, S. C.
300 Bush River Road
6892 Garners Ferry Road
823 Knox Abbott
2089 Belt Line Blvd.
7355 Two Notch Road
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
1 000 Patton Ave
776 Biltmore Ave.
HENDERSONVILLE, N. C.
607 Spartanburg Highway
CLEMSON
U.S. 123 West
GAFFNEY, S. C.
1701 W. Baker Blvd.
LENOIR, N. C.
130 Blowing Road Blvd.
CONWAY, S. C.
U. S. Hwy. 501
MYRTLE BEACH, S. C.
3201 N. Kings Highway
2400 S. Kings Highway
GREENVILLE, S. C.
943 N. Pleasantburg Dr.
3106 White Horse Road
8 Farrs Bridge Road
725 E. Faris Road
Laurens Rd. at Butler-Mauldin
2711 Wade Hampton Blvd.
ANDERSON, S. C.
309 E. Greenville St.
3200 N. Main Street
ROCK HILL, S. C.
2367 N. Cherry Road
GREENWOOD, S. C.
Montague Street
LOOK ON BACK OF TICKET FOR VALUABLE WENDY'S COUPON OFFER
WAYNESVILLE, N. C.
607 Russ Avenue
AfSJD LOAN ASSOCIATION OF THE PIED
Easley • Liberty • Clemson • Pickens • Williamston •
Lucas CAV, Greenville, S.C.
Division of Lucas Industries, London, England
POINSETT
CONSTRUCTION
BUILT IT (and 150 others).
In the five years we've been operating we have
built well over 150 industrial, commercial and
institutional projects in the Carolinas and Georgia.
This one is a good example.
In addition to our conventional construction services,
we are also an authorized
dealer for Pascoe pre-
engineered building systems.
PASCOE
AUTMCDniZECJ BUILOEFI
poinsett construction co., inc.
P.O. BOX 8838, GREENVILLE, S.C. 29604 (803) 299-1050
P. O, BOX 10946, CHARLESTON, S.C. 2941 1 (803) 747-5295
RCA
Preview '80
New 1980
RCA Color TV with
ChanneLock Remote Control /is-. and m.
XL-100 Roommates
See how right the
colors can be with
ColorTrak's 8 automatic systems
moDERn ncnSUPPLY COMPANY
8 E. Main Street Williamston, S.C. 847-9222
In football a fumble can be
The Same is True In Airconditioning.
"There is no substitute
for error-free,
consistent performance —
in either field"
We have the winning combination
in designing, manufacturing, in-
stalling and maintaining your
environmental system. We have
professional engineering personnel,
modern shops and experienced
field crews. We can provide new
systems or modify existing systems.
When the need arises for air
conditioning, liquid & air filtration,
thenmo y kinetics
Creating the ideal environment
716 E. Fairfield Rd. o Greenville, S. C. 29605 o 803/277-8080
heat reclamation & air distribution
systems- Don't Drop the Ball —
Call on the professionals.
The symbol of a champion
Clemson Football
A Limited Edition Print by Nationally Acclaimed Sports Artist
Steve Ford
The Orange and White Each print signed & numbered by the artist
"
print size 1 9" x 26"
P.O. Box 828
Clemson, South Carolina 29631
Enclosed is my check or money order in the amount of $ for print(s) of
"Clemson Football"
unframed $22 * custom framed $60 (both prices include postage & handling)
Name
Address
City State Zip
Allow 2-4 weeks delivery UPS
Return Postage Guaranteed
ALOTGOES INTO
AGRICULTURE.
A lot goes into making your farm a success. But you to more farmers than any other lending institution. In fact,
must have a dependable credit source to ensure that you that's the only reason we're in business,
will have money to buy what you need when you need it. Let Farm Credit provide the money you need, when you
That's where Farm Credit comes in. We provide capital need it, with repayment plans to suit your situation.
FARMCREDITCOVERS ITALL!
Short and Intermediate-term f s Long-term
Farm Credit Farm Credit
WE'RE WITH YOU, TIGERS!
WATCH THE "DANNY FORD SHOW" — 12:30 SUNDAYS — ON WFBC-TV, WLTX-TV, WBTW-TV, WCIV-TV AND WRDW-TV
5fr Special Thanks
Our Deep Appreciation
To the automobile dealers shown and
listed on this page who have donated cars
to the Clemson Athletic Department for use
in travel by members of the staff. — Clem-
son Athletic Department.
Ben Satcher
Ben Satcher Ford Co.
Lexington
Inc.
Louie Williamson
Fairway Ford, Inc.
Greenville
George Coleman, Jr.
George Coleman Motors
Travelers Rest
George Campbell
John Foster Motors
Easley
J. H. Satcher
Satcher Motor Co.
Aiken
Joe B. Feagle, Jr.
Feagle Motor Co.
Johnston
Marion Burnside
Columbia
John Sullivan
Sullivan Motor Co.,
Anderson
Jim Connell
Inc. Connell Chevrolet, Inc.
Anderson
m
Edsel Hemingway
Hemingway Motor Co.
Andrews
Steve Chappel
S-J Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
Camden
George Ballentine
George Ballentine Motor Co.
Greenwood
Al Smith
Judson T. Minyard, Inc.
Greenville
Jack Tinsley Forrest Hughes
Tinsley-Crane Chevrolet Winnsboro Motor Sales Co.,
Pickens Winnsboro
Inc
Beech Island Steam, Inc.
P. O. Box 681 — Storm Branch Road
Clearwater, S. C. 29822
Telephone (803) 593-5116
Let Us Show You How to Cut
Your Fuel Bill By 15 Percent
TLV
Steam Traps
Rental Boilers Available
Ron Bannister Jesse McElmurray
WELCOME to today's Game
. . . From Your
Upper State
South Carolina
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE AGENTS
ANDERSON
South Towers St., Ph 224-2548
RALPH MORGAN, Agency Mgr
Mike Stewart and Sid Stewart
CHESTER
Columbia Road, Ph 377-3134
WILLIS CRAIN, Agency Mgr
Larry Stewart and W, D. Jordan
CHEROKEE
Gaffney, Ph 472-2014 (Sptnbg)
PAUL GIBSON, Agency Mgr
GREENVILLE
Off Butler Road, Mauldin, Ph 277-7296
WAYNE SANDERS, Agency Mgr
Tony McClure and Tony Angonee
LAURENS
Wasson Building, D'wntn, Ph 984-5511
JOHN WASSON, Agency Mgr
Billy Hudgens
OCONEE
Seneca, Ph 882-2532
ROBERT TAYLOR, Agency Mgr
Bill Sloan
PICKENS
Route 1, Ph 878-4447
BRANDON BREAZEALE, Agency Mgr
York
Chester
DRIVE HOME
S-A-F-E-L-Y
• Wear Seatbelts
• Obey Speed Limits
Drive Defensively
SPARTANBURG
Hwy #176, Inman, Ph 472-2014
PAUL GIBSON, Agency Mgr
Bill Branyon and Charles Hall
Randy Jones and Glenn Harling
UNION
126 Harwood Heights, Ph 427-0422
David C. Wylie
YORK
Hwy 161, Ph 684-4235
ALLEN BIGGER, Agency Mgr
Glenn Childers
SCFBIC District Sales Rep —
Ronnie Gillis, Mauldin, S.C.
SCFB District Field Rep —
Emory Bishop, Inman, S.C.
ALL LINES
OF INSURANCE
FOR FARM
BUREAU MEMBERS
AUTO • LIFE
FIRE • HOMEOWNERS
HEALTH • LIABILITY • OTHERS
S.C. Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co.
Southern Farm Bureau Casualty Ins. Co.
Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance Co.

"A fully licensed, quality conscious builder"
JAMES B. JONES, JR.
CONSTRUCTION CO., INC
102 WHITEHALL STREET
ABBEVILLE, S. C. 29620
803-459-5402
3trCH1 APARTMENT
The way to build today. COMMERCIAL
Authorized Builder INDUSTRIAL
Joey Smith Tim Ott
Army ROTC Salutes Clemson Athletics
and Our Own Student Athletes
Learn What It Takes to Lead-Contact Major Phil Kelley
Room 105 Tillman Hall
656-3107/3108
YOU'RE A WINNER
with
2916 N. Main St.
Anderson, S. C.
5Waysto closediedoor to
energywaste.
• Insulated sectional steel and wood flush doors for
commercial and residential needs.
• Strip doors and perimeter seals.
• Solar rolling steel doors.
• Dock seals and truck dock shelters.
• "Job Rated" electric door openers.
Designed to reduce expensive heating and cooling
loss. These units can make your home or buildings
more energy efficient and nicer looking. Call us.
We can help with any door problem.
SINCE ^^^tft-ol/fonl^^^ 1921
Overhead Door Company of Greenville, Inc.
Piedmont Industrial Park 277-9460
No otherwoodstove can passthis
OF Hickorychecklist.
Heavy-duty firebox of 1/4" welded steel. No thin spots,
no hairline cracks.
Solid, one-piece, no-warp door of 5/8" cast iron.
"Wraparound" heating chamber— top, bottom and sides—
with 4 separate forced-air heat outlets.
Thermostat-controlled electric fan system.
High-efficiency burning. More than 90% of the
firewood's heat energy is used to warm your house.
Unattended heating time as long as 12 hours.
Limited warranty for the LIFETIME of the original owner.
Only OL' HICKORY checks out all the way. And the fireplace model is easily
convertible to a free-standing heating stove. One more thing— you'll like OL' HICKORY's
square-deal prices.
RS. TO DEALERS: OL' HICKORY is the hot one for 1979-80. Phone us and get the facts.
OFHickory -
woodstoves
Box 8008 Greenville, SC 29604 (803) 277-2870
1979 -MEMBER
mmm
WOOD B*RGY NSTTTUTE
ifc Tiger Head Coaches
Clemson Sports
Ranked Fourth
As is evidenced by the following chart, Clemson athletics are among the
nation's best. According to the survey by the Knoxville Journal, Clemson has the
fourth best all-around sports program in the nation. The Tigers' excellent staff of
head coaches is a prime reason for this lofty ranking.
The Nation's Top 10
All-Sports
Rankings
Cross-Country
Football
Soccer
Basketball
Wrestling Swimming
Track
Tennis
Golf
Baseball
TOTALS
UCLA X 7 X 16 9 16 18 20 8 12 106
Southern Cal X 19 X X X 19 14 141
2
11 V2 X 78
Arkansas 11 10 X 14 X X X 8V2 X 19 62V2
CLEMSON X 15 18 X X X X 8V2 X 11 52V2
Tennessee 15 X X X X 17 8V2 8V2 X X 49
Michigan X 18 X X 1
1
11 X 8V2 X X 48'/2
Indiana 13 X 19 X X 14 X X X X 46
Brigham Young X X X X 7 X 41/2 8V2 17 7 44
Arizona 14 X X X 1 2V2 8 1 2 X X 15V2 41 V2
Texas El Paso 20 X X X X X 20 X X X 40
Twenty points are awarded for first place, 19 for second, 18 for third, etc.
SECOND TEN: Auburn 39, Texas 38V2
,
Oregon 37V2 , Oklahoma 36, Arizona State 35, LSU 34V2
,
California 34V2 , Wisconsin 34, Oklahoma State 34, Penn State 34.
THIRD TEN: Alabama 33, Pepperdine 32V2, Houston 32, North Carolina 29V2, Michigan State 29,
Notre Dame 29, SMU 29, Stanford 28, San Francisco 28, Florida 24.
JoANN BAINES
Field Hockey
BOB BOETTNER
Swimming
SAM COLSON
Track/Cross-Cou ntry
DANNY FORD
Football
BILL FOSTER
Basketball
I. M. IBRAHIM
Soccer
MARY KING
Women's Tennis
CHUCK KRIESE
Tennis
\
DENNIS McNELIS
Women's Volleyball
CHARLIE POTEAT
Fencing
BOBBY ROBINSON
Golf
WADE SCHALLES
Wrestling
ANNIE TRIBBLE
Women's Basketball
BILL WILHELM
Baseball
95
Anderson County
IPTAY Club
Salutes the Tigers
Anderson -
Home of Pine Lake Golf Club -Site of the Annual IPTAY
Golf Tournament.
Congratulations on another outstanding athletic year.
Every Tiger Needs
a Place to Call His Own
You or your tiger can use this custom
crafted redwood wall plaque to decorate
the wall of an office, den or other special
place. Each plaque is approximately 7!6"
x 26" wide x %" deep and is crafted from
the finest heart redwood, sandblasted,
stained and painted by the same
craftsman that daily make some of the
most exciting new environmental signage
on the eastern seaboard.
Each plaque has a stained walnut back-
ground with border and letters in beige
with our famous tigerpaw in Clemson
orange.
These plaques make excellent gifts for
special days or as a pleasant surprise for
any Clemson fan.
Because these plaques are handcrafted
after we receive your order, please allow
2-3 weeks for delivery.
Interior and Exterior signs custom de-
signed for your special needs or hobbies.
Personalized tiger - ->od graphic desk
name plate. Write -iformation con-
cerning our custom 'ed work.
1 Plense send me Clemson Tiger's Den" wall
| plaque(s). 1 have enclosed my check or money order for
I S37.50 (plus SI .00 postage and handling and 4% S.C. Sales
Tax) for each plaque.
Nnmp.
Address:
1 Citv- 7in
1 Make checks payable by mail to:
Sun Graphics
PO Box 3027
1 Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
1 Attn: Carolyn Willis Creel
(803) 448-1515
Sun®
Giapl\ic5
06HOUR0
Put yourself in charge
of TV programming
Now, thanks to RCA SelectaVision, you can tape your
favorite televised sporting events right in the comfort of your
own home. If it's televised in color, the playback is in color.
You can even check those close calls where you and the
referee don't exactly see eye-to-eye. It's like having "instant
replay" right there at your finger tips.
Let RCA turn your television into
SelectaVision 600
6-Hour Video Cassette Recorder
See these RCA Dealers for a demonstration without obligation.
VDT600
IMB/JQ
Anderson, S.C.
Daniels Western Auto
Tire and Appliance Co.
Appliance and T.V. Center
Gates Firestone
Belton, S.C.
Land and Thompson
Donalds, S.C.
J. C. Pearman Co., Inc.
Honea Path, S.C.
White's Auto Store
Pendleton, S.C.
C and D Appliance
Seneca, S.C.
Seneca Discount Furniture Co.
Sorrells Refrigeration & Elec. Co.
Walhalla, S.C.
Morgan Music and Appliance
Williamston, S.C.
Modern Supply Co
Athens, Ga.
Perteets T V. Sales and Service
Bowden Music Co.
Clarkesville, Ga.
Woods Hardware and Furniture
Carlton, Ga.
Paul's Electric and Television
Commerce, Ga.
Beck Tractor and Appliance
Commerce T V. Sales & Serv
Cornelia, Ga.
Woods Furniture Store
Hartwell, Ga.
Ray's Radio and Television
Lavonia. Ga.
Walter's Electronics
Western Auto Store
Martin, Ga.
Goodwin and Thomas
Royston, Ga.
Western Auto Store
Toccoa, Ga.
Smith T.V. and Appliance
Franklin, N.C.
Frank's T.V. and Appliance
Macon Furn-Mart
Town & Country
Highlands, N.C.
Village Service Company
'* ' Iff
IN
TOTAL CAPABILITY
ELECTRICAL - MECHANICAL - CIVIL - CONTRACT MAINTENANCE
This is the world's largest terephthalic acid complex . . .Amoco
Chemical Corporation's one billion pounds per year TPA facil-
ity, near Charleston, South Carolina. The site, adjacent to deep
water, includes ship dock access by ocean-going tankers.
Yeargin Construction built this major new chemical com-
plex. Our thousands of craftsmen provided comprehensive
general contractor services in ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL,
and CIVIL project requirements . . . supervision and support
services ... all with our own forces.
We recognize that every industry's problems are unique.
So are Yeargin's tailored solutions. As projects grow in size and
complexity, effective construction handling becomes
more critical. Our FULL SERVICE is an invaluable tool
in controlling project costs and quality . . . and,
after project start-up and occupancy . . . Yeargin
CONTRACT MAINTENANCE service will care for
your investment over the years.
You see complete "Grass Roots" production
. t™* r-a i ik.
facilities, major expansions to existing manufac- I tAHLlllM
turing plants, institutional and commercial buildings . . .built by
Yeargin ... all over the Sun Belt.
As you plan your facilities growth ... a new plant, or an
addition . . . call Yeargin! Whether it's 1 , 1 00, or thousands of
craftsmen you need, we have the strength, the resources, the
technical back-up, the commitment to quality, and P-R-l-D-E
experience to do your job well in these, and other industries. . .
• chemicals • pulp & paper • textiles • synthetic fibers • power generation . . .
(field erected steam generators & precipitators) • aluminum reduction • steel
• foundaries • metal fabrication • heavy assembly • tire & rubber • glass
• petro-chemical • plastics • film • machine tools • nuclear products
• food processing • pharmaceuticals • tobacco • furniture.
We're Yeargin Construction . . . The P-R-l-D-E
builder. The Yeargin team understands P-R-l-D-E
performance makes selecting Yeargin as your builder a
satisfying decision. We know you want a dependable
schedule, quality construction, innovative perfor-
mance, and a cost estimate you can depend on. We
deliver . . . with P-R-l-D-E!
The P-R-l-D-E Builder
A full service contractor.
YEARGIN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
McALISTER PLAZA • POST OFFICE BOX 6508 • GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29606 • 803/242-6960
SOUTHWEST DIVISION: 2323 SOUTH VOSS ROAD • HOUSTON, TEXAS 77057 • 719/782-9254
